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EDITORIAL MESSAGE

Celebrating the 60th Anniversary of Florentin Smarandache

December 10, 2014, marked the 60th anniverssay of Florentin

Smarandache’s birth. Through great personal sacrifice, our

friend and colleague became one of the co-founders, and Ex-

ecutive Editor of our journal Progress in Physics. He is a

mathematician of international renown, and a Professor in

the Department of Mathematics and Science at the University

of New Mexico, where he was Department Chair for many

years. His detailed biography was previously published one

year ago, in our journal.∗

We, the colleagues and friends who have been privileged

to know Florentin closely, wish him a happy life for many

decades to come, good health, prosperity, and enthusiasm for

his further research.

Dmitri Rabounski, Larissa Borissova, Andreas Ries,

Pierre Millette, Ebenezer Chifu, Gunn Quznetsov

∗Rabounski D. Florentin Smarandache: A Celebration. Progress in

Physics, 2014, issue 1, 25–27.

Prof. Florentin Smarandache,

Executive Editor of Progress in Physics

Celebrating the 60th Anniversary of Florentin Smarandache 109
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A Physical Model of Pulsars as Gravitational Shielding
and Oscillating Neutron Stars

T. X. Zhang

Department of Physics, Alabama A & M University, Normal, Alabama 35762. E-mail: tianxi.zhang@aamu.edu

Pulsars are thought to be fast rotating neutron stars, synchronously emitting periodic
Dirac-delta-shape radio-frequency pulses and Lorentzian-shape oscillating X-rays. The
acceleration of charged particles along the magnetic field lines of neutron stars above
the magnetic poles that deviate from the rotating axis initiates coherent beams of ra-
dio emissions, which are viewed as pulses of radiation whenever the magnetic poles
sweep the viewers. However, the conventional lighthouse model of pulsars is only con-
ceptual. The mechanism through which particles are accelerated to produce coherent
beams is still not fully understood. The process for periodically oscillating X-rays to
emit from hot spots at the inner edge of accretion disks remains a mystery. In addition,
a lack of reflecting X-rays of the pulsar by the Crab Nebula in the OFF phase does not
support the lighthouse model as expected. In this study, we develop a physical model
of pulsars to quantitatively interpret the emission characteristics of pulsars, in accor-
dance with the author’s well-developed five-dimensional fully covariant Kaluza-Klein
gravitational shielding theory and the physics of thermal and accelerating charged par-
ticle radiation. The results obtained from this study indicate that, with the significant
gravitational shielding by scalar field, a neutron star nonlinearly oscillates and produces
synchronous periodically Dirac-delta-shape radio-frequency pulses (emitted by the os-
cillating or accelerating charged particles) as well as periodically Lorentzian-shape os-
cillating X-rays (as the thermal radiation of neutron stars whose temperature varies due
to the oscillation). This physical model of pulsars broadens our understanding of neu-
tron stars and develops an innovative mechanism to model the emissions of pulsars.

1 Introduction

Neutron stars are extremely compact objects, resulting from
supernova explosions of dying massive stars with 8 to 20 so-
lar masses. The theoretical prediction for the existence of
neutron stars in nature was proposed eight decades ago [1].
But the observational discovery of these compact objects was
only done in the middle of the 1960s from the measurement of
an unusual Dirac-delta-shape pulse-like radio emission from
the Crab Nebula [2,3] first observed by Chinese astronomers
in 1054. The mass and radius of neutron stars are mostly
around 1.4 solar masses and 10 to 20 km, respectively. The
recent measurement for the Shapiro delay of light from a bi-
nary millisecond pulsar has discovered a neutron star with a
mass of about two solar masses [4]; and other measurements
have found the radii of some neutron stars to be less than 10
km [5–7]. The mass-radius relation of these unusual neutron
stars has been modeled recently by [8].

The conventional interpretation for the observed Dirac-
delta-shape pulse-like radio emission was based on the light-
house model of pulsars as fast rotating neutron stars [9–12].
Figure 1 sketches a diagram for the lighthouse model of pul-
sars. Charged particles that are accelerated along the mag-
netic field lines of neutron stars above the magnetic poles pro-
duce or give off coherent beams of radio emissions, through
mechanisms which are, however, not yet entirely understood.
These beams are viewed as pulsing radio-frequency radiation

Fig. 1: A sketched diagram for the lighthouse model
of pulsars as fast rotating neutron stars (Credit:
www.pas.rochester.edu/afrank/A105). Charged particles, ac-
celerated by the magnetism of the neutron star, flow along the
magnetic field lines, producing radio radiation that beams outward.
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Fig. 2: A flashlight beam through the air (Credit:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggr5YQYqD0I). One can see the
beam, even if it does not point to the viewer, because the air reflects
the beam of the flashlight.

when the magnetic poles sweep the viewers. Twenty years
after the discovery of neutron stars, quasi-periodic oscilla-
tions (QPOs) of X-rays were observed first from white dwarfs
and then from neutron stars [13–14]. The recent observa-
tions of pulsar PSR B0943+10 by combining the X-ray tele-
scope XMM-Newton and the radio telescope LOFAR have
shown that this pulsar synchronously emits periodic Dirac-
delta-shape pulses of radio-frequency radiation and Lorentz-
ian shape oscillating X-rays [15]. At present, pulsar quasi-
periodically oscillating X-rays are believed to come from in-
ner edges of the accretion disks of white dwarfs, neutron stars,
and black holes, but the physical cause still remains unsolved
and a detailed consistent theory of how these fascinating stars
work remains elusive.

Fig. 3: X-ray images of the Crab Nebula. The left panel is the case
when the pulsar turns on and the right panel is the case when the pul-
sar turns off. When the beam of X-rays points away, why we cannot
see the radiation beam formed by the nebula reflection (Einstein Ob-
servatory image, Smithsonian Institution Photo No. 80-16234).

It is well known or experienced that a beam of flashlight
is visible from the side because part of the light is scattered
by the tiny particles like dust in the air (Figure 2). A beam
of radio waves can bend or change the direction of propaga-
tion due to ionospheric reflections and refractions. However,
the similar case does not happen for the beam of emissions
(including radio waves through gamma rays) from the pul-
sar in the Crab Nebula. In visible light, the Crab Nebula
consists largely of filaments with ionized gases of tempera-
ture ∼ 10 − 100 times higher than ionosphere and density
∼ 1 − 1000 times lower than ionosphere. The Crab Nebula,
though behaving unlike the air or ionosphere, should be able
to reflect or scatter the beams of radio waves or X-rays from
the pulsar. But the observations have not shown such events
occurring when the pulsar is in the OFF phase (see the right
image of Figure 3). Figure 3 shows the X-ray images of the
Crab Nebula taken by the Einstein Observatory when the pul-
sar is in the ON (the left panel) and OFF (the right panel)
phases. According to the lighthouse model, the ON phase of
the pulsar refers to the beam of radiation pointing to the Earth
or the viewer; while the OFF phase refers to the beam of ra-
diation pointing to other directions. The X-ray image of the
entire Crab Nebula in the ON phase is significantly brighter
than that in the OFF phase, especially the region above the
lighting pulsar. This indicates that the Crab Nebula does re-
flect/scatter some X-rays of the pulsar when the pulsar is ON.
However, there is not any reflection/scattering happened and
perceived when the beam points to other directions through
the Nebula in the OFF phase. This fact strongly implies that
our conventional lighthouse model may not work. The lack of
reflecting/scattering X-rays of the pulsar by the Crab Nebula
in the OFF phase does not support the lighthouse model as
expected. In the OFF phase, the pulsar is more likely to turn
the radiation off entirely rather than just to direct the radiation
away from the Earth or the viewer. In addition, the lighthouse
model may not be able to theoretically form, except for when
the deviation of the rotating axis from the magnetic poles is
negligible, a stable accretion disk and jets, which were clearly
seen in the X-ray images recently captured by the Chandra
Observatory. It is also hard to explain why some pulsars are
gamma rays only [16,17].

Recently, the author has developed a new mechanism for
supernova explosion caused by gravitational field shielding
[18], in accordance with his five-dimensional (5D) fully co-
variant Kaluza-Klein theory with a scalar field [8,19,20]. Ac-
cording to the gravitational field shielding theory, a supernova
explosion takes place when its core collapses to a critical den-
sity where the gravitational field suddenly disappears or is
shielded by the strong scalar field. At this moment, the ex-
tremely large pressure of matter immediately stops the core
from collapsing and then the core quickly expands to power-
fully push the mantle part of the supernova moving radially
outward as a supernova explosion. As the core expands, the
gravity resumes. After the mantle explodes out of the super-
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nova, the core is left as a neutron star and starts to oscillate
about its equilibrium of gravity and pressure. Rather than the
rotation, acoustic wave and neutrino driven mechanisms of
supernova explosions, this new mechanism is driven by the
extreme pressure of the core when the gravitational field is
suddenly weakened by the strong scalar field.

In this paper, we develop a physical model of pulsars,
through which we propose an alternative explanation for neu-
tron stars to emit the Dirac-delta-shape pulse-like radio fre-
quency radiation and the Lorentzian shape oscillating X-rays,
in terms of the 5D gravitational field shielding theory and the
self-gravitating oscillations of neutron stars. We will also dis-
cuss how the frequency of emissions depends on the mass of
the neutron star, the initial conditions, the equation of state,
and the frozen magnetic field. In contrast to the conceptual
lighthouse model, this physical oscillating model is based on
the simple physics of thermal and accelerating charged par-
ticle radiation and the 5D gravity, and predicts power-time
profiles of pulsars that are highly consistent with the mea-
surements and observations.

2 Emissions of oscillating neutron stars

As described above, a neutron star starts to oscillate about
its equilibrium of gravity and pressure once the mantle is ex-
ploded out of the supernova. The oscillation of the neutron
star oscillates or accelerates inside particles. At the surface or
in the crust, the acceleration of particles can be simply given
by the following equation of motion,

a(t) ≡ d2R(t)
dt2 = −g(R) − 1

ρ(R)
dP(ρ)

dR
, (1)

where a(t) is the acceleration of the particle; R(t) is the radial
distance of the particle or simply the radius of the neutron
star; ρ(R) is the density of neutron star; P(ρ) is the pressure of
neutron star, which in this study is given by the Skyrme model
for the Equation of State (EOS) of neutron stars [21,22],

P = 5.32 × 109ρ5/3 + 1.632 × 10−5ρ8/3 − 1.381 × 105ρ2, (2)

in the cgs unit system; and g(R) is the gravitational field or ac-
celeration, which in this study is determined according to the
five-dimensional fully covariant Kaluza-Klein gravitational
shielding theory with a scalar field that the author previously
developed [18],

g =
c2

2φ2

(
dφ
dr

+ φ
dν
dr

)
e−λ, (3)

in the Einstein frame. Here the scalar field φ, the metric 00-
and 11-components eν and eλ were solved as ([19] and refer-
ences therein)

φ2 = −α2 ψ4 + (1 + α2)ψ−2, (4)

eν = ψ2 φ−2, (5)

eλ =

(
1 − B2

r2

)2

ψ−2, (6)

in the Jordan frame, where ψ, B, and α are given by

ψ =

( r − B
r + B

)1/
√

3

, (7)

B =
GM√

3(1 + α2) c2
, (8)

α =
Q

2
√

GM
. (9)

This solution does not have an unknown parameter and re-
duces to the Schwarzschild solution in the Einstein frame
when fields are weak and matter that generates the fields is
neutral [8,18,23]. The weak field tests of general relativity are
also the tests of this 5D gravity. In the case of strong fields,
especially charged, the 5D gravity gives new effects such as
the space polarization [24,25], electric redshift [19], gravita-
tional field shielding or spacetime flattening [18], gravitation-
less black hole [23], and so on. The new effects are results of
the strong scalar field, which significantly reduces the local
gravity or, in other words, decreases the equivalent gravita-
tional constant [20].

Figure 4a plots the radial distance as a function of time
that is obtained from numerically solving (1). The result in-
dicates that the neutron star nonlinear periodically oscillates,
non-uniformly with quick stop and bounce by the pressure
force when the gravity loses its dominance. It is in a dy-
namic equilibrium state rather than a static one. According
to the gravitational shielding model [18], a supernova explo-
sion takes place, due to the extremely large pressure push-
ing outward, when its core collapses to a critical density, at
which the gravitational field suddenly disappears or is shed
by the strong scalar field. Once a supernova or a dying star
has exploded its mantle, the core as a stellar remnant forms
a neutron star, located at the center of the supernova progen-
itor, with a relative large initial radius where the gravity is
resumed. Then, the formed neutron star starts to gravitation-
ally compress from its initial state. As it squeezes, the scalar
field increases and reduces the gravitational field or flattens
the spacetime again. To about the critical density, the gravi-
tational field is disappeared or shed again by the strong scalar
field. At this moment, the extensive pressure immediately
stops the neutron star from the further collapse and extremely
drives the neutron star to rapidly expand. Particles are ex-
tremely accelerated by the extensive pressure when the grav-
itational field is shed. After the neutron star is sufficiently ex-
panded, the gravity resumes because the scalar field is weak-
ened. When the gravity becomes dominant, the neutron star
collapses again. This periodic switching of the dominance be-
tween the gravity and the pressure force leads to a nonlinear
oscillation of the neutron star. Here in Figure 4 as an example
we have chosen the mass of the neutron star to be about 1.5

112 T. X. Zhang. A Physical Model of Pulsars as Gravitational Shielding and Oscillating Neutron Stars
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Fig. 4: Oscillation of a neutron star with 1.5 solar masses versus
synchronous emissions of the Dirac Delta shape radio pulses and
the Lorentzian shape X-ray oscillations. The radial distance (a), the
power of radio emission (b), and the power of X-ray emission (c)
are plotted as functions of time. The initial conditions for the radial
distance and velocity of oscillation are chosen to be R0 = 22 km and
v0 = 0.

solar masses; and the initial radial distance and velocity to be
about R0 = 22 km and v0 = 0, respectively.

The accelerating particles, if electrically charged, gener-
ate radio emissions. According to the Larmor equation [26],
the power of radio emissions generated by the accelerating
charged particle is proportional to the square of the magni-
tude of the acceleration,

Pr(t) =
q2a2(t)
6πε0c3 ∝ a2(t), (10)

where q is the particle charge; ε0 is the dielectric constant in
the free space; and c is the speed of light in free space. Figure
4b plots the power of radio emissions normalized to the power
at the initial state, in terms of the Larmor equation (10) and
the acceleration (1). The result indicates that the radio emis-
sions by the nonlinearly oscillating neutron star are periodi-
cally pulse-like radiation with the Dirac delta shape, which is
consistent with the general observations of pulsars. A neutron
star could be possibly charged as a consequence of holding
some certain amount of net protons or nuclei. The fraction
and effect of protons in neutron stars have been considered
for years [27,28]. To explain the observations of Geminga,

a model of a dense neutron star with localized protons was
proposed [29,30]. In [28], the maximum amount of charge in
a compact star can be ∼ √GM , which is ∼ 2.5× 1020 C for a
neutron star with 1.5 solar masses.

On the other hand, a hot neutron star can emit thermal or
blackbody radiation in the frequency range of X-rays. For in-
stance, according to Wien’s law, the frequency of blackbody
radiation at the maximum or at the peak of the power by a hot
body with surface temperature of 100 million Kelvins is about
1019 Hz, which is in the frequency range of X-rays. The total
power of X-rays emitted by a hot neutron star can be given by

PX(t) = 4πR2(t)σT 4(t) ∝ R−δ(t), (11)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Here we have
also considered that the surface temperature of the neutron
star varies as the neutron star oscillates, or in other words,
the temperature is a function of the radius or density. Fig-
ure 4c plots the power of X-rays normalized to the initial
power, in terms of the blackbody radiation or (11). Here
we have chosen the index δ = 3/2, which corresponds to
T ∝ R−(δ+2)/4 = R−7/8. Choosing a larger δ does not alter the
shape of the radiation, but can lead to a more significant os-
cillation of X-ray emissions, because the variation of temper-
ature responding to the oscillation of neutron star increases
with the index δ. The result shown in Figure 1c indicates that
the X-rays emitted by the nonlinearly oscillating neutron star
are synchronous periodically oscillating blackbody radiation
with the Lorentzian shape, which is also consistent with the
general observations of pulsars.

A neutron star may have a temperature as high as thou-
sand billion degrees (1012 K) at the moment of its birth by an
explosion of a supernova and then quickly cools down to a
hundred million degrees (108 K) because of its strong radia-
tion and neutrino emissions [31]. Therefore, for an early-aged
neutron star, if the temperature is above 1010 K, the domi-
nant thermal or blackbody radiation can be gamma rays. In
other words, a younger pulsar as a hotter neutron star can
emit gamma-rays mainly, which may explain the gamma ray
only pulsars recently measured by NASA’s Fermi Gamma
Ray Telescope [32,33].

The frequency of the pulses shown in Figure 4 is about
2000 Hz (with a period of about 0.5 milliseconds), which de-
pends on (1) the mass of the neutron star, (2) the initial kinetic
and potential energy of the neutron star (or initial conditions
of R0 and v0), and (3) the applied EOS. In general, at the
same initial conditions with the same applied EOS, the pulse
frequency is higher if the mass of the neutron star is greater
because a larger mass, and thus larger gravity, collapses the
neutron star quicker. Figures 5 and 6 show, respectively, the
radial distance and the radio emission power for oscillating
neutron stars with four different masses under the same ini-
tial conditions and the same applied EOS. It is seen that the
frequency decreases with decreasing neutron star mass. For a
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Fig. 5: Oscillations of neutron stars. The radial distance is plotted
as a function of time for neutron stars with mass equal to 2, 1.5, 1,
and 0.5 solar masses, respectively, from (a) through (d). The initial
conditions and applied EOS are the same as in Figure 4.

neutron star with mass four times smaller, the pulse frequency
will be twice lower. The oscillation model of pulsars also
gives very precise intervals between pulses as shown in Fig-
ures 3 to 5. Different pulsars can have quite different periods
of pulses because they have different masses and start their
oscillations from different initial states. Given a neutron star,
the periodic switch between gravity and pressure dominant
forces does not vary the period or frequency of oscillation.

3 Discussions and conclusions

For neutron stars with the same mass and the same applied
EOS, the frequency of pulses is lower if the initial R0 or v0
is greater, because it takes a longer time to make one oscil-
lation not only due to the longer course for the oscillation
but also due to the weaker initial gravity. For neutron stars
with the same mass and at the same initial state of motion,
the frequency is greater if the density dependence of the pres-
sure determined by the EOS is harder, because the pressure
gradient push is greater and thus the oscillation is faster. On
the other hand, the oscillation of the neutron star compresses
and relaxes the frozen magnetic field of the neutron star as
well as varies the particle radial speed of motion. The mag-

Fig. 6: Radio emissions of oscillating neutron stars. The power of
radio emissions for neutron stars with mass equal to 2, 1.5, 1, and
0.5 solar masses, respectively, from (a) through (d). The initial con-
ditions and applied EOS are the same as in Figure 5. The powers for
all cases are normalized.

netic pressure and speed gradients also play some role in re-
sisting the oscillations and thus decreasing the frequency of
the oscillations, but not changing the emission characteris-
tics. Therefore, oscillation periods of neutron stars can be in
a wide range [34,35], when all these effects are considered.
Details on these effects will be studied next.

The oscillation of a neutron star will be damped and thus
slowed down due to the loss of energy or mass. Neutron stars
can speed up their oscillations when they accrete more energy
or mass than they lose. They may also twitch or glitch their
pulses when their states of matter suddenly change [36,37].
Very hot neutron stars (e.g. 1010 K) may emit oscillating
gamma rays [38,39]. Sufficiently cooled down neutron stars
(e.g. 106 K) can emit oscillating ultraviolet radiation [40]. All
the temperature-related emissions are periodically oscillating
with the Lorentzian shape. Only the acceleration-related ra-
dio frequency emissions are pulse-like with the Dirac delta
shape. Since electrons have much smaller inertia than nu-
clei, the pressure gradient buoyant forces accelerate them in
different strengths with time lag. Therefore, the radio emis-
sions from electrons and nuclei in the neutral crust of an os-
cillating neutron star are not completely destructed. Net ra-
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dio emissions from the electrons and nuclei in the neutral
crust of a neutron star can be generated by the self-gravitating
oscillating neutron star. Due to the time lag, each primary
pulse, which is produced by electrons, may follow a sec-
ondary pulse, which is produced by nuclei.

The sudden disappearance of gravitational field due to the
shielding by the strong scalar field is significant for the ra-
dio emissions of neutron stars to be pulses with the Dirac
delta shape. Under the Newtonian and Einsteinian gravita-
tional theories, the gravitational oscillations of neutron stars
may also produce the observed Dirac delta shape radio emis-
sions, but need the neutron star to be over compressed in order
for the pressure gradient push to dominate the non-shielding
strong gravity. On the other hand, it should be noted that (1)
and (2) are valid only for non-relativistic motion. According
to the calculation done in Figure 1, we can see that the max-
imum speed of the oscillation is less than about one third of
the light speed in vacuum. In this case, we have a relativistic
factor γ < 1.1, which means that the relativistic effect is not
significant and thus negligible. The shape of radio emissions
depends on the acceleration of charged particles and the shape
of X-ray emissions depends on the surface temperature or ra-
dius of the neutron star. This physical model quantitatively
explains the emission characteristics of pulsars.

The energy dissipation deficiently decreases the neutron
star’s total energy, mass, amplitude of oscillation, EOS (or the
bounce of the neutron star), magnetic field strength, and thus
slightly changes or reduces both the power and frequency of
pulses. The small energy dissipation or loss due to radiation
(or damping) can only weakly slow down the pulses. The
measured polarizations of pulsars can be considered as the
causes of particles flowing, electromagnetic activities, and
unevenly distributed surface temperatures. This paper has
only addressed the radio emission of charged particles that
are accelerated due to the oscillation of the neutron star. If
we also consider the radio emission of charged particles that
are accelerated due to particle flowing and electromagnetic
activities, the pulse profiles should be polarized with multi-
ple components [41–43] and complicated pulse profiles. The
Dirac-delta shape and Lorentzian shape are only the main
characteristics (i.e. periodicities) of radio pulses and X-ray
emissions. The emissions of pulsars are gravitation-powered
with effects of rotation, accretion, and/or magnetism, respec-
tively. The gravitational (or oscillatory) energy dissipation
provides the power for the pulsar-nebula system. The radio
emissions are coherent with high brightness temperature be-
cause charged particles are coherently accelerated along with
the oscillation of neutron stars. The X-ray emission of a pul-
sar is thermal but with the temperature varying in a range
rather than a single temperature. To obtain the energy spec-
tra of X-rays, we must integrate the flux of emission over a
temperature range. The result of integration should be non-
thermal as measured. All these aspects will be explored in
details in future.

As a summary, we have developed a physical model of
pulsars to quantitatively interpret the emission characteristics
of pulsars, in accordance with the five-dimensional fully co-
variant Kaluza-Klein gravitational shielding theory and the
physics of thermal and accelerating charged particle radia-
tion. With the significant gravitational shielding by the strong
scalar field, a neutron star nonlinearly oscillates and produces
synchronous periodically Dirac-delta-shape pulse-like radio-
frequency radiation as well as periodically Lorentzian shape
oscillating X-rays. The oscillating or accelerating charged
particles produce the Dirac-delta-shape pulse-like radio fre-
quency radiation, while the thermal/blackbody radiation of
neutron stars that oscillate and thus vary the temperature pro-
duces the Lorentzian shape X-rays. This physical model of
pulsars as gravitational shielding and oscillating neutron stars
broadens our understanding of neutron stars and develops an
innovative mechanism to disclose the mystery of pulsars.
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The Structured Proton and the Structureless Electron
as Viewed in the Planck Vacuum Theory

William C. Daywitt
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This paper argues that the proton possesses structure because the positive proton charge
attracts the negative-energy vacuum toward the massive proton core, exposing a small
spherical portion of that vacuum to free-space perturbations. Calculations indicate that
the apparent charge spread of the proton is due to this structure.

1 Introduction

The proton and electron are Dirac particles in the sense that
they both possess a Compton radius and they both obey the
Dirac equation, but the positive and negative charge of the
proton and electron make their characteristics radically dif-
ferent. For example, the proton is smaller and more massive
than the electron because of this charge difference [1]. It is
shown below that this difference also accounts for the proton
structure and its apparent charge spread. The structure is the
result of the perturbed Planck vacuum (PV) state [2] in the
vicinity of the massive proton core.

In its rest frame the proton core (e∗,mp) exerts the follow-
ing two-term coupling force [3] [4]

Fp(r) =
(e∗)(−e∗)

r2 +
mpc2

r
= −Fs


r2

p

r2 −
rp

r

 (1)

on the PV negative-energy continuum, where the proton Co-
mpton radius rp (= e2

∗/mpc2) is the radius at which the force
vanishes. The mass of the proton is mp and the bare charge e∗
is massless. The radius r begins at the proton core and ends
on any particular Planck-particle charge (−e∗) at a radius r
within the PV. The strong force

Fs ≡
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(e∗)(−e∗)

r2
p

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
mpc2

rp
(2)

is the magnitude of the two forces in the first sum of (1)
where the sum vanishes. The (e∗) in (1) and (2) belongs to
the free-space proton and the (−e∗) to the separate Planck
particles of the PV, where the first and second ratios in (1)
and (2) are vacuum polarization and curvature forces respec-
tively. It follows that the strong force is a proton/PV force
(rather than a free-space/free-space force). The Planck par-
ticle mass m∗ and Compton radius r∗ are equal to the Planck
Mass and Planck Length [5, p. 1234]. (The three Compton re-
lations remec2 = rpmpc2 = r∗m∗c2 = e2

∗ and c~ = e2
∗ are used

throughout the preceding and the following calculations.)
The massive electron core (−e∗,me) exerts the coupling

force

Fe(r) =
(−e∗)(−e∗)

r2 − mec2

r
= Fw

(
r2

e

r2 −
re

r

)
(3)

Fig. 1: Graphs of the normalized coupling forces Fp(r)/Fs with rp =

1 (negative to the left), and Fe(r)/Fw with re = 1 (positive to the left).
(re/rp = 1836)

on the vacuum state and leads to the Compton radius re (=
e2
∗/mec2), where the first (−e∗) in (3) belongs to the electron.

The weak force

Fw ≡ (−e∗)(−e∗)
r2

e
=

mec2

re
(4)

is the magnitude of the two forces in the first sum of (3) where
the sum vanishes. Again, the first and second ratios in (3) and
(4) are vacuum polarization and curvature forces respectively.
Thus the weak force, like the strong force, is an electron/PV
force.

It is important to note that, for r < rp � re, Fp(r) and
Fe(r) are negative and positive respectively (Figure 1). That
is, the proton and electron cores attract and repel respectively
the Planck particles (−e∗,m∗) within the PV. This is the phe-
nomenon that gives the proton structure, while denying struc-
ture to the electron.
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Fig. 2: Graphs of the normalized coupling potentials Vp(r)/mpc2

with rp = 1 (upper curve), and Ve(r)/mec2 with re = 1 (lower curve).
(re/rp = 1836)

2 Proton structure

The potential energy associated with the coupling forces (1)
and (3) is defined as

V(r) =

∫
F(r)dr + V0 (5)

so that dV/dr = F and V(rc) = 0, where rc = e2
∗/mc2 is

the force’s Compton radius. For the proton and electron this
definition leads to

Vp(r)
mpc2 =

rp

r
− 1 − ln

( rp

r

)
(6)

and
Ve(r)
mec2 = 1 − re

r
+ ln

( re

r

)
(7)

where (6) and (7) yield Vp(r) ≥ 0 and Ve(r) ≤ 0 over the
entire range of the radius r (Figure 2).

The spirit of the Klein Paradox discussed in Appendix A
is that, if a region of free space is subjected to a sufficiently
large positive potential, then an electron impinging on that
region can extract energy from the negative-energy vacuum
state. The following assumes that this paradox reflects a real
physical phenomenon, implying that the positive charge of
the proton core (but not the negative charge of the electron
core) can expose a small region of the PV to perturbations
from free-space particles. This conclusion leads to a struc-
tured proton and a structureless electron.

Equation (6) yields the quadrature formula

x = 1 +
Vp

mpc2 + ln x with x ≡ rp/r (8)

from which the proton structure can be derived, where x is
defined in the open interval (0,∞). The proton-proton (p-p)
overlap radius (Appendix A) is determined by setting Vp =

2mpc2 in (8) and results in

x = 3 + ln x (9)

which leads to x = 4.50 and the p-p overlap radius r1 (≡
rp/4.50). This is the radius where the negative-energy level
−mpc2 of the vacuum state just enters the positive-energy
level mpc2 of the free-space proton in its rest frame.

The negative energy maximum associated with the PV is
−mec2. Thus the proton electron-proton (e-p) overlap radius
results from Vp = mpc2 + mec2 and yields

x = 1 +
(mpc2 + mec2)

mpc2 + ln x

= 2 +
rp

re
+ ln x ≈ 2 + ln x

(10)

where me/mp = rp/re = 1/1836. Solving (10) leads to x =

3.15 and r2 (≡ rp/3.15) for the e-p overlap radius. The sphere
within the outer overlap radius r2 (> r1) represents the to-
tal exposed portion of the PV, and the surface of that sphere
takes on a positive polarization charge due to the proton-core
charge.

The size of the core (−e∗,me) in the Dirac electron is no
larger than re/39, 000 [6] [7, pp. 402-403]; so it is reasonable
to conclude that the proton core is similarly reduced in size
below rp. From the preceding the following picture of the
proton structure emerges: the “point charge” proton core has
a radius r0 (< rp/39, 000); the p-p overlap radius is r1; and
the e-p overlap radius is r2. The e-p surface at r2 sustains a
polarization charge caused by the core polarizing the exposed
PV within that radius.

3 Charge spread

The core-charge polarization of the PV in the proton case
leads to an apparent spread in the proton charge that can be
roughly expressed in the proton electric field as

E(r) =
e(r)
r2 (11)

where the spread is

e(r) =



e∗ , r < r0
< e∗ , r0 < r < r2
∼ e , r2 < r < rp

e = α1/2e∗ , rp < r

(12)

and α (≈ 1/137) is the fine structure constant. An important
characteristic of this result is the large charge gradient

∆e
∆r

=
e∗ − e
r2 − r0

≈ e∗(1 −
√
α)

rp/3.15
≈ 2.9e∗

rp
(13)

between the core charge e∗ and the polarization charge at r2.
This result explains a similar gradient in the QED spread de-
picted in Figure 11.6 of [8, p. 319].
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Appendix A: Overlap radii

In the Klein Paradox [9, p. 127], a free electron propagates
in the positive z-direction until it collides with the free-space
region II in which the negative energy vacuum has been dis-
torted by the positive step-potential

eφ =

{ 0 for z < 0 (region I)
V0 for z > 0 (region II) (A1)

that is externally applied to the half-space z > 0. The Klein
Paradox demonstrates that a sufficiently strong positive free-
space potential can expose a portion of the vacuum state to
“attack” by free-space particles.

For V0 = 0, the positive energy continuum for an elec-
tron in regions I and II increases from mec2 in the positive
energy direction, while the negative-energy vacuum contin-
uum decreases from −mec2 in the negative-energy direction.
When the positive step-potential is imposed on the z > 0 half-
space, however, the negative energy continuum in region II is
increased as a whole by V0. The electron positive energy con-
tinuum and the vacuum negative energy continuum can then
overlap in region II. The plane at z = 0 is referred to in the
present paper as an overlap boundary, and region II as the
corresponding overlap region.

Upon collision with the step, the electron excites electron-
positron pairs, the electrons and positrons propagating in the
negative and positive z-directions respectively. In order for
there to be pair excitation, the perturbing potential V0 must
satisfy the inequality

V0 > E + mec2 = (m2
ec4 + c2 p2)1/2 + mec2 (A2)

where E and p are the relativistic energy and momentum of
the incident electron.

In the proton rest frame, the proton core (e∗,mp) is re-
sponsible (via the coupling force (1)) for distorting the PV
and for exposing the negative energy continuum to the free
space around the core. The free-space spherical surfaces whe-
re the various positive and negative energy continua begin to
overlap are defined in the present paper as overlap radii. The
surface at the e-p overlap radius develops a positive polariza-
tion charge due to the polarizing effect of the positive core
charge.
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Affirming Kirchhoff’s Law of thermal emission, Max Planck conferred upon his own

equation and its constants, h and k, universal significance. All arbitrary cavities were

said to behave as blackbodies. They were thought to contain black, or normal radiation,

which depended only upon temperature and frequency of observation, irrespective of the

nature of the cavity walls. Today, laboratory blackbodies are specialized, heated devices

whose interior walls are lined with highly absorptive surfaces, such as graphite, soot, or

other sophisticated materials. Such evidence repeatedly calls into question Kirchhoff’s

Law, as nothing in the laboratory is independent of the nature of the walls. By focusing

on Max Planck’s classic text, “The Theory of Heat Radiation’, it can be demonstrated

that the German physicist was unable to properly justify Kirchhoff’s Law. At every turn,

he was confronted with the fact that materials possess frequency dependent reflectivity

and absorptivity, but he often chose to sidestep these realities. He used polarized light to

derive Kirchhoff’s Law, when it is well known that blackbody radiation is never polar-

ized. Through the use of an element, dσ, at the bounding surface between two media,

he reached the untenable position that arbitrary materials have the same reflective prop-

erties. His Eq. 40 (ρ= ρ′), constituted a dismissal of experimental reality. It is evident

that if one neglects reflection, then all cavities must be black. Unable to ensure that

perfectly reflecting cavities can be filled with black radiation, Planck inserted a minute

carbon particle, which he qualified as a “catalyst”. In fact, it was acting as a perfect

absorber, fully able to provide, on its own, the radiation sought. In 1858, Balfour Stew-

art had outlined that the proper treatment of cavity radiation must include reflection.

Yet, Max Planck did not cite the Scottish scientist. He also did not correctly address

real materials, especially metals, from which reflectors would be constructed. These

shortcomings led to universality, an incorrect conclusion. Arbitrary cavities do not con-

tain black radiation. Kirchhoff’s formulation is invalid. As a direct consequence, the

constants h and k do not have fundamental meaning and along with “Planck length”,

“Planck time”, “Planck mass”, and “Planck temperature”, lose the privileged position

they once held in physics.

. . . That the absorption of a particle is equal to its

radiation, and that for every description of heat.

Balfour Stewart, 1858 [1]

1 Introduction

Seldom does discovery bring forth scientific revolution [2].

In this regard, there can be no greater exception than Max

Planck’s [3] introduction of the quantum of action, at the be-

ginning of the twentieth century [4, 5]. Within “The The-

ory of Heat Radiation” [5] Planck outlined the ideas which

gave life both to this revolution and to the concept that fun-

damental constants existed which had universal significance

throughout nature. The pillars which supported his ideas in-

cluded: 1) Kirchhoff’s Law of thermal emission [6, 7], 2) the

irreversability of heat radiation, and 3) the adoption of dis-

crete states.∗ He utilized Kirchhoff’s Law not only to assist in

the derivation of his equation, but to infer universality. Max

Planck concluded that all cavities, irrespective of experimen-

tal evidence, would eventually become filled with blackbody,

or normal, radiation. He argued that, if a cavity did not con-

tain black radiation, the cause was a lack of thermal equilib-

rium, which could be easily rectified by the introduction of

a minute particle of carbon [8]. For Max Planck, as for his

teacher Gustav Kirchhoff [9], cavity radiation was indepen-

dent of the nature of the enclosure. In reality, such ideas were

not supported by experiment, as arbitrary cavities do not con-

tain black, or normal, radiation. By applying his law to all

cavities, the father of quantum theory detached his equation

from physical reality itself. In truth, Planck’s equation was

only valid for laboratory blackbodies constructed from highly

∗The Theory of Heat Radiation is readily available online [5].
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absorbing materials.

As a direct consequence, Planck’s equation was never

linked to a particular physical process and he did not provide

physics with a cause for thermal emission. In fact, Kirch-

hoff’s Law prevented him from advancing such a link [8,10].

The exact nature of the oscillators responsible for thermal

radiation could not be identified. Planck emphasized that

[5, § 111],

“. . . to attempt to draw conclusions concerning

the special properties of the particles emitting

the rays from the elementary vibrations in the

rays of the normal spectrum would be a hopeless

undertaking”.

Studying Planck’s classic text, the reader is eventually

brought to the equation which governs specific intensity Kν
[5, Eq. 300],

Kν =
h ν3

c2

1

e
hν
kT − 1

, (1)

wherein ν, c, h, k and T represent the frequency of interest,

the speed of light,∗ Planck’s constant, Boltzmann’s constant,

and absolute temperature, respectively. The validity of this

equation appears to have been established for blackbodies;

namely those specialized heated cavities whose interior is al-

ways lined with good absorbers over the frequency of inter-

est, such as graphite, soot, carbon black, or other specialized

materials (see [8] and references therein). Max Planck rec-

ognized that blackbodies were complex devices, as the data

provided for his analysis had been obtained by some of the

premier experimentalists in Germany [11–13].

He relied on the work of Rubens and Kurlbaum [11,13] to

secure the data which led to Eq. 1. In this regard, it is impor-

tant to note the elaborate experimental setup used [11, 13]. It

was very far from a simple cavity. These results made use of

“the method of residual rays”, a process which actually took

place well beyond the confines of the cavity [11, 13]. Re-

peated reflections were supported by using crystals of quartz,

fluorite, rocksalt, and sylvine, each for a given frequency of

interest [11, 13]. The desired data points could only be ob-

tained with an apparatus used to select the frequency of inter-

est at the proper intensity.

In themselves, such extreme experimental methods con-

firmed that not all enclosures were filled with black radiation.

Surely, if arbitrary cavities contained black radiation, there

should have been no need for the use of these sophisticated

approaches [13].

In this regard, it is also interesting to note that when faced

with non-compliant experimental facts, scientists often in-

voke the inability to reach thermal equilibrium. This is espe-

cially true when cavities are constructed from materials with

a low emissivity. Such arguments are not reasonable, given

∗The United Nations has declared that 2015 will be the “Year of Light”.

the speed of light and the relative ease of maintaining tem-

perature equilibrium in metallic objects through conductive

processes. Laboratory findings do not support Planck’s posi-

tion relative to Kirchhoff’s Law.

Clearly, real blackbodies were much more than simple ar-

bitrary cavities [11–13]. Yet, Max Planck believed with cer-

tainty in the universality of Kirchhoff’s Law. It is this as-

pect of Planck’s work which must be carefully considered.

For if it holds true, then Eq. 1 continues to have far-reaching

consequences. It can be applied to any thermal spectrum,

whether on Earth in the laboratory, or within any astrophysi-

cal context, provided of course, that thermal equilibrium can

be demonstrated.† However, if Kirchhoff’s Law can be shown

to be false, then Planck’s equation, while still valid for

laboratory blackbodies, loses all universal significance [8,10,

14–19].

It could no longer be used indiscriminately outside of the

laboratory, at least if the observer could not ensure that the

source of the observed spectrum originated from a known

solid. Hence, all applications of Planck’s law in astronomy

would very likely constitute violations of its required set-

ting. In addition, the fundamental nature of Planck’s constant,

Boltzmann’s constant, and of “Planck length”, “Planck time”,

“Planck mass”, and “Planck temperature” would forever be

lost. All would have ordinary significance. They would be no

more fundamental for physics than the mile versus the kilo-

meter. Everything simply becomes a question of the scale

physics chooses to select, rather than scales being imposed

upon mankind by nature itself. Consequently, Max Planck’s

conclusion that Eq. 1 could be applied to all arbitrary cavities

had great implications.

It remains an experimental fact that good reflectors, such

as silver, are never utilized to construct blackbodies, in di-

rect contradiction to Kirchhoff’s claim that cavity radiation

is independent of the nature of the walls from which it is

comprised. Silver walls would prefer to increase their tem-

perature when confronted with an influx of heat, such as that

typically used to drive blackbodies in the laboratory (see [8]

and references therein). They would not easily maintain their

temperature while building a radiation field within a cavity

using reflection (see [19] for a discussion). It has also not

been established that cavities constructed from walls of low

emissivity can contain Lambertian emission. These are some

of the reasons why Kirchhoff’s Law fails.

As such, how could this law have survived for so long?

In order to answer this question, it is important to revisit both

the experimental and theoretical foundations which brought

forth Kirchhoff’s Law. For this exposition, the journey will

begin with the experiments of Balfour Stewart [1] in keep-

ing with the reality that experiments [10], not solely theory,

govern the laws of physics. At this point, the work of Gus-

†There must be radiative equilibrium, no temperature changes, and no

conduction or convection taking place in the system of interest.
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tav Kirchhoff [6,7] must be discussed, especially as related to

his treatment of reflection. Then, finally, a detailed analysis

of Max Planck’s derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law, as outlined

in “The Theory of Heat Radiation” [5], will be presented. It

will be demonstrated that Planck’s derivation suffers, not only

with minor problems, but with significant departures from ex-

perimental reality.

2 Balfour Stewart and the Law of Equivalence

Balfour Stewart was a Scottish physicist. In 1858, one year

before Kirchhoff’s Law was proposed [6, 7], Stewart pub-

lished what can be considered one of the most important

works in the history of thermal emission [1]. His analysis of

radiation was entirely based on experimental grounds. Hence,

he never claimed, as law, principles which could not be

proven experimentally [1]. Using actual measurements with

material plates made of various substances, Stewart formu-

lated the Law of Equivalence, first in §19 of his work [1],

“The absorption of a plate equals its radiation,

and that for every description of heat”,

and then in §33 [1],

“That the absorption of a particle is equal to its

radiation, and that for every description of heat”.

At the same time, he addressed cavity radiation, arriving

at a general principle by considering a single theoretical ar-

gument. For Stewart, this principle did not rise to the level of

a law, precisely because the conclusion had not been exper-

imentally verified. He treated cavity radiation purely from

a theoretical perspective and highlighted that the radiation

which should come to fill the cavity resulted from the radia-

tion emitted, in addition to the radiation which had been built

up by reflection. The arguments advanced, being theoretical

and not experimental, prevented him from formally proposing

a new law with respect to cavity radiation. Rather, he spoke

of a general principle [1],

“Although we have considered only one partic-

ular case, yet this is quite sufficient to make the

general principle plain. Let us suppose we have

an enclosure whose walls are of any shape, or

any variety of substances (all at a uniform tem-

perature), the normal or statical condition will

be, that the heat radiated and reflected together,

which leaves any portion of the surface, shall be

equal to the radiated heat which would have left

that same portion of the surface, if it had been

composed of lampblack. . . Let us suppose, for in-

stance, that the walls of this enclosure were of

polished metal, then only a very small quantity

of heat would be radiated; but this heat would be

bandied backwards and forwards between sur-

faces, until the total amount of radiated and re-

flected heat together became equal to the radia-

tion of lampblack”.

The problem is that good reflectors do not readily emit radia-

tion. As such, in order to drive the reflection term, one must

try to inject heat into the walls of these cavities, while hoping

that additional photons will be produced. But, if one attempts

to pump heat into their walls using conduction, for instance,

the temperature of the walls can simply increase [18, 19].

Nothing dictates that new photons can become available for

the buildup of the reflective term, while maintaining the cav-

ity at the same temperature. One can infer that good reflectors

can easily move away from the temperature of interest and fall

out of thermal equilibrium. As a result, they cannot easily be

filled with the desired radiation, even if theoretical arguments

suggest otherwise. In the real world, nothing is independent

of the nature of the materials utilized.

Stewart recognized that, if one could “drive the radiation”

in a cavity made from arbitrary materials, by permitting the

slow buildup of reflected radiation, the interior could eventu-

ally contain black radiation. The argument was true in the-

ory, but not demonstrated in practice. Stewart remained con-

strained by experimental evidence. The situation could not be

fully extended in the laboratory.

From Balfour Stewart, we gain three important lessons.

First, he correctly supplied the Law of Equivalence: Given

thermal equilibrium, the emission of an object is equal to its

absorption. Second, he outlined the principle that cavity ra-

diation can become black, in theory, in the event that the re-

flective term can be driven. Third, and most importantly, he

did not advance a new law of physics without experimental

confirmation.

3 Gustav Kirchhoff: Physics from Theory Alone

Soon after Balfour Stewart formulated the Law of Equiva-

lence [1], Gustav Kirchhoff published his law of thermal

emission [6,7]. Almost immediately, the work was translated

into English by F. Guthrie [7] and Kirchhoff’s paper was then

re-published in the same journal where Stewart had presented

his law the year before. At this point, a battle ensued between

Kirchhoff and Stewart.∗ The problem centered on Kirchhoff’s

attempt to dismiss Stewart’s priority claims for the Law of

Equivalence. Kirchhoff did so by arguing that Stewart had

not brought forth sufficient theoretical support for his law. As

for Stewart, he believed that the law had been experimentally

proven, even if his mathematical treatment might have lacked

sophistication.

In any event, Kirchhoff’s paper went much beyond the

Law of Equivalence. Thus, Stewart, who had outlined the

principle that arbitrary cavities might come to hold black radi-

ation, did not insist that this was always true [1]. Conversely,

Kirchhoff formulated this conclusion as a law of physics, but

∗An excellent treatment of this incident has already been published [20]

and one of the authors has also addressed the issue [8].
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he did so without recourse to a single experiment. Both of his

proofs were theoretical [6, 7].

To begin his investigation, Kirchhoff, in the first section

of his text, defined a blackbody as follows [7, § 1]:

“This investigation will be much simplified if we

imagine the enclosure to be composed, wholly or

in great part, of bodies which, for infinitely small

thickness, completely absorb all rays which fall

upon them”.

Note the emphasis on the absorption by an element of in-

finitely small thickness. The contrast between Kirchhoff’s

definition of a blackbody and that adopted by Max Planck

was profound [5], as will be discovered below. In any event,

in §3 of his classic paper [7] Kirchhoff presented his law as

follows,

“The ratio between the emissive power and the

absorptive power is the same for all bodies at

the same temperature”.

In § 13, he explicitly wrote the following form,

E

A
= e. (2)

Kirchhoff eventually set A = 1 [7, § 3]. In modern notation,∗

one could express Kirchhoff’s Law as follows:

Eν

αν
= f (T, ν), (3)

where f (T , ν) corresponds to the right side of Eq. 1 above,

as first defined by Max Planck [4, 5]. In §17 of his classic

paper [7], Kirchhoff outlined his law as follows,

“When a space is surrounded by bodies of the

same temperature, and no rays can penetrate

through these bodies, every pencil in the inte-

rior of the space is so constituted, with respect to

its quality and intensity, as if it proceeded from

a perfectly black body of the same temperature,

and is therefore independent of the nature and

form of the bodies, and only determined by the

temperature. The truth of this statement is evi-

dent if we consider that a pencil of rays, which

has the same form but the reverse direction to

that chosen, is completely absorbed by the infi-

nite number of reflections which it successively

experiences at the assumed bodies. In the inte-

rior of an opaque glowing hollow body of given

temperature there is, consequently, always the

same brightness whatever its nature may be in

other respects.”

∗Though Kirchhoff speaks of absorptive power, A, he was actually refer-

ring to the unitless absorptivity, αν. Conversely, when referring to emissive

power, E, he was, in fact, referring to this quantity, even in modern terms.

That is, Kirchhoff’s “E” has the same units as his “e” and neither is equal

to 1. Kirchhoff, stated that “e” was a universal function and believed that its

elucidation was a matter of great scientific importance.

Relative to Kirchhoff’s formulation, three important concerns

must be raised. First, the law becomes undefined in the per-

fect reflector, as αν = 0 under that condition. Planck him-

self recognized this fact [5, § 48], but might not have ex-

ercised proper care relative to its consequences. Second, it

is clear that Kirchhoff lacked an accurate understanding of

what was happening within his cavity, as an “infinite num-

ber” of reflections will never amount to absorption. An “in-

finite number” of reflections does not involve the exchange

of energy. Conversely, when absorption occurs, energy is ex-

changed between the field in the interior of the cavity and the

walls. Third, and the most serious objection to Kirchhoff’s

Law, centers upon his improper treatment of reflection. One

of the authors has previously addressed these problems in de-

tail [16].

In brief, within his first proof, Kirchhoff utilized transmis-

sive plates to accomplish the proof, even if blackbody cavities

must always be opaque. He addressed transmission by posi-

tioning mirrors behind his plates. In so doing, it appeared that

Kirchhoff had properly treated reflection, because the mirrors

did, in fact, reflect radiation. However, he had dismissed the

possibility that the plates considered could possess differing

surface reflection [16]. As shall be discovered below, Max

Planck committed the same error, when he attempted to for-

mulate Kirchhoff’s Law [5, § 36–38]. In his second proof,

Kirchhoff unknowingly permitted the cavity to fall out of ther-

mal equilibrium, depending on the order in which operations

were performed (see [16] for a detailed presentation).

It is evident that no valid theoretical proof of Kirchhoff’s

Law existed before Max Planck formulated his law of emis-

sion (see [21] for an excellent presentation). In fact, physi-

cists continued to argue about a proper theoretical proof for

Kirchhoff’s Law until well after Planck’s ideas became ac-

cepted [21]. Thus, in search of a proof, those provided by

Planck, Hilbert, or Pringsheim may be the most relevant [21].

Yet, the proofs provided by Pringsheim and Hilbert have their

own shortcomings [21].† It has even been claimed that, by ap-

plying Einstein coefficients to arrive at Planck’s law, physics

could dispense with the proof of Kirchhoff’s Law [21]. How-

ever, Einstein’s derivation utilized the energy density asso-

ciated with a Wien radiation field, something which could

only be found within a blackbody. Surely, Wien had not dis-

pensed with Kirchhoff. In truth, it appears that those con-

cerned with bringing forth a proper proof for Kirchhoff’s Law

were never able to reach their goal. The problem of finding

a valid proof, seems to have simply been displaced by “more

exciting physics”, as the long sought definitive formulation

of Kirchhoff’s Law could no longer provide sufficient inter-

est. The entire issue appears to have come to a slow death,

without proper resolution.

It is certain that all theoretical proofs of Kirchhoff’s Law

†The authors have not been able to locate an analysis of the proof ad-

vanced by Max Planck within “The Theory of Heat Radiation”.
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will be found to contain significant misapplications of exper-

imental facts. The inability to provide a proper proof before

the days of Planck [21], has not been easily overcome by

some new insight into the nature of materials, after Planck.

It remains true that all theoretical proofs of Kirchhoff’s Law

suffer from one or more of the following: 1) an improper

treatment of reflection, absorption, or transmission; 2) the in-

vocation of polarized light, when heat radiation is always un-

polarized; 3) the use of transmissive materials, when Kirch-

hoff’s Law refers to opaque enclosures; and 4) the existence

of hypothetical objects which can have no place in the physi-

cal world.

However, the central proof of Kirchhoff’s Law must al-

ways be the one outlined by Max Planck himself (see [5, § 1–

51]), forty years after Kirchhoff [6,7]. For it is upon this proof

(see [5, § 1–51]) that Eq. 1 was derived and through which

Planck would ultimately attempt to lay the foundation for uni-

versality. Hence, it is best to forgo Kirchhoff’s own deriva-

tions, as the theoretical validity of Kirchhoff’s Law now rests

with Max Planck [5, § 1–51].

4 Max Planck and Departure from Objective Reality

Having held such reverence for Max Planck over the years

[3], it is with some regret that the following sections must

be composed, outlining his sidestep of known experimental

physics in the derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law. Fortunately, in

Planck’s case, the validity of his equation is preserved, but

only within the strict confines of the laboratory blackbody.

The quantum of action continues to hold an important place in

physics. Yet, the loss of universality cannot be taken lightly,

as this aspect of Planck’s work was the pinnacle of his ca-

reer. In fact, above all else, it was universality which Planck

sought, believing that he had discovered some great hidden

treasure in nature [5, § 164],

“Hence it is quite conceivable that at some other

time, under changed external conditions, every

one of the systems of units which have so far been

adopted for use might lose, in part or wholly, its

original natural significance. In contrast with

this it might be of interest to note that, with the

aid of the two constants h and k which appear

in the universal law of radiation, we have the

means of establishing units of length, mass, time,

and temperature, which are independent of spe-

cial bodies or substances, which necessarily re-

tain their significance for all times and for all en-

vironments, terrestrial and human or otherwise,

and which may, therefore, be described as ‘natu-

ral units’ ”.

This was an illusion. With the collapse of Kirchhoff’s Law,

there are no “natural units” and all the constants of physics

become a manifestation of the scales which the scientific

community chooses.

4.1 Planck’s Derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law: Part I

Throughout his derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law (see [5, § 1–

51]), Max Planck sub-optimally addressed reflection, trans-

mission, and absorption. This can be seen in the manner

in which he redefined a blackbody, in an array of quotations

[5, § 4],

“Strictly speaking, the surface of a body never

emits rays, but rather it allows part of the rays

coming from the interior to pass through. The

other part is reflected inward and according as

the fraction transmitted is larger or smaller, the

surface seems to emit more or less intense radi-

ation”.

For Planck, photons were being released from an object, not

because they were emitted by its surface, but simply because

they managed to be transmitted throughout, or beyond, its in-

terior. The blackbody became a sieve. Planck stated

[5, § 10],

“A rough surface having the property of com-

pletely transmitting the incident radiation is de-

scribed as ‘black’ ”.

Planck continued [5, § 12],

“Thus only material particles can absorb heat

rays, not elements of surfaces, although some-

times for the sake of brevity, the expression ab-

sorbing surfaces is used.

Note the contrast, with Kirchhoff, which can be repeated

for convenience [7, § 1],

“This investigation will be much simplified if we

imagine the enclosure to be composed, wholly or

in great part, of bodies which, for infinitely small

thickness, completely absorb all rays which fall

upon them”.

Planck acknowledged in a footnote that Kirchhoff considered

a blackbody as absorbing over an infinitely thin element. He

stated [5, § 10],

“In defining a blackbody Kirchhoff also assumes

that the absorption of incident rays takes place

in a layer ‘infinitely thin’. We do not include this

in our definition.”

With his words, Planck redefined the meaning of a blackbody.

The step, once again, was vital to his derivation of Kirchhoff’s

Law, as he relied on transmissive arguments to arrive at its

proof. Yet, blackbody radiation relates to opaque objects and

this is the first indication that the proofs of Kirchhoff’s Law

must not be centered on arguments which rely upon transmis-

sion. Planck ignored that real surface elements must possess

absorption, in apparent contrast with Kirchhoff and without

any experimental justification. Planck would expand on his

new concept for a blackbody with these words [5, § 10],
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“. . . the blackbody must have a certain minimum

thickness depending on its absorbing power, in

order to insure that the rays after passing into

the body shall not be able to leave it again at a

different point of the surface. The more absorb-

ing a body is, the smaller the value of this min-

imum thickness, while in the case of bodies with

vanishingly small absorbing power only a layer

of infinite thickness may be regarded as black.”

Now, he explicitly stated that bodies which are poor absorbers

can still be blackbodies. Yet, we do not make blackbodies

from materials which have low absorptivities, because these

objects have elevated reflectivities, not because they are not

infinite. Planck had neglected the important effects of absorp-

tion and reflection when formulating his new definition for a

blackbody. This may have consequences throughout physics

and astronomy [8, 17, 22].

In the end, Planck’s surface elements must be composed

of material particles. Since Planck was a theoretical physi-

cist, he cannot work solely in the vacuum of a mathemati-

cal world. His derivations and conclusions must be related

to physical reality. Yet, Planck’s treatment had moved away

from laboratory experiments with thin plates. These exper-

iments were vital to the development of blackbody radiation

science from the days long before Balfour Stewart [1]. Planck

stated that [5, § 12],

“Whenever absorption takes place, the heat ray

passing through the medium under consideration

is weakened by a certain fraction of its intensity

for every element of path traversed.”

Clearly, Planck’s element at the “bounding surface”, as will

soon be discovered, was an “element of path traversed”. He

therefore cannot neglect its absorption. Planck was well

aware of this fact [5, § 12]:

“We shall, however, consider only homogeneous

isotropic substances, and shall therefore suppose

that αν has the same value at all points and in all

directions in the medium, and depends on noth-

ing but the frequency ν, the temperature T , and

the nature of the medium.”

and again [5, § 32],

“Consider then any ray coming from the surface

of the medium and directed inward; it must have

the same intensity as the opposite ray coming

from the interior. A further immediate conse-

quence of this is that the total state of radiation

of the medium is the same on the surface as in

the interior.”

Still, at every turn, he attempted to include the effect of trans-

mission, when it had no proper place in the treatment of

blackbody radiation, as found in opaque bodies [5, § 14],

“Let dσ be an arbitrarily chosen, infinitely small

element of area in the interior of a medium

through which radiation passes.”

Planck thereby included the transmissive properties of the el-

ement, dσ, though he should have avoided such an extension.

In the end, his definition of a blackbody was opposed to all

that was known in the laboratory. Blackbodies are opaque

objects without transmission, by definition. By focusing on

transmission, Planck prepared for his move to universality, as

will now be discussed in detail.

4.2 Planck’s Derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law: Part II

In the first section of his text, leading to his Eq. 27, [5, Eq. 27],

Planck chose to formally neglect reflection, even though the

total energy of the system included those rays which are both

emitted/absorbed and those which would have been main-

tained by driving reflection [18, 19]. Such an approach was

suboptimal. Planck must have recognized that the reflective

contributions could eventually be canceled. Perhaps, that is

why he simply neglected these terms, but the consequence

was that insight was lost. In addition, by adopting this ap-

proach, Max Planck explicitly prevented the newcomer to the

field of thermal radiation from appreciating the crucial impor-

tance of reflection within cavity radiation, as Balfour Stewart

had well demonstrated [1, 18, 19].

In order to properly follow Planck’s work, it is important

to recognize his unusual conventions with respect to symbols.

Dimensional analysis reveals that even though he spoke of a

coefficient of emission (Emissionskoeffizienten) and utilized

the symbol now reserved for emissivity, ǫν, he was not refer-

ring to the emissivity in this instance. Rather, he was invok-

ing the emissive power, E, an entity with units. Conversely,

when he spoke of the coefficient of absorption (Absorptionko-

effizienten), αν, he was truly referring to the dimensionless

absorptivity, as we know it today. Insufficient attention rel-

ative to Planck’s notation has, in fact, caused one of the au-

thors to revise some of his previous works [18, 19]. Suffice it

to note for the time being that, in order to remain consistent

with Planck’s notation, the following conventions will now

be adopted: The symbol ǫν, will represent emissive power,

E, and not emissivity. The symbols αν and ρν will retain

their modern meaning and represent dimensionless absorp-

tivity and reflectivity, respectively. This is in keeping with

Planck’s notation. At the same time, we shall add the symbol

ην, in order to deal with dimensionless emissivity, since Max

Planck had already utilized the needed symbol when express-

ing emissive power.∗

∗In § 44, Planck presented Kirchhoff’s Law in the following form [5,

Eq. 48],
E

A
= I = dσ cos θ dΩKν dν,

where A is actually the unitless absorptivity. Then, in § 45, Planck set A = 1.

But, he also set, E = A. In so doing, he removed dimensionality from the

emissive power, E.
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At the outset, Max Planck considered the radiation within

the interior of an isotropic medium. Inside this material, the

total energy emitted from a volume element, dτ, in frequency

range of interest, ν + dν, and in time, dt, in the direction of a

conical element, dΩ, was given by [5, Eq. 1],

dt dτ dΩ dν 2ǫν, (4)

from which Planck immediately surmised, by integrating over

all directions and frequencies, that the total energy emitted

corresponded to [5, Eq. 2],

dt dτ 8π

∫ ∞

0

ǫν dν. (5)

He then moved to present the same equation, in slightly mod-

ified form in § 25 as,

dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

ǫν dν, (6)

where v now corresponded to the volume element.

But since this element was contained within the

medium of interest, it must also be reflecting radiation from

other elements within the medium. That is because, as Bal-

four Stewart correctly highlighted, the total radiated power

measured from a particle is to that portion which was emitted

by the particle itself and that portion which it reflected [1].

This reflective component corresponds to the reflection coef-

ficient, ρν, multiplied by the specific intensity, Kν, of the radi-

ation leaving the second element, dτ′, positioned at the end of

Planck’s conical section. The proper form of Eq. 4 [5, Eq. 1],

including all of the radiation which leaves the particle, be-

comes,

dt dτ dΩ dν 2 (ǫν + ρνKν) . (7)

This expression, rather than leading to Eq. 6, results in,

dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

(ǫν + ρνKν) dν. (8)

Similarly, Planck characterized the fate of the radiation which

strikes the volume element, by including only absorption [5,

Eq. 25],

dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

ανKν dν. (9)

If however, one considers that the radiation incident to the

volume element, v, can be either absorbed or reflected, then

Eq. 9 [5, Eq. 25] becomes,

dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

(αν + ρν) Kν dν. (10)

Equating Eqs. 6 and 9, Planck obtained,

dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

ǫν dν = dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

ανKν dν, (11)

which led to [5, Eq. 27],

Kν =
ǫν

αν
. (12)

Note that in this expression, Planck, like Kirchhoff, removed

all consideration of reflection. Conversely, by combining Eqs.

8 and 10, we obtain that,

dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

(ǫν + ρνKν) dν = dt v 8π

∫ ∞

0

(αν + ρν) Kνdν. (13)

This expression leads to the following relation,

ǫν + ρνKν = ανKν + ρνKν. (14)

If one eliminates the terms involving reflection, this expres-

sion immediately leads to Eq. 12 [5, Eq. 27]. More impor-

tantly, since αν+ρν = 1 at thermal equilibrium, then a second

expression, which retains the importance of reflectivity, is ob-

tained,

ǫν = (1 − ρν) Kν. (15)

Since Eq. 14 leads directly to Eq. 12, it now becomes clear

why Max Planck chose to ignore the contribution of reflec-

tion in his derivation. He adopted a physically incomplete

picture, but without mathematical consequence, at least in

this instance. It could also be argued that Eq. 12 and Eq. 15

do not differ from one another, since at thermal equilibrium

1 − ρν = αν. However, mathematically this is not the case.

Eq. 12 becomes undefined when the absorptivity, αν, is set to

zero. This is precisely what happens in the perfect reflector.

Conversely, Eq. 15 is never undefined, as long as the reflec-

tive term is retained. As such, the prudent course of action

for Max Planck might have been to adopt Eq. 15.

At this point, a trivial observation can be easily advanced.

As mentioned above, given thermal equilibrium, then 1−ρν =

αν. But at the same time, αν = ην. This is the Law of Equiv-

alence, first presented by Balfour Stewart [1]. As a result, it

can be readily noted that Eq. 15 can be expressed as,

ǫν = ηνKν or Eν = ηνKν, (16)

which is similar to Planck’s Eq. 26 [5, Eq. 26]. In this case,

Kν is given by Planck [5, Eq. 300]. It corresponds to a Planck

function multiplied by the square of the index of refraction

of the medium. Note what Eq. 16 is stating: The emissive

power of an arbitrary cavity at thermal equilibrium is equal

to the emissivity of the material which makes up the cavity

multiplied by a function. This constitutes a proper and di-

rect contradiction of universality. The nature of the radiation

within the cavity becomes dependent on the nature of the cav-

ity itself.

Thus, if the derivation is accomplished while including

reflection, additional insight is gained. If given the choice, a

function which is never undefined, like Eq. 15, must always

take precedence over a function which can become undefined,
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like Eq. 12. Then, consider Eq. 16. This relationship is im-

portant, because, like the form presented by Kirchhoff (Eq. 2)

and Planck (Eq. 12), it is devoid of the consideration of re-

flection. But, when confronted with Eq. 16, it is impossible

to conclude that arbitrary cavities contain black radiation.

In this initial treatment, Planck had not yet formally intro-

duced Kirchhoff’s Law. In order to accomplish this feat, he

had to explore more than one medium at a time. Nonetheless,

in this initial exposition of Planck’s derivation, an important

lesson has been learned: it is vital to recognize that the man-

ner in which a result is presented can have a great deal of

influence on its interpretation. Nowhere is this more applica-

ble than in Planck’s formal presentation of Kirchhoff’s Law,

as he leads the reader from Eq. 27 to Eq. 42 [5, Eq. 27–42]. It

is here that Planck sidestepped experimental reality.

4.3 Planck’s Derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law: Part III

Heat radiation is unpolarized, by definition [23, p. 450]. In

§ 4 of The Theory of Heat Radiation [5], Planck considered

a homogeneous isotropic emitting substance. Any volume

element of such a material necessarily emits heat radiation

uniformly in all directions. In § 5 Planck admitted that ho-

mogeneous isotropic media emit only natural or normal, i.e.

unpolarized, radiation [5, § 5]:

“Since the medium was assumed to be isotropic

the emitted rays are unpolarized.”

This statement alone, was sufficient to counter all of the argu-

ments which Planck later utilized to arrive at Kirchhoff’s Law

[5, Eq. 42]. That is because the important sections of Planck’s

derivation, namely § 35–37 make use of plane-polarized light.

These steps were detached from experimental reality, relative

to heat radiation [5, § 35],

“Let the specific intensity of radiation of

frequency ν polarized in an arbitrary plane be

Kν in the first substance . . . and K′ν in the sec-

ond substance . . . ”

Planck also stated [5, § 36],

“. . . we have for the monochromatic plane-

polarized radiation. . . ”

As such, to prepare for his use of polarized light in later sec-

tions, Planck resolved, in § 17, the radiation into its two po-

larized components. However, note that he could have arrived

at Eq. 12 [5, Eq. 27] without ever resolving the radiation into

its components. Nonetheless, his proof for the universality

of Kirchhoff’s Law [5, Eqs. 27–42] depended upon the use of

polarized light [5, § 35–37]. Planck utilized polarized light in

an isotropic medium, even though he had already recognized

in § 5, that such radiation must be unpolarized. He clearly

remarked in § 107,

“For a plane wave, even though it be periodic

with a wave lying within the optical or thermal

spectrum, can never be interpreted as heat radi-

ation.”

In order to arrive at Kirchhoff’s Law, in § 35–37, Planck

placed two different homogeneous isotropic media in contact

with one another, as illustrated in Figure 1. The whole sys-

tem was “enclosed by a rigid cover impermeable to heat”.

He then considered two arbitrary plane-polarized waves, one

from each of the media, incident upon an element of area dσ

at the bounding surface of the two media. It can be seen

in § 38, that Planck initially endowed this element with dif-

fering reflectivities, depending on whether the incident rays

approached from medium 1 or medium 2. For Planck, both

waves underwent reflection and refraction. He sidestepped

that the ray could be absorbed, a decision vital to his ability

to derive Kirchhoff’s law [5, § 9],

“. . . a discontinuous change in both the direction

and the intensity of a ray occurs when it reaches

the boundary of a medium and meets the sur-

face of a second medium. The latter, like the

former, will be assumed to be homogeneous and

isotropic. In this case, the ray is in general partly

reflected and partly transmitted.”

Planck invoked a small element of area dσ at the boundary

of his two contiguous media. This element had no consistent

meaning in Planck’s analysis. First, in § 36 and § 42 Planck

placed this element in the bounding surface and, in so doing,

allocated it properties characteristic of medium 1 on one half

and medium 2 on the other. However, in § 43, he placed the

element firmly within the surface of medium 2,

“. . . and falls on the surface element dσ of the

second medium.”

Note that Planck had already introduced three causes for

objection. First, what exactly was the location of dσ? In re-

ality it must rest in one of the two media. Second, Planck ne-

glected the fact that real materials can possess finite and dif-

fering absorptivities. While these can be ignored within the

medium when treating propagation, because of the counter

effect of emissivity, they cannot be dismissed at the bound-

ary. Third, the simplest means of nullifying the proof leading

to Planck’s Eq. 42, is to use a perfect reflector as the second

medium. In that case, a refractive wave could never enter the

second medium and Planck’s proof fails. The same objection

can be raised using any fully opaque material for the second

medium (i.e. αν + ρν = 1), as for all of them, τν=0. This

would include many materials typically used to construct real

blackbodies in the laboratory. Consequently, for his proof of

Kirchhoff’s Law, Planck eliminated, by definition, virtually

all materials of interest. In fact, he even excluded the perfect

reflector, the very material he had chosen to consider through-

out much of his text [5].

In § 36 Planck considered a monochromatic plane-

polarized ray of frequency ν, emitted in time dt. In order to
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Fig. 1: Expansion of Figure 3 in “The Theory of Heat Radiation” [5] depicting the full complement of rays involved in treating the

interaction between two media separated by a “bounding surface” which contained a hypothetical element of interest, dσ. Planck considered

the reflective nature of dσ to ascertain whether its reflection coefficients were identical depending on whether the incident ray originated

from medium 1, (A), or medium 2, (B). A) Schematic representation of the incident specific intensity, Kν (plain arrow), at an angle θ,

contained in the conical section, dΩ, of the first medium (upper right quadrant) which is reflected by the bounding surface into the conical

section dΩ in the upper left quadrant and refracted into the conical section dΩ′ of the second medium, at an angle θ′, in the lower left

quadrant. Note that in order to preserve the proper specific intensities, Kν, in the upper left quadrant, Planck must sum the reflected

portion of the incident specific intensity of medium 1, ρνKν, with the refracted portion of the incident specific intensity of medium 2,

(1 − α′ν − ρ
′
ν)K

′
ν, depicted in B. This fact is represented by the feathered arrow. However, he neglected to include that part of the specific

intensity in the upper left quadrant was being produced by emission in that direction, ην, by dσ. B) Schematic representation of the incident

specific intensity, K′ν (plain arrow), at an angle θ′,contained in the conical section, dΩ′, of the second medium (lower right quadrant) which

is reflected by the bounding surface into the conical section, dΩ′, in the lower left quadrant and refracted into the conical section, dΩ, of

the first medium, at an angle θ, in the upper left quadrant. Note that, in order to preserve the proper specific intensities, K′ν, in the lower

left quadrant, Planck must sum the reflected portion of the incident specific intensity of medium 2, ρ′νK
′
ν, with the refracted portion of the

incident specific intensity of medium 1, (1 − αν − ρν)Kν, as depicted in A. This fact is represented by the feathered arrow. However, he

neglected to include that part of the specific intensity in the lower left quadrant was being produced by emission in that direction, η′ν, by dσ.

address absorption at the “bounding surface”, as mentioned

under the second objection above, the total radiation which

was both emitted and reflected by an element within the

medium of interest (i.e. the incident ray) towards the “bound-

ing surface” must be considered, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Note in this case, that the ray which is approaching the

bounding surface will be transformed into three components:

1) that which will be absorbed at the “bounding surface” and

then re-emitted in the direction of reflection; 2) that which

will be reflected into the same medium; and 3) that which

will be refracted into the other medium. The distinction is

important, for Planck inferred that ρν + τν = 1, whereas the

correct expression involves ρν+τν+αν = 1.∗ Planck permitted

himself to state that τν = 1 − ρν, whereas he should have

∗Note that in §36 Planck referred to frequency dependent reflectivity, ρν,

but chose to write it simply as ρ. In this case, since he was dealing with the

frequency dependent value, the subscripted form will be utilized throughout

the presentation which follows. As such, the equations presented by Max

Planck will be modified such that ρ is replaced with ρν in accordance with

his description that the term was frequency dependent.

obtained τν = 1 − ρν − αν. Again, this completely prevents

further progress towards Kirchhoff’s Law [5, Eq. 42].

Planck considered the reflected rays in the first medium,

of specific intensity Kν at incidence [5, Eq. 38],

ρν dt dσ cos θ dΩKν dν, (17)

which were augmented by rays of incident specific intensity

K′ν refracted from the second medium [5, Eq. 39],
(

1 − ρ′ν
)

dt dσ cos θ′ dΩ′K′ν dν. (18)

In this setting, the resultant rays in medium 1 consist of com-

ponents from both media, the reflected and the refracted rays.

Planck then obtained the following equation, at the end of

his § 36,
Kν

K′ν
·

q2

q′2
=

1 − ρ′ν

1 − ρν
, (19)

where q and q′ correspond to speeds of light in first and sec-

ond media, respectively. He rapidly moved to [5, Eq. 40],

ρν = ρ
′
ν, (20)
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the fate of an incident ray, 1,

which strikes a bounding surface. The ray will be split into three

components: 1) the reflected ray, ρν; 2) the refracted ray, τν; and 3)

that portion of the ray which is first absorbed, αν, then immediately

re-emitted, ην, in order to preserve energy balance, in the direction

of the reflected ray (αν = ην). Thus, it is possible to describe this

problem mathematically as 1 = ρν + τν + αν.

The result was stunning. Max Planck had determined that

the reflectivities of all arbitrary media were equal. Yet, he

attempted to dismiss such a conclusion by stating relative to

Eq. 20 [5, Eq. 40]:

“The first of these two relations, which states that

the coefficient of reflection of the bounding sur-

face is the same on both sides, is a special case of

a general rule of reciprocity first stated by Helm-

holtz.”

Planck provided for the element of the bounding surface two

separate coefficients of reflection. These must, in fact, cor-

respond to those of the media utilized. Planck has already

stated in § 35 that

“. . . let all quantities referring to the second sub-

stance be indicated by the addition of an accent.”

Consequently, ρ and ρ′ can only take meaning with respect to

the media under consideration. Thus, how did Planck possi-

bly reach the conclusion that these values must be equal? At

the onset in Eq. 19 [5, § 35], Planck sought to force ρν = ρ
′
ν,

in general, by first making ρν = ρ
′
ν = 0, in particular. To

accomplish this feat, he considered rays that were,

“polarized at right angles to the plane of inci-

dence and strike the bounding surface at the an-

gle of polarization” [5, § 37].

Again, such rays could never exist in the context of heat radi-

ation [23, p. 450].

The “plane of incidence” is that containing the unit nor-

mal vector from the surface of incidence and the direction of

the incident ray. There are two natural ways by which the

orientation of an electromagnetic wave can be fixed; by the

electric vector E or the magnetic vector B. Contemporary

convention is to use the electric vector E [24, § 1.4.2]. Planck

used the erstwhile magnetic vector convention.

The “angle of polarization” is Brewster’s angle

[23, p. 450]. The angle between reflected and refracted rays

resulting from a given incident ray is then 90o. The reflected

wave is entirely plane-polarized∗, as shown in Figure 3,

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of Brewster’s Law. The dots cor-

respond to the electric vector perpendicular to the page, whereas the

double-headed arrows represent the electric vector in the plane of

the page. An unpolarized, or arbitrarily plane-polarized, incident

ray (upper right quadrant), strikes a surface at an angle of incidence,

θB, corresponding to the Brewster’s angle, or the angle of polariza-

tion. The reflected ray, depicted in the upper left quadrant will be

entirely plane-polarized in such a way that it has no component of

its electric vector in the plane of incidence. The transmitted ray pro-

duced at the angle of refraction, θ′B, depicted in the lower left quad-

rant, will be partially polarized. The angle between the reflected

and refracted rays is 90o. The angles, θB and θ′B are complementary
(

θ + θ′B = 90o
)

. This process depends on the refractive indices of the

two media involved, n1 and n2, such that the process is defined by

Snell’s Law, n1 sin θB = n2 sin (90o − θB), which in turn becomes

n1 sin θB = n2 cos θB, or tan θB = n2/n1.

Planck’s medium 2 has a Brewster’s angle complemen-

tary to the Brewster’s angle of his medium 1 (θB + θ
′
B
=90o).

Brewster’s angle is defined in terms of a reflected and a re-

fracted beam. Unpolarized light, and plane-polarized light

that is not “at right angles to the plane of incidence”, produce

reflected and refracted beams, in accordance with Brewster’s

Law. Planck invoked Brewster’s Law [23, p. 450] with the

special condition that incident rays are orthogonal to the plane

of incidence. In this case, there could be no reflection, but

only refraction, in accordance with Snell’s Law. He simulta-

neously applied these same restricted conditions to medium 2.

“Now in the special case when the rays are po-

larized at right angles to the plane of incidence

and strike the bounding surface at the angle of

polarization, ρ = 0, and ρ′ = 0.”

∗The reflected ray has no E component in the plane of incidence.
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However, Planck’s two contiguous media were homogeneous

and isotropic. They could only emit unpolarized light and

not plane-polarized light. Since the entire system was en-

closed by a barrier impermeable to heat, there was no external

source of any incident plane-polarized rays. All incident rays

considered must be unpolarized and all resultant composite

rays, at best, partially polarized. This implied that the reflec-

tivities of both media were never zero. Yet, Planck made all

rays plane-polarized and, in this special case, orthogonal to

the plane of incidence (magnetic vector convention). Since

plane-polarized rays in both media were chosen orthogonal

to their common plane of incidence, they had no components

which could be reflected. The conclusion that the reflectivi-

ties were equal was therefore never properly tested, as Planck

had offered no possibility of any reflection taking place. Con-

sequently, Planck’s conclusion, that ρν = 0, and ρ′ν = 0 cannot

be true. Thus, Planck becomes unable to move to Kirchhoff’s

Law, as presented in his Eq. 42 [5, Eq. 42].

The situation was actually more complex, as Planck did

not provide the proper form for Eqs. 17, 18, and 19. In reality,

he neglected the contribution from emission or absorption in

Eqs. 17 and 18. He had already redefined the blackbody

as possessing a purely transmissive surface, in contradiction

to Kirchhoff, as seen above. This was a critical error. The

proper form of Eq. 17 [5, Eq. 38] must also include a term for

emissivity, ην, in the direction of the conical element,

(ην + ρν) dt dσ cos θ dΩKν dν. (21)

The proper form of Eq. 18 [5, Eq. 39] must also include a term

for absorptivity of the second medium, α′ν,

(

1 − ρ′ν − α
′
ν

)

dt dσ cos θ′ dΩ′K′ν dν. (22)

That is because the intensity of the ray from medium 2 which

is refracted into medium 1 corresponds to the transmissiv-

ity (τ′ν = 1 − ρ′ν − α
′
ν). Clearly, the intensity of the trans-

mitted ray must account for the reduction of the incident ray

within medium 2 as a result of both reflection and absorption.

Planck cannot ignore the absorption of the surface. Conse-

quently, Eq. 19 should have included the emissivity of the first

medium, ην, and the absorptivity of the second medium, α′ν.

If one considers that the emissivity of the first medium, ην, is

equal to its absorptivity, αν, then Eq. 19 becomes,

Kν

K′ν
·

q2

q′2
=

1 − ρ′ν − α
′
ν

1 − ρν − αν
. (23)

This equation can never lead to Kirchhoff’s Law [5, Eq. 42].

As a consequence, it is readily apparent that Planck,

through Eqs. 17-20, adopted a presentation which selectively

applied the rules of reflection and refraction to polarized rays,

irrelevant to the discussion of heat radiation. Furthermore, he

then arbitrarily chose the plane of polarization such that when

the waves were incident at Brewster’s angle, there would be

no reflection. Nonetheless, if there could be no reflection,

then Brewster’s angle, or the angle of polarization, could have

no meaning. That is because such an angle depends on the

reflected and refracted rays being at 90o to one another. But

since Planck insisted that no reflection occurred, then clearly

the reflected and refracted rays could not form a 90o angle.

Importantly, not only did Planck advance Eq. 20 (i.e.

Planck’s Eq. 40) by neglecting absorptivity and emissivity, he

thereby selected materials which have little or no relevance to

heat radiation. Planck could not neglect absorption and emis-

sion, treating only transmission and reflection, if he wished

to have any relevance to actual blackbodies. In addition, he

hypothesized a bounding surface without any true physical

meaning. Given this array of shortcomings, this derivation of

Kirchhoff’s law can never be salvaged. Planck’s claims for

universality were without proper theoretical confirmation.

5 Planck’s Perfectly Reflecting Cavities and the Carbon

Particle

Throughout “The Theory of Heat Radiation”, Planck had re-

course to a perfectly reflecting cavity, in which he placed a

minute carbon particle (see [8] for a detailed treatment). Ob-

viously, cavities comprised solely of perfectly reflecting sur-

faces, can never contain black radiation, as such materials

cannot emit photons [16]. Nonetheless, Planck believed that

these cavities contained radiation. He was careful however,

not to state that this radiation was black [5, § 51],

“. . . in a vacuum bounded by totally reflecting

walls any state of radiation may persist.”

This statement, by itself, was a violation of Kirchhoff’s Law.

Nonetheless, Planck believed that he could transform the ra-

diation contained in all cavities into the thermodynamically

stable radiation by inserting a carbon particle [5, § 51],

“If the substance introduced is not

diathermanous for any color, e.g., a piece of car-

bon however small, there exists at the stationary

state in the whole vacuum for all colors the inten-

sity Kν of black radiation corresponding to the

temperature of the substance”.

and later [5, § 52],

“It is therefore possible to change a perfectly ar-

bitrary radiation, which exists at the start in the

evacuated cavity with perfectly reflecting walls

under consideration, into black radiation by the

introduction of a minute particle of carbon. The

characteristic feature of this process is that the

heat of the carbon particle may be just as small

as we please, compared with the energy of radi-

ation contained in the cavity of arbitrary magni-

tude. Hence, according to the principle of the

conservation of energy, the total energy of ra-

diation remains essentially constant during the
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change that takes place, because the changes in

the heat of the carbon particle can be entirely ne-

glected, even if its changes in temperature should

be finite. Herein the carbon particle exerts only

a releasing (auslösend) action” .

Recall however, that Stewart’s law insisted that [1],

“. . . That the absorption of a particle is equal to

its radiation, and that for every description of

heat.”

When Planck moved the carbon particle into the cavity,

clearly the emissive field of the particle also entered the cavity

provided the former had some real temperature. However, if

one assumes that the particle was at T=0K, then no radiation

from the carbon particle could enter the cavity. At the same

time, if the particle was allowed to come into physical con-

tact with the walls of the cavity, then energy could flow from

the walls into the particle by conduction. Hence the parti-

cle, being perfectly emitting, would fill the entire cavity with

black radiation. Alternatively, if the carbon particle could be

suspended within the cavity, with no thermal contact to its

walls, then the only radiation entering the system, would be

that which accompanied the carbon particle itself [16]. That

is because the walls of the cavity would not be able to “drive”

the carbon particle, since they could emit no radiation. In

that case, the radiation density within the cavity would re-

main too low and characterized only by the carbon particle.

Unlike what Planck believed, the carbon particle could never

be a simple catalyst, as this would constitute a violation of

Stewart’s law [1]. Catalysts cannot generate, by themselves,

the product sought in a reaction. They require the reactants.

Yet, the carbon particle was always able to produce black ra-

diation, in accordance with Stewart’s findings [1]. This was

evidence that it could not be treated as a catalyst.

6 Planck’s Treatment of Two Cavities

Planck’s suboptimal treatment of the laws of emission con-

tinued [5, § 69],

“Let us finally, as a further example, consider a

simple case of a irreversible process. Let the cav-

ity of volume V, which is everywhere enclosed

by absolutely reflecting walls, be uniformly filled

with black radiation. Now let us make a small

hole through any part of the walls, e.g., by open-

ing a stopcock, so that the radiation may escape

into another completely evacuated space, which

may also be surrounded by rigid, absolutely re-

flecting walls. The radiation will at first be of a

very irregular character; after some time, how-

ever, it will assume a stationary condition and

will fill both communicating spaces uniformly, its

total volume being, say, V ′. The presence of a

carbon particle will cause all conditions of black

radiation to be satisfied in the new state. Then,

since there is neither external work nor addition

of heat from the outside, the energy of the new

state is, according to the first principle, equal to

that of the original one, or U ′ = U and hence

from (78)

T ′4V ′ = T 4V

T ′

T
=

4

√

V

V ′

which defines completely the new state of equi-

librium. Since V ′ > V the temperature of the

radiation has been lowered by the process.”

This thought experiment was unsound. First, both cavities

were made of perfectly reflecting walls. As such, Planck

could not assume that the second cavity contained no radi-

ation. To do so, constituted a violation of the very law he

wished to prove. Kirchhoff’s Law stated that the second cav-

ity could not be empty. Therefore, Planck could not surmise

that the temperature had dropped.

If one accepted that Kirchhoff’s Law was false, as has

been demonstrated above, then both cavities must be viewed

as empty, other than the minute contribution made by the car-

bon particle. Here again, Max Planck had moved beyond the

confines of reality, for he advanced a result which could not

be correct, whether or not Kirchhoff’s Law was true. The

cavities were either both empty (i.e. Kirchhoff’s Law was not

valid), or both filled with radiation (i.e. Kirchhoff’s Law was

valid). One could not be filled, while the other was empty.

Planck’s equation, in the quote above, was incorrect.

7 Conclusion

Throughout “The Theory of Heat Radiation’ [5] Planck em-

ployed extreme measures to arrive at Kirchhoff’s Law. First,

he redefined the nature of blackbodies, by adopting

transmission as a central element of his derivation. Second,

he neglected the role of absorption at the surface of such

objects, in direct contradiction to experimental findings and

Kirchhoff’s understanding of blackbodies. While it could be

argued that absorption does not take place entirely at the sur-

face, Planck could not assume that no absorption took place

in this region. He was bound to include its contribution, but

failed to meet this requirement. Third, he sidestepped re-

flection, by neglecting its presence in arriving at Eq. 12 [5,

Eq. 27]. Nonetheless, the energy of the system under investi-

gation included both that which was involved in emission/ ab-

sorption and that associated with the reflection terms. Stewart

has well highlighted that such terms are central to the nature

of the radiation within arbitrary cavities [1] and the concept

has recently been re-emphasized [18,19]. Fourth, Planck had

recourse to plane-polarized light, whereas blackbody radia-

tion is never polarized.

In the end, Planck’s presentation of Kirchhoff’s Law did

not properly account for the behavior of nature. Arbitrary
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cavities are not always black and blackbodies are highly spe-

cialized heated objects. Planck’s characterization of the car-

bon particle as a simple “catalyst” constituted a dismissal of

Stewart’s Law [1]:

“. . . That the absorption of a particle is equal to

its radiation, and that for every description of

heat.”

Planck could not transform a perfect absorber into a cata-

lyst. Yet, without the carbon particle [8], the perfectly re-

flecting cavities, which he utilized throughout “The Theory of

Heat Radiation” for the derivation of his famous Eq. 1 [4, 5],

remained devoid of radiation. Perfectly reflecting cavities

are incapable of producing radiation, precisely because their

emissivity is 0 by definition. Planck can only properly arrive

at Eq. 1 by having recourse to perfectly absorbing materials, a

truth which he did not acknowledge. The presence of reflec-

tion must always be viewed as suboptimal to the creation of a

blackbody, since significant reflection acts as a hindrance to

the generation of photons through emission. It is never clear

that the reflection term can easily be driven to arrive at the

desired radiation, since thermal equilibrium, under these cir-

cumstances, can easily be violated, as the temperature of the

cavity increases.

Planck’s detachment from experimental findings relative

to Kirchhoff’s Law was evident in his presentation of Eq. 20

[5, Eq. 40]. His conclusion, with respect to the equivalence

of the reflection in arbitrary materials, was false. Obviously,

if reflection was always the same, then all opaque cavities

would become identical. Eq. 20 [5, Eq. 40] became the vi-

tal result in Planck’s derivation of Kirchhoff’s Law. Unfor-

tunately, the conclusion that ρ=ρ′ [5, Eq. 40] constituted a

distortion of known physics and, by extension, so did Kirch-

hoff’s formulation.

Without a proper proof of Kirchhoff’s Law, Planck’s

claim for universality loses the role it plays in science. This

has significant consequences in both physics and astronomy

[8, 17, 24]. The constants h and k do not have fundamen-

tal meaning. Along with “Planck length”, “Planck time”,

“Planck mass”, and “Planck temperature”, they are to be rel-

egated to the role of ordinary and arbitrary constants. Their

value has been defined by our own selection of scales, not by

nature itself.

Dedication

This work is dedicated to the memory of Balfour Stewart [1].
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The paper shows that the sequence of sorted by value body masses of planets and largest

planetoids is connected by a constant scaling exponent with the sequence of their sorted

by value orbital periods.

1 Introduction

In [1] we have shown that the observable mass distribution of

large celestial bodies in the Solar system continues the mass

distribution of elementary particles that can be understood as

contribution to the fundamental link between quantum- and

astrophysics via scaling.

Within the last ten years several articles [2–6] were pub-

lished which confirm our statement that scaling is a widely

distributed phenomenon. Possibly, natural oscillations of mat-

ter generate fractal distributions of physical properties in very

different processes. Fractal scaling models [7] of oscillation

processes in chain systems are not based on any statements

about the nature of the link or interaction between the ele-

ments of the oscillating system. Therefore, the model state-

ments are quite general, that opens a wide field of possible

applications.

In this paper we will show, that the connection between

the body mass distribution and the distribution of orbital pe-

riods of planets and largest planetoids in the solar system can

be described by the scaling law (1):

M = µ · T D, (1)

where M is a celestial body mass, T is a celestial body orbital

period and µ and D are constants.

We will show, that for sorted by value couples of a body

mass M and an orbital period T the exponent D is quite con-

stant and is closed to 3/2. Furthermore, for M in units of the

proton rest mass mp ≈ 1.67×10−27 kg [8] and T in units of the

proton oscillation period τp = ~/mpc2 ≈ 7.02×10−25 s [9], the

constant µ= 1.

2 Methods

Already in the eighties the scaling exponent 3/2 was found

in the distribution of particle masses [10]. In [11] we have

shown that the scaling exponent 3/2 arises as consequence of

natural oscillations in chain systems of harmonic oscillators.

Within our fractal model [1] of matter as a chain system

of oscillating protons and under the consideration of quantum

oscillations as model mechanism of mass generation [9], we

interpret the exponent D in (1) as a Hausdorff [12] fractal

dimension of similarity (2):

D =
ln M/mp

ln T/τp

. (2)

The ratio M/mp is the number of model protons, the ratio

T/τp is the number of model proton oscillation cycles.

3 Results

If we sort by value the body masses and the orbital periods

of planets and largest planetoids of the Solar system, then we

can see that for sequently following couples of a body mass

M and an orbital period T the fractal dimension D is quite

constant and closed to the model value of 3/2.

Table 1 contains properties of planets and of the most

massive planetoids in the Solar system. On the left side the

bodies are sorted by their masses, on the right side the bodies

are sorted by their orbital periods. Within the Solar system

the average empiric value D≈ 1.527 is a little bit larger then

the model value of 3/2.

Based on the empiric value D≈ 1.527, Table 2 contin-

ues the Table 1 until the Jupiter body mass. The orbital pe-

riod of Eris corresponds well to the Uranus body mass, but

the smaller transneptunian orbits, occupied by Pluto, Haumea

and Makemake, ask for additional bodies. Possibly, the three

vacant body masses and the three vacant orbital periods in

Table 2 are properties of bodies which are still to be discover.

4 Resume

Celestial bodies are compressed matter which consist of nu-

cleons over 99%. Possibly, the model approximation of

D= 3/2 and µ= 1 in (1) for proton units is a macroscopic

quantum physical property, which is based on the baryon na-

ture of normal matter, because µ= 1 means that M/T D =

mp/τ
D.

The scaling law (1) seems a true system property, because

it describes a connection between masses and orbital periods

of different celestial bodies (Mercury and Jupiter, Earth and

Neptune, etc.) within the Solar system.
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Bodies, Body mass M, kg ln(M/mp) D ln(T/τp) Orbital Bodies,

sorted by M period T , years sorted by T

Ceres 9.5000 × 1020 109.9584 1.5387 71.4603 0.2408 Mercury

Makemake 2.1000 × 1021 110.7516 1.5298 72.3980 0.6152 Venus

Haumea 4.0100 × 1021 111.3985 1.5284 72.8839 1.0000 Earth

Pluto 1.3000 × 1022 112.5746 1.5313 73.5156 1.8808 Mars

Eris 1.7000 × 1022 112.8429 1.5165 74.4099 4.6000 Ceres

Mercury 3.3020 × 1023 115.8094 1.5368 75.3573 11.8626 Jupiter

Mars 6.4191 × 1023 116.4741 1.5272 76.2665 29.4475 Saturn

Venus 4.8690 × 1024 118.5003 1.5327 77.3149 84.0168 Uranus

Earth 5.9742 × 1024 118.7049 1.5221 77.9885 164.7913 Neptune

Table 1: For sorted by value couples of a body mass M and an orbital period T the fractal dimension D(2) is quite constant and closed to

the model value 3/2. Data come from [8, 13–16].

Bodies, Body mass M, kg ln(M/mp) D2 ln(T/τp) Orbital Bodies,

sorted by M period T , years sorted by T

vacant 1.6358 × 1025 119.7122 1.5270 78.3970 247.9207 Pluto

vacant 2.0281 × 1025 119.9271 1.5270 78.5378 285.4000 Haumea

vacant 2.2999 × 1025 120.0529 1.5270 78.6201 309.9000 Makemake

Uranus 8.6849 × 1025 121.3816 1.5325 79.2064 557.0000 Eris

Neptun 1.0244 × 1026 121.5467 1.5270 79.5984 824.2881 vacant

Saturn 5.6851 × 1026 123.2605 1.5270 80.7207 2532.1227 vacant

Jupiter 1.8987 × 1027 124.4664 1.5270 81.5104 5577.7204 vacant

Table 2: Continues Table 1 until the Jupiter body mass. The masses and orbital periods for vacant bodies are calculated, based on the

empiric average value D≈ 1.527.
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Fig. 1: Graphic representation of Table 1. For sorted by value couples of a body mass M and an orbital period T the fractal dimension D is

quite constant. The doted line is drawed for the average D≈ 1.527.
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EDITORIAL MESSAGE

In Memoriam of Joseph C. Hafele (1933–2014)

Joseph Carl Hafele was born on July 25, 1933, in Peoria, Illi-

nois, in the large family of Carl Louis Hafele and Thelma

Loeb Hafele. He grew up among his many brothers and sis-

ters.

In 1951, after serving in the US Army, he attended the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. At the Univer-

sity, he got a BSc in engineering physics in 1959, and was

bestowed the PhD degree in nuclear physics in 1962. After

the graduation, during 1964–1966, he worked at the Los Ala-

mos National Laboratory, wherein he conducted research in

particle physics. After that, during 1966–1972, he worked

within the Physics Faculty of Washington University at St.

Louis, Missouri.

In 1958, he married Carol Hessling, and they raised four

daughters.

In October 1971, Joseph C. Hafele commonly with Ri-

chard E. Keating, an astronomer from the US Naval Observa-

tory, conducted the around-the-world-clock experiment

which is one of the main experimental tests of the Theory

of Relativity. Four Cesium atomic clocks were transported

on board of a jet plane around the Globe twice, toward and

against the direction of the Earth’s rotation. The around-the-

world-clock experiment showed, with high measurement pre-

cision, both gravitational and relativistic effects of Einstein’s

theory in the local space of the Earth. This experiment gave

both of them world fame. Later, it became known as Hafele-

Keating experiment.

Commencing in 1972, Joseph C. Hafele worked in differ-

ent positions. He conducted some developments for Caterpil-

lar Inc., lectured at Eureca College (1985–1991), was a vis-

iting researcher for NASA at Langley AFB in Hampton, Vir-

ginia, lectured at Christopher Newport University in Newport

News, Virginia. He retired in 1996, and settled in common

with his wife Carol in Laramie, Wyoming.

Upon retirement, Joseph C. Hafele did not cease his sci-

entific activity. Having no longer a physics laboratory for

conducting experiments, he undertook deep theoretical re-

search studies of the anomalous experiments which were un-

explained in the frameworks of both modern classical me-

chanics and relativistic mechanics. He published a number of

excellent papers in scientific journals, including our journal.

It was a great honour for us to communicate with him and

publish his research papers. Many of his scientific ideas still

remain undeveloped until now.

In Laramie, Wyoming, he lived a modest life in common

with his wife Carol, in their home where he grew tomatoes in

Joseph C. Hafele and Richard E. Keating on board of a jet plane

while performing the around-the-word-clock experiment (1971).

his garden, and spent some astronomical observations at the

telescope installed in his home observatory at the back yard.

Joseph C. Hafele passed away in November 15, 2014, be-

ing 81 years old. His heart suddenly stopped during surgery

for an aortic aneurism at the Medical Center of the Rockies

in Loveland, Colorado.

Let his memory live for ever!

Dmitri Rabounski and Larissa Borissova
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Solar-Time or Sidereal-Time Dependent? The Diurnal Variation in the

Anisotropy of Diffusion Patterns Observed by J. Dai (2014, Nat. Sci.)

Felix Scholkmann

Bellariarain 10, 8038 Zürich, Switzerland. E-mail: felix.scholkmann@gmail.com

In this correspondence an additional analysis is reported about the anisotropic diffusion

patterns of a toluidine blue colloid solution in water measured by J. Dai (Nat. Sci., 2014,

v. 6 (2), 54–58). In the previous analysis (Scholkmann, Prog. in Phys., 2014, v. 10 (4),

232–235) it could be shown that the anisotropy data contain a diurnal and annual peri-

odicity. This novel analysis investigated whether this periodicity is also present when

the data were analyzed according to the sidereal time. The analysis revealed that the

daily periodicity is present in the data scaled with the solar as well the sidereal time.

When using solar time an oscillation with a diurnal period appears, when using sidereal

time the oscillation is semidiurnal. In addition, the novel analysis revealed that the data

of the maximum diffusion trend show a quantization of unknown origin.

Recently in this journal (v. 10 (4), [1]), I present a reanal-

ysis of the data of J. Dai [2] that investigated fluctuations

in anisotropic diffusion patterns of a toluidine blue colloid

solution in water. It could be shown that the fluctuation of

anisotropy, i.e. the maximum diffusion trend (MDT), clearly

exhibits a diurnal and annual periodicity. Responding to this

article, Prof. R. Cahill (Flinders University, Adelaide, Aus-

tralia) suggested that it would be interesting to analyse if the

observed periodicity is associated with the solar or the side-

real time (i. e. the time based on the Earth’s rotation with

respect to the fixed stars). In order to investigate this issue,

the following new analysis was performed: (i) The time in-

formation given in the data of Dai was converted from the

local solar time to the local sidereal time using the infor-

mation of the location where the experiment was conducted

(Wuhan City, China, latitude: N ∼ 30◦35′35.1168′′, longi-

tude: E ∼ 114◦18′18.6192′′). (2) The data were analyzed

by calculating the median and the median absolute deviation

(MAD) for every hourly time interval (24 in total). (3) The

function f (MDT) = α0 + α1 cos(MDT ω) (with the free pa-

rameters α0, α1 and ω) was fitted to the daily grouped data

using the Trust-Region-Reflective Least Squares Algorithm.

For the fitting, the MAD values were taken into account to

increase the precision of the fit (which is an improvement to

the fitting approach used in the previous analysis [2]).

The individual MDT values plotted against the solar time

and sidereal time are shown in Figure 1(a) and (e), respec-

tively. Fitting the periodic (sinusoidal) function to the MDT

data showed that the fit functions differ depending on the time

scaling (solar vs. sidereal) used. When using the solar time

the best fit is a function with a diurnal periodicity (see Figure

1(b)) whereas when using the sidereal time the best fit has

a semidiurnal periodicity (See Figure 1(f)). The goodness-

of-fit (quantified by the squared Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient, r2, and the root-mean-square error, RMSE) for both

cases were: (i) MDT data with solar time: r2 = 0.5028,

RMSE = 3.191, and (ii) MDT data with sidereal time: r2 =

0.4838, RMSE = 3.04. A visualization of the r2 and RMSE

values for both cases is shown in Figure 1(d) and Figure 1(h).

To visualize the density distribution of the MDT values the

density at each point of the grid was calculated as 1/z with z

the sum of squared distance from each point. For this the

Matlab function “DataDensityPlot” written by M. McLean

was used. The density plots are shown in Figure1(c) and Fig-

ure 1(g).

From this new analysis results we can conclude that (i)

in both cases (solar and sidereal time scaling) the MDT data

show a periodicity, (ii) the periodicity has a frequency de-

pending on the time scaling: diurnal for solar time (oscillation

maximum: at approx. 0.00 a.m.) and semidiurnal for sidereal

time (oscillation maxima: at approx. 0.00 a.m. and 12.00–

1.00 p.m.), (iii) the goodness-of-fit of the fitted function for

both data sets (MDT vs. solar or sidereal time) is similar. The

correlation is higher for the solar time scaling but the RMSE

value lower for the sidereal time scaling. This can be inter-

preted as meaning that the MDT values contain an oscillation

correlated with the solar as well as with the sidereal time. A

related observation was obtained by Shnoll who found a so-

lar and sidereal oscillation in the similarity of histograms of

radioactive decay of 239Pu [3, 4].

The detected oscillations indicate that there is possibly

cosmophysical factor influencing the diffusion process. This

factor might be influencing the process from a preferred di-

rection in space such as determined for example by Miller

(right ascension, α = 4hr 54min, declination, δ = −70◦ 33′

[5]; α = 4hr 56min, δ = −70◦ 33′ [6]), Cahill (α = 4.92hr,

δ = −75.0◦) [7], Múnera et al. (α = 16hr 40min, δ = −75◦ [8];

α = 5hr 24min, δ = +79◦ [9]), and Baurov (α = 19hr 32min

± 40min, δ = 36◦ ± 10◦) [10].∗

∗The value for the right ascension is originally given by Baurov as α =
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Fig. 1: Raw data plotted against solar (a) or sidereal (e) time. Fitted sinusoidal function to the MDT scaled using the solar (b) or sidereal

(f) time. Density plot of the MDT values plotted against solar (c) or sidereal (g) time. The values for the correlation and RMSE value of

the fit are shown in (d) and (h).

Fig. 2: (a) Histogram and Kernal density (b) of the MDT values.

As an additional analysis the characteristics of the dis-

tribution of the MDT from all 15 days were investigated by

computing the histogram (number of bins: 40) and the Ker-

nal density according to the method of Shimazaki & Shi-

nomoto [5]. This analysis revealed an interesting pattern: the

occurrence of MDT values shows three distinct peaks. The

strongest peak is at 230◦, the second at 158◦ and the third at

303◦ (see Figure 2). This quantization of diffusion anisotropy

is another interesting feature of Dai’s data that awaits expla-

nation.

In conclusion, the new analysis performed shows novel

features of the MDT data of Dai. Further MDT measurements

and investigations into the cause of the observed effects would

be an interesting next step in this area of research.

Submitted on January 28, 2015 / Accepted on February 5, 2015

293◦ ± 10◦ and was converted to α = 19hr 32min by the author using the

equality 360◦ = 24 h.
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It is suggested here that a swastika-shaped rotor exposed to waves will rotate in the di-

rection its arms are pointing (towards the arm-tips) due to a sheltering effect. A formula

is derived to predict the motion obtainable from swastika rotors of different sizes given

the ocean wave height and phase speed and it is suggested that the rotor could provide

a new, simpler method of wave energy generation. It is also proposed that the swastika

rotor could generate energy on a smaller scale from sound waves and Brownian motion,

and potentially the zero point field.

1 Introduction

With the recent awareness of the environmental damage

caused by fossil fuels, there is a need to find renewable

sources of energy. There are many possible sources of energy:

sunlight, the wind, ocean tides and also the energy stored in

ocean surface waves, and other types of waves. Ocean waves

are particularly relevent for the island of Great Britain. It has

been estimated that between 7 and 10 GW of energy might

be extractable from the waves in UK waters by Wave Energy

Converters (WECs), compared with the UK peak demand es-

timated at 65 GW, so that 15% of UK peak demand could be

met by wave power [1].

One of the first viable techniques for the generation of

ocean wave power was Salter’s Duck which rotated along a

horizontal axis under the undulation of waves and generated

energy using dynamos. The result was an 81% conversion of

wave energy into power [2], but this method extracts energy

from waves only in one direction.

Another problem with Salter’s duck and other wave en-

ergy converters is that they have many moving parts which

can degrade with time. The new wave energy generation

method proposed here is far simpler in structure and has only

one moving part: the rotor. It can also be deployed far from

the coast, and, as discussed later in the paper, is applicable to

all kinds of waves or fluctuations and not just ocean waves,

maybe also the zero point field.

Part of the inspiration for this paper was the proposal of

Boersma [3] that two ships at sea will produce a wave shadow

zone between them, so that more waves will hit the ships from

outside than from between them and so the ships will tend to

move together. This is an analogy to the well-known Casimir

effect in quantum physics [4] which involves the suppression

of the zero point field between two parallel conducting plates

which are then forced together. The Casimir force has been

measured [5]. The effect due to ocean waves is predicted to

be small, but has recently also been measured by [6].

2 Method & results

This proposal uses a swastika, or Greek letter Chi, see Fig-

ure 1. The idea is that if waves arrive from all directions,

Fig. 1: Schematic showing the swastika rotor, the surrounding wave

field (dashed lines) and the resulting forces (arrows).

more waves hit the outer sides of the swastika’s arms, then

hit the sheltered inner-facing sides of the arms, producing a

torque that rotates the swastika about its axis.

To explain this more clearly and estimate the force that

can be extracted from this shape we can consider three square

areas that interact with the southeast arm: areas A, B and C

as shown in Fig. 1. The assumption is that the areas A and B

are sheltered zones rather like harbours and that only certain

waves can exist between the walls, those with a wavelength

that has nodes at the walls. If we then assume that the par-

ticular wavelength in the ocean does not fit, then there will

be fewer waves in areas A and B, but there will of course be

waves in area C since there is no closed boundary, it is open

to the ocean. The maximum force obtainable from this shape

can be found by looking at the net force on the southeast arm

of the swastika and multiplying it by four. For the inner half

of the southeast arm, between areas A and B, there is no net

force since there are either no waves, or more likely the same

intensity of waves, on either side, but for the outer half of the

arm between B and C there will be a force on the arm pushing

it westward because there are waves on the open east side, but

not on the enclosed west side.

According to [7,8] the impact pressure or slamming force

(P) due to wave impacts is

P =
F

A
= KρC2, (1)
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where A is the area of impact, K is an empirical constant be-

tween 3 and 10, ρ is the water density and C is the wave phase

speed. For the southeast arm of the swastika this is

F = KAρC2 (2)

and A is the area hit by the waves which is the half-length of

the arm (D) times the wave height h

F = KDhρC2. (3)

The force and resulting rotation will be clockwise, to-

wards the arm-tips. Since F = ma, then the acceleration of

the arm will be

a =
KDhρC2

m
. (4)

Equation 4 predicts the maximum acceleration obtainable

from the swastika, neglecting friction, if its dimensions are

such that it cancels the waves in areas A and B completely.

The acceleration increases as a function of the wave height

(h), length of the arms (D) and the phase speed (C). The

acceleration, of course, decreases as the mass increases (m).

The effect missing here is friction, which will slow the rota-

tional acceleration as soon as it begins.

3 Discussion

This rotor is only a proposal at this stage. It requires testing

in a wave tank big enough so that interactions between the

swastika and the wave tank’s walls are reduced and also so

that the waves in area C are not damped. The waves should be

a similar wavelength to the width of the arms of the swastika

or shorter. Longer waves than this will not be able to resolve

the shape of the arms so there will be no rotation. Eqs. 3 and

4 imply that to get the maximum rotation, the test should use

a light rotor with arms projecting enough from the water to

intercept the waves, subject to high waves with a large phase

speed. Since the effect may be subtle, care will have to be

taken to reduce the effects of residual rotational flows.

The swastika rotor has advantages over current wave en-

ergy devices in that it is simple and has only one moving part:

the axle, it does not require wave impacts from any particu-

lar direction and can work just as well with isotropic random

waves, and it will also rotate if a surface ocean current exists,

but the opposite way, since it is then similar in design to an

anenometer.

One intriguing possibility is that the rotation of the swas-

tika shape in a wave field could also be applied at a much

smaller scale. A smaller-scale swastika may be spun by sound

waves, Brownian motion or even on the nanoscale by the

zero-point field allowing perhaps that source of energy to be

tapped for the first time.

On the Brownian scale [9] have shown that boomerang-

shaped colloidal particles move towards their concave sides

when subjected to Brownian motion: random collisions with

atoms or molecules. A sheltering process similar to that de-

scribed in this paper, might explain their results since, due

to sheltering, these boomerang particles would see fewer im-

pacts from atoms in the concave gap between their arms and

more impacts on their convex side, so they should move to-

wards their concave side, or towards their arm-tips, just as

observed.

A light-driven swastika-shaped rotor on the nanoscale has

already been demonstrated. It does not utilise the zero point

field, but is driven by an applied beam of light and works in

a different manner since the light photons interact with the

electrons in the conducting shape [10].

4 Conclusions

It is predicted that a rotor in the shape of a swastika will rotate

in the direction its arms are pointing, i.e.: towards the arm-

tips, in the presence of isotropic waves, due to the sheltering

effect of the arms.

It is proposed that such a rotor can be used to convert wave

energy to electricity by using its axle to drive a dynamo. Its

advantage over existing wave energy generating devices is its

simplicity, its response to isotropic waves and its (reversed)

response to surface currents. It now needs to be tested exper-

imentally.

The swastika shape could also be used on smaller scales to

generate energy from sound waves or Brownian motion: for

example it may explain the observed motion of Boomerang-

shaped particles. It may be possible to use nanoscale swastika

rotors to extract energy from the hitherto untapped zero point

field.
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The interacting boson model (sd-IBM1) with intrinsic coherent state is used to study the
shape phase transitions from spherical U(5) to prolate deformed SU(3) shapes in Nd-
Sm isotopic chains. The Hamiltonian is written in the creation and annihilation form
with one and two body terms.For each nucleus a fitting procedure is adopted to get
the best model parameters by fitting selected experimental energy levels, B(E2) transi-
tion rates and two-neutron separation energies with the calculated ones.The U(5)-SU(3)
IBM potential energy surfaces (PES’s) are analyzed and the critical phase transition
points are identified in the space of model parameters.In Nd-Sm isotopic chains nuclei
evolve from spherical to deformed shapes by increasing the boson number. The nuclei
150Nd and 152Sm have been found to be close to critical points.We have also studied the
energy ratios and the B(E2) values for yrast band at the critical points.

1 Introduction

The interacting boson model (IBM) [1] describes the low en-
ergy quadruple collective states of even-even nuclei in terms
of bosons with angular momentum 0 and 2 so called s and d
bosons. The bosonic Hamiltonian is assumed to have a gen-
eral form with one- and two-body terms and must be invariant
under some fundamental symmetries. The algebraic formula-
tion of the IBM allows one to find analytical solutions associ-
ated with breaking the U(6) into three dynamical symmetries
called U(5), SU(3) and O(6) limits of the model, correspond-
ing to spherical (vibrational), axially symmetric prolate de-
formed (rotational)and soft with respect to axial symmetric
(γ-unstable) shapes respectively.

Phase transitions between the three shapes of nuclei are
one of the most significant topics in nuclear structure research
[2-11]. These shape phase transitions were considered in the
framework of the geometric collective model [12], resulting
in the introduction of the critical point symmetries E(5) [13]
X(5) [14]. Y(5) [15], Z(5) [16] and E(5/4) [17]. The E(5)
corresponds to the second order transition between U(5) and
O(6), while X(5) corresponds to the first order transition be-
tween U(5) and SU(3). The symmetry at the critical point is
a new concept in the phase transition theory, especially for a
first order transition. From the classical point of view, in a
first order transition, the state of the system changed discon-
tinuously and a sudden rearrangement happens, which means
that there involves an irregularity at critical point [18].

Empirical evidence of these transitional symmetries at the
critical points has been observed in several isotopes.
The study of the shape phase transitions in nuclei can be best

done in the IBM, which reproduces well the data in several
transitional regions [8, 11].

In this paper we use the IBM with intrinsic coherent states
to study the spherical to prolate deformed shape transition in
the Nd-Sm isotopic chains. Section 2 outlines the theoreti-
cal approach and the main features of the U(5)-SU(3) model,
the model Hamiltonian under study is introduced in subsec-
tion 2.1. In subsection 2.2 the intrinsic coherent states are
given as energy states of the model Hamiltonian.In section 3
we present the numerical results of PES’s for Nd-Sm isotopic
chains and gives some discussions. Finally a conclusion is
given in section 4.

2 Outline of the theoretical approach

2.1 The general Hamiltonian of the sd-IBM

In order to study the geometric shapes associated with the sd-
IBM, we consider the most standard one and two body IBM
Hamiltonian [1]

H = ϵ sn̂s + ϵdn̂d

+
∑

L

1
2

√
2L + 1 CL

[
[d† × d†]

(L) × [d̃ × d̃](L)
](0)

+
1
√

2
v2

([
[d† × d†](2) × d̃s

](0)
+

[
s†d† × [d̃ × d̃](2)

](0)
)

+
1
2
v0

([
[d† × d†](0) × ss

](0)
+

[
s†s† × [d̃ × d̃](0)

](0)
)

+u2[d†s† × d̃s](0)
+

1
2

u0[d†s† × ss](0)

(1)
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with
CL = ⟨ddL|v|ddL⟩, (2)

v2 =

√
5
2
⟨dd2|v|ds2⟩, (3)

v0 = ⟨dd0|v|ss0⟩, (4)

u2 = 2
√

5 ⟨ds2|v|ds2⟩, (5)

u0 = ⟨ss0|v|ss0⟩, (6)

where s†(s) and d†(d̃) are the creation and annihilation op-
erators of the s and d bosons. d̃ is the annihilation operator
of the d boson with the time reversal phase relation d̃2k =

(−1)2+kd2,−k .

2.2 The intrinsic coherent state

The geometric picture of the IBM can be investigated by in-
troducing the intrinsic coherent state which is expressed as a
boson condensate [19]:

|Nβγ⟩ = 1
√

N!
(bc
†)

N |0⟩, (7)

bc
†=

1√
1+β2

[
s†+d0

† β cos γ+
1
√

2
(d2
†+d−2

†)β sin γ
]
, (8)

where N is the boson number, β and γ are the intrinsic defor-
mation parameters which determine the geometrical shape of
the nucleus.|0⟩ is the boson vacuum. Here β ≥ 0, 0 ≤ γ ≤ π3 .

2.3 The Potential Eneryg Surface (PES)

The PES associated with the classical limit of IBM Hamil-
tonian (1) is given by its expectation value in the intrinsic
coherent state (7)

E(N, β, γ) = ⟨Nβγ|H|Nβγ⟩ = ϵ s
N

1 + β2 + ϵd
Nβ2

1 + β2+(
1
10

C0 +
1
7

C2 +
9
35

C4

)
N(N − 1)

β4

(1 + β2)2−

2
√

35
v2N(N − 1)

β3 cos 3γ

(1 + β2)2 +
1
√

5
(v0 + u2)N(N − 1)

β2

(1 + β2)2 +
1
2

u0N(N − 1)
1

(1 + β2)2 .

(9)

If the parameter v2 = 0, then the PES is independent of
γ. If v2 , 0 then for every β > 0 the PES has a minimum at
γ = 0, if v2 > 0 (axially symmetric case with prolate shape)
or γ = π3 if v2 < 0 (oblate shape).

The PES equation (9) can be written in another form as:

E(N, β, γ)
N

=
A2β

2 + A3β
3 cos 3γ + A4β

4

(1 + β2)2 + A0 (10)

Table 1: Equilibrium values of the parameters A2, A3, A4 in the large
N limit for transition from dynamical symmetry limit U(5) to dy-
namical symmetry limit SU(3) as an illustrative example.

Set A2 A3 A4

a 500 -283 850
b 102 -508 703
c 91 -514 727
d 0 -566 700
e -250 -707 625
f 95 -512 728
g 85 -517 725

with
A2 = ϵd − ϵ s − u0 + (N − 1)

1
√

5
(u2 + v0), (11)

A3 = −
2
√

35
(N − 1)v2, (12)

A4 = ϵd − ϵ s −
1
2

u0 + (N − 1)
(

1
10

C0 +
1
7

C2 +
9
35

C4

)
, (13)

A0 =
1
2

u0. (14)

To determine the critical values of the order parameters
of the system, one needs to determine the locus of points for
which the conditions ∂E

∂β
= 0 and ∂

2E
∂β2 = 0 are fulfilled.

The equilibrium value of β is determined by:

∂E(N, β)
∂β

= 0, (15)

leading to

β
[
2A2 + 3A3β + (4A4 − 2A2) β2 − A3β

3
]
= 0. (16)

Figure (1) (with the parameters listed in table (1)) illus-
trates the critical points: For A2 = 1, A3 = A4 = 0, the nucleus
is in the symmetric phase since the PES has a unique mini-
mum at β = 0 when A3 and A4 not vanish and A2 decreases, a
second nonsymmetric minimum arises (set b) at β , 0. This
non symmetric minimum take the same depth of the symmet-
ric one at the critical point (set c). Beyond this value, the
symmetric minimum at β = 0 becomes unstable point (set d).
(Sets g, h) show two cases in the coexistence region.

3 Application to Nd–Sm isotopic chains

Nuclei in rare-earth region are well-known examples of the
U(5)-SU(3). The validity of the present technique is exam-
ined for the rare earth isotopic chains 144−154Nd and
146−162Sm. The optimized values of the nine parameters of
the Hamiltonian ϵ s, ϵd, c0, c2, c4, u0, u2, v0, v2 which are trun-
cated to four parameters A2, A3, A4, A0 are adjusted by fitting
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Fig. 1: The scaled PES’s as a function of the deformation parameter
β for the model parameters listed in table (1). The curves (b, c, d)
represents the spinodal, critical and antispinodal points respectively.
The curves (f, g) show two cases on the coexistence region.

procedure using a computer simulated search program in or-
der to describe the gradual change in the structure as neu-
tron number varied (number of bosons) and to reproduce ten
positive parity experimental levels namely (21

†, 41
†, 61

†, 81
†,

02
†, 23

†, 43
†, 22

†, 31
† and 42

†), the B(E2) values and the two
neutron separation energies for each nucleus in each isotopic
chain. The effect of ϵ s be ignored also the parameter u0 is kept
zero because it can be absorbed in the three parameters. The
resulting model parameters are listed explicitly in Table (2).
The PES’s E(N, β) as a function of the deformation parame-
ter βfor our Nd-Sm isotopic chains evolving from spherical to
axially symmetric well deformed nuclei are illustrated in the
Figures 2, 3. At the critical points (150Nd, 152Sm) the spheri-
cal and deformed minima must coexist and be degenerated in
order to obtain a first order phase shape transition. To identify
the shape phases and their transition it is helpful to examine
the correspondence between the interaction strengths in the
microscopic model and the dynamical symmetry in the IBM.

Phase transitions in nuclei can be tested by calculating the
energy ratios

RI/2 = E(I+1 )/E(2+1 ). (17)

For I = 4, the ratio R4/2 varied from the values which
correspond to vibrations around a spherical shapeR4/2 = 2
to the characteristic value for excitations of a well deformed
rotor R4/2 = 3.33. Figure (4) shows the RI/2 for 150Nd and
152Sm compared to U(5) and SU(3) prediction.

Now, we discuss the electric quadruple transition proba-
bilities. The general form of the E2 operator was used

T (E2) = α
([

d† × s̃ + s† × d†
](2)
+ β

[
d̃ × d̃

](2)
)

(18)

where α is the boson effective charge and β is the structure

Fig. 2: The PES’s (in the γ = 0 plane given by the IBM as a function
of deformation parameter β , to describe the U(5)-SU(3) transition
in 144−154Nd isotopic chain. The calculations are for χ = −

√
7/2.

Fig. 3: The same as Fig.2 but for 146−162Sm isotopic chain.

parameter. The parameters α and β have been determined
directly from the least square fitting to the observed β(E2).
α = 0.135 and β = −0.115. The ratios of the E2 transition
rates for the U(5) and SU(3) are given by

B(I+2)/2 = B(E2, I + 2→ I)/B(E2, 2+1 → 0+1 ),

=
1
2

(I + 2)
(
1 − I

2N

)
for U(5),

=
15
2

(I + 2)(I + 1)
(2I + 3)(2I + 5)

(
1 − I

2N

) (
1 +

I
2N + 3

)
for SU(3).

(19)

In Figure (5), the B(I+2)/2 ratios are shown for the best candi-
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Table 2: The adopted best model parameters in (keV) for our se-
lected Nd-Sm isotopic chains.

NB A2 A3 A4 A0

144Nd 6 400.132 -242.551 636.717 18.936
146Nd 7 168.175 -291.061 452.077 39.874
148Nd 8 54.518 -339.571 385.737 60.812
150Nd 9 -140.338 -388.081 238.197 81.751
152Nd 10 -359.495 -436.591 66.357 102.689
154Nd 11 -452.052 -485.102 21.117 123.627
146Sm 7 748.245 -160.541 946.905 0.0
148Sm 8 554.405 -187.298 786.175 0.0
150Sm 9 360.565 -214.055 625.445 0.0
152Sm 10 166.725 -240.812 464.715 0.0
154Sm 11 -27.115 -267.569 303.985 0.0
156Sm 12 -220.955 -294.326 143.255 0.0
158Sm 13 -414.795 -321.083 -17.475 0.0
160Sm 14 -608.635 -347.839 -178.205 0.0
162Sm 15 -802.475 -374.596 -338.935 0.0

date 152Sm compared to the U(5) and SU(3) predictions and
the experimental data.

4 Conclusion

The shape transition U(5)-SU(3) in 144−154Nd and 146−162Sm
isotopic chains in the rare earth region is studied in the frame-
work of sd IBM1 using the most general Hamiltonian in terms
of creation and annihilation operators using the method of the
intrinsic states.

Fig. 4: Normalized excitation energies RI/2 = E((I1
†)/E((I2

†) for
150Nd and 152Sm nuclei compared to U(5) and SU(3) predictions.

The optimized model parameters have been deduced by
using a computer simulated search program in order to obtain
a minimum root mean square deviation of the calculated some
excitation energies, the two neutron separation energies and
some B(E2) values from the measured ones. The PES’s are
analyzed and the location of the critical points are obtained.
In our Nd and Sm chains, nuclei evolve from spherical to pro-
late deformed shape transition. The lighter nuclei are spher-
ical and the heavier are well deformed. The 150Nd and the
152Sm have been found to be critical point nuclei, that is the

Fig. 5: Comparison of the BI+2/2 = B(E2, I + 2 : I)/B(E2, (21
†, 01

†)
ratios of the ground state band in 152Sm (N=11) compared to the
U(5) and SU(3) predictions and the experimental ratio.

transition from the spherical to deformed occurs between bo-
son number N=9 and N=10. The energy ratios and the B(E2)
values are also studied.
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Planck’s Radiation Law: Thermal Excitations of Vacuum Induced Fluctuations
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The second Planck’s radiation law is derived considering that “resonators” induced by

the vacuum absorb thermal excitations as additional fluctuations. The maximum energy

transfer, as required by the maximum entropy equilibrium, occurs when the frequencies

of these two kind of vibrations are equal. The motion resembles that of the coherent

states of the quantum oscillator, as originally pointed by Schrödinger [1]. The resulting

variance, due to random phases, coincides with that used by Einstein to reproduce the

first Planck’s radiation law from his thermal fluctuation equation [2].

1 Introduction

In 1901, Planck derived the spectral distribution of radiant

heat, simply calculating entropy from the number of ways

that thermal energy can be distributed among all blackbody

resonators (maximum entropy). This forced him to interpret

the possible energies of the resonators, for a given mode and

temperature, as multiples of a fixed energy; the quantum of

electromagnetic energy [3]. In such approach, the appear-

ance of a collection of resonators — with all sort of frequen-

cies — depends only on thermal excitations, that is, for T = 0

they do not exist. However, in 1912 Planck realized that ther-

mal equilibrium with radiation would make sense only if the

resonators remain even for T = 0 [4]. In this new approach

the quantization of the first Law was preserved, but only in

the emissions, that is, oscillators in equilibrium with radiation

absorbs continuously until a certain nhν is reached, and then

they emit or continues absorbing. From this semi-classical

derivation, one concludes that exists vibrations not induced

by thermal excitations. In this way, arose the concept of zero-

point energy (ZPE), which is a term of the second Planck’s

radiation law, i.e.

〈E〉 =
1

2
~ω +

~ω

e~ω/kBT − 1
. (1)

At the time, the ZPE was a controversial concept; at best,

it was accepted as “virtual photons due to nearby matter”.

The concept of a radiation field permeating the vacuum, and

then inducing “matter-oscillators” with an energy given by

the first term of Eq. (1), only gained credibility after the pre-

dictions of the quantum field theory (quantum vacuum states)

and the experimental proof of the Casimir’s force [5]. In fact,

around the middle of the last century they begin appear works

that assume explicitly that the matter (elementary electrical

charges or agglomerates of them) are in permanent interac-

tion with a zero-point radiation field (ZPF); absorbing and

emitting electromagnetic radiation in a conservative way, in-

dependently of temperature.

In accordance with the experimentally proved work of

Casimir [6] and the proponents of the stochastic electrody-

namics [7], the ZPF is a homogeneous and isotropic distribu-

tion of electromagnetic plane waves pervading all space; each

one carrying energy proportional to its frequency (ranging

from zero to infinite, or a big cutoff value), ~ω/2. Moreover,

its spectral energy density is proved to be a Lorentz invariant.

As the phases of such waves are randomically distributed in

the range [0, 2π], then electrical charges (or any agglomerate

of them) are permanently receiving unpredictable impulses

with the following features: First, the ZPF isotropy ensures

zero net momentum transfer. Second, the emitted radiation,

due to non uniform acceleration, responds by the local en-

ergy conservation. Third, the symmetric distribution of emis-

sions ensures zero net self-momentum (no liquid radiation

reaction). Fourth, the permanent nature of the absorption-

emission process imply a remnant random trembling motion,

whose energy in the particle-bound reference frame, in the

case of a free electron, is the well-known rest energy

m0c2 =
~ωZ

2
, (2)

where ωZ is the zitterbewegung frequency [8, 9].

This zitterbewegung, strongly correlated with the trans-

lational motion trough the de Broglie’s periodicity, prevent

such particles to follow predictable paths (quantum random-

ness). Even so, the overall motion obeys the dynamical prin-

ciple founded on trajectories. Non relativistically, this obedi-

ence means that the center of mass of the particle’s vibrations

can be found — instantly — over any one of the trajectories

dictated by the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi-Bohm equation,

which is implicit in the Schrödinger’s equation [10].

What follows is a derivation of Planck distribution, which

replaces the quantization a priori by the presence of the ZPF,

which, therefore, is the responsible by “resident blackbody

resonators”. Nevertheless, quantization is implied. Indeed,

the zero-point energy ε0, besides being a fixed quantity for

each mode, is indispensable to get a discrete Boltzmann’s dis-

tribution from a continuous one [12].

2 Thermal excitations of vacuum induced fluctuations

The energy absorbed (emitted) from (to) the ZPF in order to

form temperature independent primordial matter-oscillators

(or “Blackbody resonators”) is

ε0(ω) =
1

2
~ω. (3)
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When particles absorbs such vibrant energy, conserva-

tively, it is expected that its coordinates fluctuates as

q0(t, φ) =

√

2ε0(ω)

mω2
cos(ωt + φ), (4)

which differs from a typical classical oscillation only by the

presence of random phases φ (ZPF randomness), which imply

that this equation does not describe the actual path followed

by particles, but simply obedience to the dynamic principle at

each occupied position. Indeed, this is the main feature of the

Schrödinger’s equation, as argued elsewhere.

Notice, now ε0(ω) is the energy of the matter-oscillator

(the zero-point energy), which, as can be seen by simple sub-

stitution of Eq. (4), obey the equality

ε0(ω) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0















(2)
2π

ω

∫ 2π/ω

0

1

2
m

(

dq0(t, φ)

dt

)2

dt















dφ, (5)

where the factor (2) refers to equal contributions from kinetic

and potential energies of the harmonic oscillator, ω is the an-

gular frequency of the absorbed radiation, the integral in t is

an average over the radiation period, and the integral in φ is

an average over random phases.

Given the permanent nature of the interactions, the ZPE

must be viewed as a remnant energy. It is indispensable to

compose the ground state energy of quantum systems. The

exact shape, as it should be, only appears in the case of the

harmonic oscillator.

For T , 0, there are thermal excitations, which manifest

as additional vibrations that increase the amplitude of existing

fluctuations. In a sense, this can be inferred from the thermal

dilatation of bodies. In other words, the center of mass of the

matter-fluctuations, as expressed by Eq. (4), fluctuates due to

thermal excitations. This implies the superposition

qφ,Φ(t) =

√

2ε0(ω)

mω2
cos(ωt+φ)+

√

2ET (Ω)

mΩ2
cos(Ωt+Φ), (6)

where ET (Ω) is the vibrational energy induced be thermal ex-

citations at the temperature T , Φ is a random phase, and, for

the sake of generality,Ω is an arbitrary frequency.

It is worth informing, the assumption of the last paragraph

is in full agreement with what is inferred from the coherent

states of the quantum harmonic oscillator (the perfect frame-

work to derive the Planck’s law); that is, the statistical Gaus-

sian of the ground state (here, the primordial oscillator) is

moved, as a whole, by classical oscillations [11, see p. 104 ].

Averaging the energy

(2) ×
ω

2π

∫ 2π/ω

0

1

2
m

(

dqφ,Φ(t)

dt

)2

dt

over random phases, both φ andΦ, yields the energy absorbed

(emitted) by this superposition of vibrations, i.e.

E(ω,Ω) = ε0(ω) + ET (Ω), (7)

where Ω still continues unknown.

Now, averaging the square deviation from ε0(ω),















(2) ×
2π

ω

∫ 2π/ω

0

1

2
m

(

dqφ,Φ(t)

dt

)2

dt − ε0(ω)















2

,

over both random phases, emerges the variance

σ2
ω,Ω =

2~ω3
(

ω2 + Ω2
)

sin2 (πΩ/ω) ET (Ω)

π2
(

ω2 −Ω2
) +

+

[

ω2 + 16π2Ω2 − ω2 cos2 (4πΩ/ω) ET (Ω)
]

ET (Ω)

16π2Ω2
(8)

which seems to diverges when Ω→ω. In true, there is the

maximum variance

σ2 = lim
Ω→ω
σ2
ω,Ω = E2

T (ω) + ~ωET (ω), (9)

which can also be obtained replacing Ω by ω in the starting

Eq. (6), and then performing the indicated operations.

Maximum variance implies maximum entropy (or ther-

modynamical equilibrium). Indeed, calculating entropy form

Gaussian or exponential distribution (like Boltzmann’s distri-

bution) one find that entropy is proportional to [ln(σ2) + cte].

From another point of view, the Eq. (9) also means that

maximum energy transfer occurs when thermal vibrations are

tuned with that induced by the ZPF, in full agreement with a

well-known result of the theory of oscillations; that is, max-

imum energy transfer occurs at the natural frequency of the

absorbing oscillator.

Therefore, from this tuned behavior — thermodynamical

equilibrium — it follows that each possible energy, consider-

ing Eq. (7), obey

E =
~ω

2
+ ET (ω), (10)

and are distributed in such a way that the corresponding dis-

tribution has the variance σ2.

It is crucial emphasizing, such ensemble of random ener-

gies is justified by a variance arising from random phases, φ

and Φ. The first is a well-known feature of the ZPF (master-

fully interpreted in the quantum mechanics framework), and

the second is related to the myriad of ways that thermal exci-

tations can move an elementary constituent of a body.

3 Thermal fluctuations and the Planck’s radiation law

The variance expressed by Eq. (9) ensures that for each ω-

mode at the remperature T there is a collection of random

energies E, Eq. (10). From a thermodynamical point of view,

the equilibrium involving such energy fluctuations must be

treated in terms of the Boltzmann’s statistics.

Deriving the moments of such distribution,

〈Er
〉 =

∫ ∞

0
dEEre−βE

∫ ∞

0
dEe−βE

= r!〈E〉r,
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with respect to β= 1/kBT , we obtain the Einstein’s thermal

fluctuation equation

σ2
E = kBT 2 d 〈E〉

dT
, (11)

where, in the present calculations, 〈E〉 is the thermal average

of the energies expressed by Eq. (10), i.e.

〈E〉 =
~ω

2
+ 〈ET 〉 , (12)

and the thermal variance (thermal fluctuation) σ2
E

is, there-

fore, the thermal average of Eq. (9):

σ2
E = 〈ET 〉

2 + ~ω 〈ET 〉 . (13)

Combining the last three equations, we get the differential

equation

kBT 2 d 〈ET 〉

dT
= 〈ET 〉

2 + ~ω 〈ET 〉 , (14)

whose solution, considering 〈ET 〉 = 0 for T = 0, is

〈ET 〉 =
~ω

e~ω/kBT − 1
. (15)

Therefore,

〈E〉 =
~ω

2
+

~ω

e~ω/kBT − 1
. (16)
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The paper concerns an “ab initio” theoretical model based on the space-time quantum
uncertainty and aimed to identify the conceptual root common to all four fundamental
interactions known in nature. The essential information that identifies unambiguously
each kind of interaction is inferred in a straightforward way via simple considerations
involving the diffusion laws. The conceptual frame of the model is still that introduced
in previous papers, where the basic statements of the relativity and wave mechanics
have been contextually obtained as corollaries of the quantum uncertainty.

1 Introduction

Understanding the fundamental interactions of nature is cer-
tainly one among the most challenging topics of the modern
physics; a unified theory able to account for the fundamental
forces is a dream of the physicists since a long time [1, 2].
The science of the fundamental interactions progressed with
the advancement of the physics of the elementary particles
[3], whose properties could be tested by examining their way
of interacting with other particles. The theoretical models
bridging quantum and relativistic theories [4, 5] progressed
along with the merging of the physics of the elementary par-
ticles and quantum fields [6] with that of the fundamental in-
teractions. All this culminated with the formulation of the
standard model [7] and with the superstring theory [8]. The
way the particles interact involves significantly even the cos-
mology [9, 10]. The GU theories [11, 12] share some general
concepts about the four fundamental interactions, their basic
idea to model the force between quantum particles is in prin-
ciple simple: to exchange appropriate elementary particles
that transfer momentum and energy between the interacting
partners. The vector bosons are acknowledged to mediate
the forces between particles according to their characteristic
features of lifetime and action range [13]. These messenger
particles, quanta of the respective fields, are said to mediate
the interaction that propagates with finite velocity and per-
turbs the space-time properties. This way of thinking sug-
gests reasonably the key role of the displacement mechanism
of the particles that propagate the interaction, e.g. the dif-
ferent transport rates of massive or massless messengers; this
means, in particular, that the space in between a set of inter-
acting particles is filled with the vector bosons mutually ex-
changed. As clouds of these latter flow throughout the space-
time, it is reasonable to expect that the global properties of
the resulting interaction should depend on the ability of the
messengers to spread around the respective partners. Even-
tually, since the mutual positions of each particle in the set
are in general functions of time, even random local density
gradients of these messengers are expectedly allowed to form
throughout the space-time.

These preliminary considerations feed the idea of imple-

menting a model of fundamental interactions based on a ap-
propriate mechanism of transport of matter/energy, suffi-
ciently general to be suitably extended from sub-nuclear to in-
finite range interactions. Among the possible transport mech-
anisms deserves attention the particle diffusion, driven by a
gradient law originated by a non-equilibrium situation; as it
has been shown in a previous paper [14], this law is strictly
connected with the global entropy increase of an isolated ther-
modynamic system, the diffusion medium plus the diffusing
species both tending to the equilibrium configuration in the
state of maximum disorder. So the driving force of the dif-
fusion process is actually the second principle of thermody-
namics, i.e. a law so general to hold at the nano-micro-macro
scales of interest in the present context. As a matter of fact,
it has been found that this law allows describing not only the
concentration gradient driven mass transport but also other
important laws of physics: for instance Ohm’s electric con-
ductivity or Fourier’s heat conductivity or Poiseuille pressure
laws [14]. So, in agreement with the quantum character of
the approach therein introduced, appears stimulating in prin-
ciple the idea of testing via the diffusion laws even the ex-
change of vector bosons to describe the fundamental interac-
tions. This hint leads in a natural way to the idea of dynamical
flux of messenger particles, by consequence of which are ex-
changed momentum and energy of the interacting partners.
This assumption merely requires that the messengers of the
forces are exchanged as clusters of particles randomly flow-
ing through the space-time and thus characterized in general
by local concentration gradients. The physics of the four fun-
damental interactions has been already concerned in a dedi-
cated paper [15]; in that paper the interactions have been de-
scribed starting directly from the concept of space-time un-
certainty. Here this problem is reformulated via the diffusion
laws only in a surprisingly simple way. This paper aims to
show that the key features of the fundamental forces are ob-
tained by elaborating purposely the diffusion laws; it will be
emphasized that these laws provide interesting hints also for
relativistic and thermodynamic considerations. Of course the
purpose of the paper is not that of providing an exhaustive
description of the fundamental interactions, which would re-
quire a much longer review of the huge amount of literature
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existing about each one of them; the paper intends instead to
emphasize an even more crucial aspect of this topic, i.e. how
to infer the essential features of all known interactions from
a unique fundamental principle; in other words, the aim is to
focus on a unique conceptual root from which follow contex-
tually as corollaries all fundamental interactions. The paper
introduces an “ab initio” model via considerations limited to
the minimum necessary to infer the distinctive features of the
various forms of interaction that identify unambiguously each
one of them. Despite this topic is usually tackled via heavy
computational ways, the present theoretical model is concep-
tual only but surprisingly straightforward. While the idea of
interactions due to a diffusion-like flux of vector bosons has
been early introduced [16], in the present paper this hint is
further implemented. The model concerned in this paper ex-
ploits first the quantum origin of the diffusion laws, shortly
reported for completeness of exposition, to infer next the in-
teractions directly via the diffusion laws. Some concepts al-
ready published [14, 15, 16] are enriched here with further
considerations in order to make this paper as self-contained as
possible. It is clear the organization of the paper: the section
2 introduces the quantum background of the model and both
Fick diffusion laws, plus ancillary information useful in the
remainder sections; the section 3 introduces some thermody-
namic considerations; the section 4 concerns the fundamental
interactions, whereas the section 5 concerns a few additional
remarks on the gravity force.

2 Physical background

The statistical formulation of the quantum uncertainty reads
in one dimension

∆x∆px = nℏ = ∆ε∆t, ∆ε = vx∆px, vx = ∆x/∆t. (1)

The subscript indicates the component of momentum range
along an arbitrary x-axis. The second equality is actually con-
sequence of the former merely rewritten as (∆x/vx)(∆pxvx),
being ∆t the delocalization time lapse necessary for the par-
ticle to travel throughout ∆x; so this definition leaves un-
changed the number n of quantum states allowed to the con-
cerned system. Since the local coordinates are waived “a
priori”, i.e. conceptually and not as a sort of approxima-
tion aimed to simplify some calculation, these equations fo-
cus the physical interest on the region of the phase space ac-
cessible to the particle rather than on the particle itself. As
these equations link the space range ∆x to the time range ∆t
via n, any approach based on these equations is inherently
four-dimensio-nal by definition. The sizes of the uncertainty
ranges are arbitrary, unknown and unknowable; it has been
shown that they do not play any role in determining the eigen-
values of the physical observables [17], as in effect it is known
from the operator formalism of the wave mechanics. Actually
it is possible to show that the wave formalism can be inferred
as a corollary of the Eqs. (1) [17], coherently with the fact that

n plays just the role of the quantum number in the eigenval-
ues inferable via these equations only [18, 19]. The Eqs. (1),
early introduced in these papers to provide a possible way to
describe the quantum systems in alternative to the solution
of the pertinent wave equations, have been subsequently ex-
tended to the special and general relativity [20]. It has been
shown for instance that a straightforward consequence of the
space time uncertainty is

c2∆px = vx∆ε. (2)

The demonstration is so short and simple to deserve of
being mentioned here for completeness: this equation and the
next Eq. (3) are enough for the purposes of the present paper.
Consider a free particle delocalized in ∆x. If this particle is
a photon in the vacuum, then ∆x/∆t = c; i.e. the time range
∆t is necessary by definition for the photon to travel ∆x. Yet,
trusting to the generality of the concept of uncertainty, the
Eqs. (1) must be able to describe even the delocalization of a
massive particle moving at slower rate vx = ∆x/∆t < c. Let
us examine now this problem according to the Eqs. (1), i.e.
starting from ∆x∆px = ∆ε∆t to infer ∆ε/∆px = ∆x/∆t; as
c represents the maximum velocity allowed to any particle,
it must be true that ∆x/∆t ≤ c, whence ∆ε/∆px ≥ c. The
inequality therefore constrains the ratio of the range sizes ∆ε
and ∆px depending on whether the delocalized particles are
massive or not. Anyway both chances are considered writing
∆ε/∆px = (c/vx)c. One finds thus the sought Eq. (2), which
implies the local functional dependence c2 px = vxε between
energy and momentum and velocity components of the mas-
sive particles. Also note that the Eq. (2) implies the concept
of mass simply introducing the limit

lim
vx→0

∆px

vx
=
∆εrest

c2 = m. (3)

As there is no compelling reason to expect a vanishing ∆εrest

for vx → 0, one concludes that the left hand side is in general
finite and corresponds to the definition of mass. Both signs
are allowed in principle to vx and thus to ∆px; yet squaring
c4∆p2

x = v2
x∆ε

2 and implementing again vx < c, one finds
c2∆p2

x < ∆ε
2 i.e. ∆ε2 = c2∆p2

x+∆ε
2
o; thus the local functional

dependence ε2 = c2 p2
x + ε

2
o, well known, combined with the

Eq. (3) yields εo = mc2 and also the explicit expressions of ε
and px compliant with the respective Lorentz transformations.

2.1 Quantum basis of the diffusion laws

This subsection assumes that the diffusion medium is an iso-
tropic body of solid, liquid or gas matter at constant and uni-
form temperature. The following considerations shortly sum-
marize the reasoning introduced in [14]. Let us divide both
sides of the Eq. (2) by voV , being vo an arbitrary velocity and
V an arbitrary volume. So one finds

vxC = ∆Jx, C =
∆px

voV
, ∆Jx =

∆ε/c2

V
vx. (4)
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As C has physical dimensions mass/volume, it represents the
average concentration of a mass m in the volume V , whereas
∆Jx is the net change of the flux of particles moving at av-
erage rate vx through V . So ∆Jx, whose physical dimensions
are mass/(time×sur f ace), describes the net flux of matter en-
tering in and leaving out two opposite surfaces delimiting V;
the first Eq. (4) also implies that the functional dependence
of any Jx within its uncertainty range ∆Jx upon the corre-
sponding local flux of m fits the classical definition Jx = Cvx.
Assuming that ∆ε/c2 is the energy equivalent of mass, the last
equation inferred with the help of the Eq. (2) extends the defi-
nition of flux of the first equation to the change of energy den-
sity inside V . Write now V = ∆x3, which is certainly possible
regardless of the particular geometric shape because both V
and ∆x are arbitrary; so any shape factor, e.g. 4π/3 for spheri-
cal V , is inessential because it would still yield V = ∆x′3 once
included in ∆x′. Since ∆x−3 = −∂∆x−2/2∂∆x, one finds

∆Jx =
∆px

∆x3 = −
∆px

2
∂∆x−2

∂∆x
.

Moreover ∆x−2 = ∆p2
x/(nℏ)

2, so that

∆Jx = −
∆p2

x

(nℏ)2

∂∆px

∂∆x
= − 1

3(nℏ)2

∂∆p3
x

∂∆x

which yields in turn

∆Jx = −
nℏ
3
∂(1/∆x3)
∂∆x

= − nℏ
3m
∂(m/∆x3)
∂∆x

. (5)

The last equality holds under the reasonable assumption
of constant mass m in the volume ∆x3: as both V and m are
arbitrary, the former can be conveniently chosen in order to
fulfil the requirement that the latter is simply redistributed
within ∆x3 during an assigned diffusion time ∆t related to
∆Jx. Indeed the fact of having defined C as the average con-
centration of a constant amount of diffusing mass does not
exclude the existence of a concentration gradient within V; in
effect ∆Jx results in the Eq. (5) as the concentration gradient
driven mass flux at the boundary surfaces of V . Also note
that ℏ/m has the same physical dimensions, length2/time, of
a diffusion coefficient D; so, as shown in [14], it is possible to
write D = qnℏ/m being q an appropriate numerical coefficient
able to fit the experimental value of D of any species mov-
ing in any diffusion medium. Owing to the generality of the
Eqs. (1), no specific hypothesis is necessary about whether
the concerned diffusion process occurs in gas or liquid or
solid phase or even in the vacuum; also, this holds at any
temperature and value of C. So the last equation (5) reads

∆Jx = −D
∂C
∂∆X
, C =

m
∆x3 , ∆X =

∆x
q
, D =

qnℏ
m
. (6)

Of course the inessential factor 3 has been included into q.
Here C is related to the given amount of mass m redistributed

within V; so it depends not only on m itself, but on the space
extent through which this redistribution was allowed to oc-
cur. This result is nothing else but the well known first Fick
gradient law, now straightforward consequence of the funda-
mental Eqs. (1). So far, for simplicity has been concerned the
one-dimensional case, symbolized by the subscript x denot-
ing the actual vector components of momentum and displace-
ment velocity of m along an arbitrary x-axis. Yet it is useful to
account explicitly for the vector nature of the equations above
summarizing the Eqs. (4) and (6) as follows:

∆J = Cv = −D∇C. (7)

For the following purposes, it is interesting to extend these
first results. Given an arbitrary function f (x, t) of coordinate
and time, express its null variation δ f (x, t) = 0 as (∂ f /∂x)δx+
(∂ f /∂t)δt = 0 that reads vx(∂ f /∂x)+ (∂ f /∂t) = 0 i.e. v · ∇ f +
∂ f /∂t = 0; this yields ∇ · ( f v) − f∇ · v = −∂ f /∂t. It is
convenient in the present context to specify this result putting
f = C, in which case f v = J; thus

∇·∆J = −∇·(D∇C) = −∂C
∂t
+C∇·v C = C(x, y, z, t). (8)

In the particular case where v is such that the second addend
vanishes, one obtains a well known result, the second Fick
equation subjected to the continuity boundary condition re-
quired by δ f = 0 i.e.

∇ · ∆J = −∂C
∂t

∇ · v = 0. (9)

The condition on v is satisfied if in particular:
(i) v = iv1(y, z, t) + jv2(x, z, t) + kv3(x, y, t) or (ii) v = v(t) or
(iii) v = const.

Anyway, whatever the general analytical form of v might
be, this condition means that the vector v is solenoidal, which
classically excludes sinks or sources of matter in the volume
∆x3 enclosing m. Note however that since the boundaries of
any uncertainty range are arbitrary and unknown, introducing
the range ∆J = J − J0 means implementing the actual J as
change of the flux in progress with respect to a reference flux
J0 appropriately defined. For instance J0 could be a constant
initial value at an initial time t0 of ∆t = t − t0 where the dif-
fusion process begins, in which case J0 can be put equal to
zero by definition; this means determining the initial bound-
ary condition J0 = 0 at t0 = 0. Yet more in general is remark-
able the fact that, according to the Eq. (8), the usual classical
form J = Cv is also obtained if J0 is regarded as a reference
flux as a function of which is defined J that fulfils the condi-
tion

∇ · J = −∂C
∂t

∇ · J0 = −C∇ · v. (10)

The quantum chance of expressing the diffusion equations
considering ∆J instead of J emphasizes that the classical view
point is a particular case of, and in fact compatible with, the
Eqs. (1).
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This section has shown that the usual Fick equation (8)
written as a function of J and C does not hold necessarily
in the absence of sinks or sources of matter only, it includes
also the chance ∇ · v , 0 provided that the boundary condi-
tion about the reference flux gradient ∇ ·J0 is properly imple-
mented. In this subsection it has been also shown that all this
has a general quantum basis.

2.2 Diffusion and relativistic velocity addition rule

Let us consider the Eq. (7) ∆J = Cv and express the change
δ∆J of ∆J as a function of the variations of δv and δC

δ∆J = vδC +Cδv v = vx + vy + vz v = v(∆t) (11)

to calculate the scalar product of δ∆J by one component of v,
e.g. vx:

vx · δ∆J = vx · vδC +Cvx · δv. (12)

It is interesting to define in particular δv orthogonal to this
component vx for reasons clarified below; hence

vx · δv = 0, vx = δv − (δv)2 vo

vo · δv
. (13)

The second equation shows the form of vx that satisfies the
former condition whatever the ancillary vector vo might be.
So, owing to the Eqs. (7) and (12), one finds

vx · δ∆J = vx · vδC = δ∆J · δv − (δv)2 vo · δ∆J
vo · δv

. (14)

As concerns the second equality, eliminating (δv)2 between
the Eqs. (14) and (13) one finds

vx = δv −
(δv − vx) · δ∆J

vo · δ∆J
vo. (15)

As concerns the first equality (14), it is possible to write

vx · δ∆J = ±vxδ∆Jx,

δ∆Jx = ±
v · vxδx

vx

δC
δx
= ±(vxδx)

δC
δx
, (16)

being δ∆Jx the modulus of the component of δ∆J along vx.
Note that v · vxδx/vx = v · uxδx, where ux is a unit vector
oriented along vx, has the physical dimensions of a diffusion
coefficient D; so, being |vx| arbitrary, the Eq. (16) reads

δ∆Jx = ±D
δC
δX
, D = qvxδx, δX = qδx, (17)

with q again proportionality coefficient, as previously intro-
duced. With the minus sign, the first equation fits the quan-
tum result (6); this sign therefore is that to be retained. Also,
this agreement supports the usefulness of the condition (13)
and introduces a further result in the quantum frame of the
present approach. Put vx = ξvo+v1, being ξ an arbitrary con-
stant and v1 another arbitrary vector; in this way vx has been

simply redefined through a linear combination of two vectors,
as it is certainly possible. So the second Eq. (13) reads

vo =
δv − v1

ξ − ξ(δv)2

v1 · δv

.

Multiplying both sides of this equation by the unit vector
uz one finds

voz =
δvz

ξ − ξ(δv)2

v1 · δv

, voz = vo ·uz, δvz = (δv−v1) ·uz. (18)

It is natural at this point to express the terms with physical
dimensions of velocity and square velocity appearing in the
last result as follows

δvz/ξ = ua − ub, (δv)2 = uaub, v1 · δv = c2,

being ua and ub two arbitrary velocities; then one obtains

voz =
ua − ub

1 − uaub

c2

. (19)

The physical meaning of this result is acknowledged by
reasoning “a posteriori”, i.e. by assessing its implications.
Trivial considerations show that, whatever the actual numer-
ical value of c might be, if ua = ub = c then voz = c; also,
the right hand side never exceeds c. Knowing that c is the
upper value of velocity accessible to any particle [16], and
so just for this reason invariant in different inertial reference
systems in reciprocal motion [17], the Eq. (19) must have the
physical meaning of addition velocity rule; the appropriate
notation should be therefore voz = u′a with u′a corresponding
to ua in another reference system, which is possible because
vo has not been specifically defined. Also this conclusion is
a corollary of the quantum principle of uncertainty, Eqs. (1),
from which started the present reasoning.

Let us summarize the results achieved in this subsection.
The Eqs. (6) and (7) introduce the laws of physics where
the gradient of some non-equilibrium property, e.g. the non-
uniform concentration of matter or charges and even tempera-
ture or pressure field gradients, generates the respective mass
or charge or heat flows and related driving forces; this ex-
presses the tendency of nature towards an equilibrium config-
uration corresponding to the maximum entropy [14]. Next the
Eq. (12) enabled to infer the x-component of δ∆J correspond-
ing to that of the Eq. (6), thus emphasizing the connection of
the present analysis with the straightforward quantum result.
Eventually the orthogonality position of the Eq. (13) was also
necessary to ensure that δv associated to δ∆J does not imply
the change of vx to which is related D of the Eq. (17); so the
Eq. (19) results pertinent to the Eq. (6) although obtained via
δv. This last result, Eq. (19), is a well known relativistic equa-
tion: the addition of the velocities, here expressed through
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one velocity component along an arbitrary axis identified by
uz, cannot overcome the limit speed c despite ua or ub or both
are themselves equal to c. All of these results have been ob-
tained via the first equation (13) only, which is straightfor-
ward consequence itself of the Eqs. (1). Besides the concrete
importance of these results, however, the question arises at
this point: what is the physical connection between the gra-
dient laws of physics and the relativistic composition of the
velocities? Otherwise stated: if the gradient law describes the
tendency of physical systems towards the equilibrium state,
why this result has been inferred contextually to the veloc-
ity addition rule of the special relativity? This question can
be further extended also considering the dimensional proper-
ties of the flux of matter of the Eq. (7), whose time derivative
obtained differentiating the Eq. (7) yields

δ∆J
δ∆t
= Cv̇ + vĊ, v̇ =

δv
δ∆t
, Ċ =

δC
δ∆t

; (20)

as explained in [17], the derivatives are defined in the present
model via the Eqs. (1) only, i.e. as ratios of the uncertainty
ranges therein introduced. In the present context the ratio re-
gards the change δ∆J during δ∆t. Being C = mass/volume
and noting that ∆J̇ is f orce/volume, one infers that F ≈ ma
in the case where vĊ can be neglected with respect to the for-
mer addend. As it is known, force and acceleration are par-
allel vectors in the non-relativistic approximation only; since
both C and v are arbitrary, in general they are expected to
contribute at increasing v to the relativistic limit |v| → c
where reasonably the second addend becomes important. In
effect is sensible the fact that vĊ someway surrogates the rel-
ativistic consequences of the space-time deformation, recall-
ing that C = m/V; writing V = ∆x3 and regarding the time
derivative as that due to the change of V pertinent to a fixed
amount m of mass, in agreement with the Eq. (5), one infers
Ċ = −3C∆ẋ/∆x. In fact ∆ẋ/∆x is a deformation of the space-
time uncertainty range ∆x, being by definition ∆ẋ = δ∆x/δ∆t;
so, at least in principle, the involvement of relativistic con-
cepts like the deformation of the space-time in the presence of
the mass is understandable. In effect, is not accidental the fact
that just this space-time deformation is the relativistic contri-
bution to the Newtonian term mv̇.

In conclusion, the actual quantum origin of the diffusion
equations stimulates the question about why relativistic im-
plications, apparently dissimilar, have been contextually ob-
tained without any “ad hoc” hypothesis. The only possible
answer is that the mere context of the quantum uncertainty
contains itself the intimate connection that underlies funda-
mental laws even of apparently different nature. All consid-
erations have been carried out by elaborating the Eqs. (1),
which are thus the common root of these results: so this
conclusion is not surprising because, as shown in [17], even
the basic statements of quantum mechanics and special and
general relativity are obtained as corollaries of the Eqs. (1).
Therefore further considerations are expectedly hidden in this

kind of approach, even as concerns the field gradient driven
forces.

2.3 Diffusion and driving forces

The second equality (7) reads v = −D∇ log(C) and suggests
a reasonable link with the known expression of the chemical
potential µ = kBT log(C); this hint yields

v = − D
kBT
∇kBT log(C) F = −∇kBT log(C); (21)

then merging the thermodynamic definitions of µ and mobil-
ity β, i.e. v = βF, one finds contextually the force F = −∇µ
acting on the diffusing species and the Einstein equation D =
βkBT linking mobility and diffusion coefficient. Note how-
ever that it is convenient to define µ as

µ = kBT log(C/C j) C j = C j(t) (22)

which leaves unaffected F and v and is still consistent with
the asymptotic limits F → 0 and v → 0 for C → const: i.e.
the driving force of the diffusion process vanishes when C
evolves as a function of time to reach any constant concentra-
tion. This limit implies a gradient free distribution of matter
attained for C → C j evolving as well e.g. to fit the limit value
of C. Further information is also inferred with the help of
the Eq. (2); dividing both sides by ∆t, this equation reads in
vector form F = ∆p/∆t = (∆ε/c2∆t)v, which yields with the
help of the Eqs. (1)

F =
nℏ(c∆t)v

(c∆t)3 =
nℏ
δx3 vδx, δx = c∆t, β =

c2∆t
∆ε
=

(c∆t)2

nℏ
.

Calculate the component of F along the arbitrary direction of
a unit vector u; owing to the Eq. (17) the scalar v ·uδx at right
hand side defines the diffusion coefficient D, so

Fu

D
=

nℏ
V
, V = δx3, D = v · uδx. (23)

Merging the last equation with the Eq. (6), one finds v ·uδx =
qnℏ/m, which reads mvuδX = nℏ and thus is just nothing
else but the first equality (1). Implementing again the idea
of expressing D via nℏ/m by dimensional reasons, see the
Eqs. (6), the Eq. (23) reads

Fu =
(nℏ)2

mV
; (24)

this step of the reasoning introduces diffusing mass and vol-
ume in the expression of the driving force of the macroscopic
process whose diffusion coefficient is D. Interesting evidence
about the importance of this result has been already empha-
sized in [16]; this point is so simple that it is worth being
shortly summarized here for completeness.

The Eqs. (1) and (6) yield qFu/D = nℏ/V and thus
qFu/D = ∆ε/νV having defined ν = ∆t−1; so the right hand
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side is an energy range per unit frequency and unit volume.
Putting ∆ε = hν one finds thus qFu/D = nh/V . Let now
V be the volume of a cavity in a body filled with radiation
in equilibrium with its internal walls, whose size is able to
contain the longest wavelength λ = c/ν of the steady radia-
tion field; of course λ is arbitrary. Then V = (2c/ν)3, where
the factor 2 accounts for λ with nodes just at the bound-
aries of the cavity, whose size is thus one half wavelength.
Hence Fu/D = 8h(ν/c)3n/q. Is significant here the physi-
cal meaning of the ratio Fu/D, which has physical dimen-
sions h/volume, regardless of the specific values of Fu and
D separately; thus, being Fu/D the component of the vector
F/D along the arbitrary direction defined by u, regard this
latter as a unit vector drawn outwards from the surface of the
body at the centre of the cavity. As u represents any possi-
ble path of the radiation leaving the cavity, let q be defined in
this case in agreement with ∫ (Fu/D)dΩ = πnh/V . Actually
Fu/D is taken out of the integral because it has no angular
dependence, whereas the integral ∫ dΩ is carried out over the
half plane above the surface of the cavity only, which yields
2π; a factor 1/2 is also necessary as this is the probability
that one photon at the surface of the cavity really escapes out-
wards instead of being absorbed inwards within the cavity. So
∫ (Fu/D)dΩ = 8πh(ν/c)3n yields the Planck black body for-
mula once replacing the number n of states allowed to the ra-
diation field with the factor (exp(hν/kBT ) − 1)−1 of the Bose
distribution statistics of all oscillators: as an arbitrary number
of particles is allowed in each state, n is also representative of
any number of particles concerned by the statistical distribu-
tion.

Implement now the definition of mobility to write δv =
βδF + Fδβ; dividing both sides by δβ one finds δv/δβ − F′ =
F = −∇µ, having put F′ = βδF/δβ. By analogy with F, let us
introduce the position F′ = −∇Y with Y appropriate energy
function related to δF; thus the result is

δv
δβ
= −∇(Y + µ). (25)

The physical meaning of this result is highlighted thinking
that the physical dimensions of β are time/mass; considering
in particular a volume V of matter where the mass is con-
served and simply redistributed, exactly as assumed in the
Eq. (5), δv/δβ is proportional to mass × δv/δt, i.e. it is noth-
ing else but the law of dynamics previously found via ∂J/∂t.
The Eq. (25), which agrees with the additive character of the
force vectors, could be also obtained via Euler’s homoge-
neous function theorem. Here F′ is regarded as if it would be
a function of β, whereas it is usually implemented as a func-
tion of the position vector r defined in an appropriate refer-
ence system. To this purpose it is enough to put the modulus
r = aβ, being a a parameter that controls the local values of
mobility as a function of r, to write F(aβ) = akF(β). So cal-
culating ∂F(aβ)/∂aβ = β∂F(aβ)/∂a = kak−1F(β) and putting
then in particular a = 1, as shown in standard textbooks, one

finds β∂F/∂β = kF(β); this is the essence of the Euler theo-
rem. Eventually, once having inferred F′ = βδF/δβ = akF(β),
similarly to F = −∇µ one concludes F′ = −∇Y too. An ex-
ample to elucidate Y could be the familiar force ∇Y = −ze∇ϕ
to which is subjected an ion of charge ze under the electric
potential gradient ∇ϕ, in which case Y + µ = zeϕ + µ is the
well known electro-chemical potential controlling the work-
ing conditions of a fuel cell. The result (25) is in fact possible
because δF = F2 − F1 is an arbitrary force; whatever F2 and
F1 might be, their arbitrariness ensures the general physical
meaning of F′ and thus its ability to be specified according
to some particular physical condition. Suppose known for in-
stance C, solution of the Eq. (8) with or without the condition
(9). This solution provides one with information about the
momentum pertinent to the mass transfer involved by the dif-
fusion process. Indeed ∆J represents from the dimensional
point of view the momentum change per unit volume related
to the redistribution of the mass within V . Thus, collecting
the Eqs. (2) and (7), one finds ∆J = ∆p/V = v∆ε/c2V = Cv
being ∆ε/c2 = m and mC = V by definition. Putting then
∆p = p − po, trivial manipulations with the help of the first
Eq. (21) yield

p
m
=

po

m
− D∇ log(C).

The ratios involve the velocities v and vo in agreement with
the Eqs. (21); for instance, the former is the rate with which
occurs the redistribution of m in V , the latter is the initial ve-
locity of the concerned species before the redistribution. In
summary, this section has shown that the diffusion equations
imply the transfer of matter, energy and momentum; more-
over, the velocity addition rule shows that the particles re-
sponsible of the mass transfer move in agreement with the
relativistic requirements under the condition (13). Eventually
the fact of having inferred F ≈ ma without precluding, at
least in principle, even its possible generalization to the rel-
ativity, suggests that the quantum basis of these preliminary
results is appropriate to carry out further tasks to describe the
fundamental interactions too.

3 Entropy and chemical potential

As concerns µ of the Eq. (22) it is known that [21](
∂µ

∂T

)
P,n
= −

(
∂S
∂n

)
T,P
, (26)

being dS the entropy change calculated keeping constant the
pressure and temperature during the time necessary to in-
crease n by dn; here n is a dimensionless amount of the con-
cerned substance, e.g. a number of atoms or molecules, whe-
reas dn can be approximately treated as a differential for large
n only. The following considerations aim to integrate the
Eq. (26) with respect to dn with the help of the Eq. (22).

Let m consist of a cluster of nm atoms or molecules ran-
domly distributed over an arbitrary number of elementary vol-
umes V j forming V , i.e. such that V =

∑
jV j: so the given
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amount m of mass in the actual volume V is in fact distributed
into several elementary volumes V j = V j(t). Regard thus each
V j as a possible state allowed to one or more particles among
the nm available: if for instance V j would be all equal, then
each ratio V j/V = 1/n j would yield the probabilityΠ j = 1/n j

of each state accessible to m, being by definition
∑

jn−1
j = 1.

Moreover the possible distributions of nm objects into the var-
ious V j are functions of time related to the corresponding
number N j of allowed quantum configurations: whatever N j

might be in general, depending on the kind of statistical dis-
tribution compliant with the possible spin of the nm particles,
V j/V is in fact a parameter related to the degree of disorder
characteristic of m in V . Hence integrating the Eq. (26) with
respect to dn means summing over all of the probabilities n−1

j
consistent with all possible V j compatible with V; this also
means integrating over d(V j/V) while keeping constant the
total number of particles nm in V , as required at left hand side
of the Eq. (26) and in agreement with the Eq. (5). Putting
therefore C j = m/V j by analogy with C = m/V , one infers
C/C j = V j/V and then

S j = S o − ∫ (∂µ j/∂T )P,ndn = S o − kB ∫ log(V j/V)d(V j/V) =

= S o − kB(V j/V)
(
log(V j/V) − 1

)
.

Clearly the reasoning about the j-th states in V can be
repeated for the j′-th states pertinent to the ratios V ′j/V

′ con-
cerning the volume V ′, which consists of related elementary
volumes V ′j such that

∑
j′V ′j/V

′ = 1. The same holds also
for a volume V ′′ defined as sum of elementary volumes V ′′

and so on; in this way it is possible to define the resulting ex-
tensive entropy collecting together all integrals on V j/V plus
that on V ′j/V

′ and V ′′j /V
′′, with V + V ′ + V ′′ + ·· = Vtot

and the respective masses m + m′ + m′′ + ·· = mtot each
one of which is that already concerned in the Eq. (5). Then
since by definition

∑
j′V ′j/V

′ =
∑

j′′V ′′j /V
′′ = 1 and thus∑

jV j/V +
∑

j′V ′j/V
′ +

∑
j′′V ′′j /V

′′ + ·· = jtot, summing over
all elementary volumes of which consist the total mass and
volume of the body yields

S = (S o + jtotkB) − kB

∑
j

V j

V
log

(
V j

V

)
. (27)

The first addend is clearly a constant. This result defines an
extensive function that collects all possible configurations N j

corresponding to all distributions of the various m in the re-
spective volumes V j compatible with each V where holds the
Eq. (5). In principle V is arbitrary; yet it must be sufficiently
large to be subdivided into V j whose n j allow considering dn j

as differentials. Note that the Eq. (27) has been early obtained
in [14] elaborating directly the Eqs. (5). Appears clear the
link between diffusion, regarded as the way through which
the nature drives a thermodynamic system towards the equi-
librium state, and entropy, −Σ jπ j log π j, which measures the
tendency towards states of progressively increasing disorder:

this link is the underlying chemical potential µ, strictly con-
nected with the concentration gradient of the diffusing species
on the one side and with the related entropy change on the
other side. If in the Eq. (26) dµ = 0, which corresponds to
F = −∇µ = 0 for uniform distribution of C, then dS = 0
reveals that the concerned system is in the state of maximum
disorder. The diffusion of matter and energy is thus the driv-
ing force that puts into action the second law.

4 Diffusion and fundamental interactions

This is the central section of the paper. The fact of hav-
ing inferred the results of the previous section from the fun-
damental Eqs. (1) along with relativistic implications, sug-
gests that additional outcomes should be obtainable elabo-
rating further the concepts hitherto introduced. For the fol-
lowing considerations it is useful to remark that the physi-
cal dimensions of J imply f lux/velocity = density = ρ and
f lux × velocity = energy density = η. The interactions are
thus described by a flux J of messenger particles, the respec-
tive boson vectors, displacing at rate v and characterized by
mass and energy densities ρ and η. The starting point of this
section is again the initial Eq. (9) identically rewritten as

∇ · ∆J +
∂C
∂t
= +∇ · ∇ × U+,

which holds whatever the arbitrary vector U+ might be; in-
deed the last addend is anyway null. Let us rewrite this equa-
tion with the help of the position ∇ · U− = C, which in turn
yields

∇ ·
(
∆J +

∂U−
∂t
− ∇ × U+

)
= 0. (28)

So the vector within parenthesis must be a constant or a func-
tion of time only; then in general

∆J+
∂U−
∂t
−∇×U+ = Jw, Jw = Jw(t), ∇·U− = C. (29)

The physical dimensions of U− and U+ are mass× sur f ace−1

and mass× time−1× length−1, whence U+ = U−c from dimen-
sional point of view; c is the pertinent constant velocity. The
homogeneous differential equation obtained from the Eq. (29)
is

∆J +
∂U−
∂t
− ∇ × U+ = 0, Jw = 0. (30)

Starting from this quantum groundwork, the next subsections
aim to highlight the steps ahead toward the goal of infer-
ring the four fundamental interactions of nature as contextual
corollaries.

4.1 The Maxwell equations

This subsection summarizes the reasoning reported in [15]; it
is emphasized in the next subsection 4.2 how to include also
the weak interaction still in the frame of the same approach.
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Consider first the homogeneous differential equation inferred
from the Eq. (30)

∇ × U+ = ∆J +
∂U−
∂t
, ∇ · U− = C. (31)

The first equation (31) defines the vector U+ as a function
of U−, the second one defines the vector U− as a function
of C. Putting ∆J = J2 − J1, it is reasonable to expect also
U− = U2 − U1 and thus C = C2 − C1. Moreover, besides the
dimensional link, appears now a preliminary reason to de-
fine U+ via the same vectors that implement U−: there is no
compelling necessity to introduce further vectors additional
to U1 and U2, about which specific hypotheses would be nec-
essary to solve both Eqs. (31). This choice simply requires
U+ = (U2 + U1)ξ, being ξ an appropriate proportionality fac-
tor. The vectors U1 and U2 just introduced are arbitrary, like-
wise the respective C1 and C2; for this reason both U+ and
U− have been defined with coefficients of the linear combi-
nations of U1 and U2 equal to 1 without loss of generality.
Hence, combining these definitions with the dimensional re-
quirements, one finds

U+ = c(U2 + U1), U− = U2 − U1, (32)

U2,U1 = mass/sur f ace,

so that the second Eq. (31) yields

∇ · U2 = C2, ∇ · U1 = C1, (33)

whereas the first Eq. (31) takes the form

c∇ × U2 + c∇ × U1 − J2 + J1 −
∂U2

∂t
+
∂U1

∂t
= 0. (34)

Now the problem arises about how could be rearranged the
terms appearing in this equation. For instance the chance

c∇ × U2 − J2 −
∂U2

∂t
= J′ = −c∇ × U1 − J1 −

∂U1

∂t
(35)

separates the quantities with subscript “2” from those with
subscript “1”; the ancillary arbitrary vector J′ that satisfies
both equalities (35) can be in general different from zero. If
so, then one obtains two equations

c∇ × U2 − J′2 −
∂U2

∂t
= 0, −c∇ × U1 − J′1 −

∂U1

∂t
= 0,

J′2 = J2 + J′, J′1 = J1 + J′. (36)

Note that it is possible to change the physical meaning
of the mass concentrations C1 and C2 of the Eqs. (33) sim-
ply multiplying both sides by qm/m and qe/m respectively; qe

is the total amount of electric charge possibly owned by the
mass m, the physical meaning of qm will be explained later
in analogy with that of qe. The multiplicative factors convert
the mass density C2 into the qe charge density C∗2, whereas

C1 turns into the qm density C∗1; analogously U1 and U2 turn
into U∗1 and U∗2 in the Eqs. (33), whereas the same holds for
J′2 and J′1 that turn respectively into charge and qm flows J∗2
and J∗1 in the Eqs. (36). This means having converted U1 and
U2 into quantities corresponding to the respective J∗1 and J∗2.
Indeed the Eqs. (33) and the last two equations read

∇ · U∗1 = C∗1, ∇ · U∗2 = C∗2,

C∗1 = C1
qm

m
, C∗2 = C2

qe

m
, (37)

whence

c∇×U∗2−J∗2−
∂U∗2
∂t
= 0, U∗2 = U2

qe

m
, J∗2 = J′2

qe

m
, (38)

and

−c∇ × U∗1 − J∗1 −
∂U∗1
∂t
= 0

U∗1 = U1
qm

m
, J∗1 = J′1

qm

m
. (39)

The Eqs. (38) and (39) have physical meaning different
from that of the respective Eqs. (36); subtracting side by side
these latter one of course finds again the initial Eq. (34),
whereas the same does not hold for the Eqs. (38) and (39) that
have been multiplied by the respective factors implemented in
the Eqs. (37).

Exploit now the fact that the Eqs. (38) and (39) can be still
merged together because anyway c∇ × U∗2 − J∗2 − ∂U∗2/∂t =
−c∇ × U∗1 − J∗1 − ∂U∗1/∂t. Note however that the vectors
U∗1(J∗1) and U∗2(J∗2) obtained solving separately the Eqs. (38)
and (39) have scarce physical interest, because the bound-
aries of the initial uncertainty range ∆J are arbitrary; what-
ever their form might be, they provide two independent solu-
tions that are functions of their own flux vectors only. More
interesting seems instead a general solution like U∗1(J∗1, J

∗
2)

and U∗2(J∗1, J
∗
2), in fact also prospected by the initial Eqs. (35)

themselves: this hint appears sensible because U+ and U−
consist by definition of the same vectors U1 and U2 in the
Eq. (31). So rewrite the last result as

c∇ × U∗1 − J∗2 − ∂U∗2/∂t = 0 = −c∇ × U∗2 − J∗1 − ∂U∗1/∂t,

where we have simply exchanged the sides where appear the
curl vectors. For simplicity of notation, but without loss of
generality, has been omitted the new flux vector J′′ possibly
shared by both equalities; indeed, as previously done with J′
to infer the Eqs. (36) from the Eq. (35), J′′ would have been
once more incorporated within J∗2 and J∗1. In conclusion one
obtains from the Eqs. (37) to (39)

∇ · U∗1 = C∗1, ∇ · U∗2 = C∗2, (40)

c∇ × U∗1 − J∗2 −
∂U∗2
∂t
= 0, c∇ × U∗2 + J∗1 +

∂U∗1
∂t
= 0.
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Despite the notations, mere consequence of the fact that
the starting point to attain the Eqs. (40) were the diffusion
equations of the section 2, is evident the conceptual equiva-
lence of these equations with the well known ones

∇ ·H = 0, ∇ · E = ρch, (41)

∇ ×H − ∂E
∂t
− Jch = 0, ∇ × E +

∂H
∂t
= 0,

simply regarding U∗2 ≡ E and U∗1 ≡ H together with the
charge density C∗2 ≡ ρch and C∗1 = 0. So, being J∗2 by def-
inition identified with the charge current density Jch, the Eqs.
(41) are nothing else but the Maxwell equations, usually writ-
ten putting C∗1 = ρqm = 0 and J∗1 = Jqm = 0; these positions,
due to qm = 0, acknowledge the lack of experimental evi-
dence of magnetic monopoles. Since these monopoles have
not yet been observed experimentally, the correspondence has
been emphasized as in the Eqs. (41), despite it would be very
attracting and convincing to consider qm , 0 too in the equa-
tions (41) by formal symmetry: it is worth emphasizing in-
deed that the reasoning hitherto carried out does not exclude
at all the theoretical existence of the magnetic monopoles,
rather this approach suggests explicitly them. The positions
above that read now

U∗+/c = E +H, U∗− = E −H,

entail four more reasons to validate the positions (32), ac-
cording which U− and U+ can be expressed through the same
vectors they introduce:
(i) U∗+/c + U∗ = 2H and U∗+/c − U∗− = 2E;
(ii) the same holds for the scalars U+ · U−/c = H2 − E2 and
U2
+/c

2 − U2
− = 4E ·H;

(iii) U− × U+/c = 2E ×H;
(iv) U2

+/c
2 + U2

− = 2(H2 + E2).
Once having specified in particular H and E as vectors

proportional to magnetic and electric fields, then the proposed
definitions of U− and U+ entail the well known features: the
scalars (ii) define two invariants with respect to Lorentz trans-
formations, whereas the vector (iii) is proportional to the Po-
ynting vector and defines the energy density flux; moreover
the point (iv) defines a scalar proportional to the energy den-
sity of the electromagnetic field; finally, the integral c−1 ∫ U+ ·
U−dV over the volume previously introduced is proportional
to the Lagrangian of a free field. As the only velocity that ap-
pears in these equations is c, one must conclude that the car-
riers of this kind of interaction are the photons. Despite these
last considerations are well known, their mentioning here is
not redundant: indeed these outcomes of the diffusion laws
come from and complete the quantum frame of the Maxwell
equations.

4.2 The weak interactions

The starting point of this subsection is the non-homogeneous
Eq. (29) which concerns Jw , 0. Of course even the results of

the previous subsection hold when Jw , 0 is negligible with
respect to ∆J; so the content of this subsection is not to be
regarded separately from the previous one, rather as its com-
pletion and generalization. Note that the Eq. (29) results for-
mally similar to the Eqs. (35); the only difference is that J′ is
in general function of x, y, z, t, as no hypothesis has been nec-
essary about it, whereas Jw is instead by definition function
of time only in agreement with the Eq. (28). So this case can
be formally handled as before, simply rewriting the Eq. (29)
as

∆J′+
∂U−
∂t
−∇×U+ = 0, ∆J′ = ∆J−Jw, Jw = Jw(t). (42)

Once replacing the previous change of flux ∆J = J2 − J1
with ∆J′ = J2 − J1 − Jw, is attracting the idea that in the
present problem Jw describes a quantum time fluctuation of
energy range ∆εw and time length ∆tw consistent with the un-
certainty equations (1). To highlight the link between the flux
modulus Jw = |Jw| and ∆εw, let ηw = v · Jw be the energy
density transient of time length ∆tw = ℏ/ηwV , being V = ∆x3

the volume within which is generated the mass density tran-
sient ρw = mw/V = Jw/v; of course v = |v| is the modulus
of the velocity with which the messenger particles propagate
this kind of interaction, whereas ∆εw is the fluctuation energy
change necessary to create messengers with lifetime ∆tw. It
is possible to express the mass flux Jw of mw as ℏ/∆x4

w by di-
mensional reasons; so Jw = ξℏ/∆x4

w, being ξ a proportionality
constant. Hence ξℏ/∆x4

w = mwv/∆x3
w yields

ζ
ℏ

∆xw
= mwc, v = γc, ζ =

ξ

γ
;

so the range of this interaction force is∆xw = (ξ/γ)(ℏc/mwc2).
Let us estimate ∆xw putting preliminarily ξ/γ ≈ 1, according
to the reasonable idea that a proportionality constant corre-
lating two quantities should be of the order of the unity; oth-
erwise some further physical effect should be identified and
implemented to justify ξ/γ >> 1. So one expects

∆xw ≈
ℏc

mwc2 , ∆xw ≈ 10−16cm, mwc2 ≈ 250 GeV. (43)

The estimates have been guessed to exemplify the corre-
lation between space range and energy scale; the figures are
plausibly typical of the weak interactions. This preliminary
estimate aimed merely to show that the positions Jw ≈ ℏ/∆x4

w

and ρw ≈ Jw/v and mass mw of the messenger particles are
reasonable; this result must be however better assessed and
more thoroughly justified.

The basic idea is that during the time transient described
by Jw, the range of the related interaction cannot be very
wide; a long distance travel of messenger particles would re-
quire an extended time length, incompatible with the short-
lasting transient ∆tw during which the classical energy con-
servation is temporarily replaced by the related quantum en-
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ergy uncertainty ∆εw. The next reasoning attempts to intro-
duce a short range force mediated by massive particles cre-
ated somewhere in the space-time by the energy fluctuation
∆εw and moving at rate vw < c: once having waived in the
Eqs. (1) the local time and space coordinates, it is possible
to say that at an arbitrary time t0 the quantum fluctuation nu-
cleates at the arbitrary point x0, y0, z0 the total mass mw that
flows along with Jw within a volume V with average density
ρw.

To confirm the existence of massive particles describing
this interaction, divide the Eqs. (1) by ∆t so that vx∆px =

ℏ/∆t = ∆ε with ∆px ≈ (m′ − m)vx according to the Eq. (3):
hence the uncertainty prospects the chance of two kinds of
vector bosons of different masses describing the interaction.

Consider first the carrier of mass m and implement the
Eq. (24), noting that the volume V defining the density ρw
can be written as V = ∆x2δxu without loss of generality; in-
troducing indeed V via an arbitrary coefficient ξ is actually
irrelevant, because ξ∆x2δxu would be handled exactly like
V = ∆x2δx′u simply rewriting δx′u = ξδxu. So the actual geo-
metric shape of V is waived because the sizes of ∆x and δxu

are arbitrary in the conceptual frame based on the uncertainty
Eqs. (1) only. Let us write the Eq. (24) as εu = (nℏ)2/m∆x2

with εu = Fuδxu and then identify εu with the energy mc2 nec-
essary to create just the concerned rest mass m by virtue of the
quantum energy fluctuation only; so one finds with n = 1 the
reduced Compton length associated to m

λ̄ = ∆x, λ̄ =
ℏ

mc
. (44)

This expression holds for any particle free and neutral: the
former condition assumes that m does not directly interact
with m′, the latter requires that no additional net charge is
created during ∆tw because of the total charge conservation
with respect to that early concerned by the Maxwell equations
before the quantum fluctuation.

Analogous considerations hold for m′, in particular as
concerns the condition of charge conservation during the fluc-
tuation time of Jw. So m′ either describes another neutral
particle or it could actually consist of a couple of particles
having equal mass and opposite charges; as in the latter case
the charges interact to form an electromagnetic interaction
driven Coulomb system with gain of energy, let therefore m′

consist of two particles of equal reduced mass m′r = m′/2.
The energy εem and Bohr radius rem of a hydrogenlike sys-
tem are well known: considering the ground energy state
with n = 1 only, they are εem = −α2m′rc

2/2 = −e2/2rem

with rem = α
−1ℏ/m′rc; thus εem is defined by the diametric

delocalization distance 2rem only of the system of charges or-
biting around their centre of mass [18]. Express rem via the
condition of steady circular waves 2πrem = nwλw early in-
troduced to account for the stability of the old Bohr atom,
whence εem = −πe2/nwλw with nw ≥ 1 an arbitrary integer.
Define then the new energy εw = nwεem = −πe2/λw. Clearly

nw = 1 still implies the electromagnetic energy εw = εem,
whereas nw > 1 implies εw > εem since λw < rem: this shows
that actually εem and εw are both allowed and thus coexist-
ing. On the one hand εw is hidden into and closely related
to εem: having merely replaced rem with the wavelengths λw
allowed to the circular waves of charge, εw appears as a sort
of short range high energy compatible with the electromag-
netic interaction from which it differs for nw > 1, rather than
the energy of a separate form of interaction. On the other
hand, if really the masses of all three particles correspond to
the available energy εw, it should be true that εw ≈ 3mwc2 for
three equal masses mw. In fact this expectation is compatible
with −πe2/λw putting mwc2 ≈ e2/λw while λw ≈ λ̄ ≈ λ̄′; the
replacement of rem with the smaller λw accounts for the in-
crease of energy necessary to create short range massive bo-
son vectors, whereas the factor π replacing the expected fac-
tor 3 simply reveals that the masses of the neutral and charged
boson vectors should actually be slightly different. Otherwise
stated, regarding this result as (m0 + m+ + m−)c2 = πe2/λw
with obvious meaning of symbols, one infers

m0c2 + 2m±c2 = π
e2

λw
, m±c2 =

e2

λw
,

m0c2 = (π − 2)
e2

λw
, m+ = m− = m±. (45)

Hence, it should be true that

m0/(m0 + m+ + m−) = (π − 2)/π,

m±/(m0 + m+ + m−) = 1/π.

Compare this last conclusion with the experimental data

mZ0 = 91.19 GeV, mW± = 80.39 GeV,

mtot = mZ0 + 2mW± = 251.97 GeV.

Indeed m0/mtot = 0.36 and m±/mtot = 0.32 agree well with
(π − 2)/π = 0.363 and 1/π = 0.318; despite the non-relativis-
tic approach, this agreement supports the idea that the energy
gain εw due to the charge system accounts for the creation of
its own mass plus a further neutral particle as well. The ex-
perimental energies support the idea that contracting λw from
2πrem down to 2πrem/nw implies the chance of a new form
of interaction correlated to and coexisting with the familiar
electromagnetic interaction at increasing values of the quan-
tum number nw.

Let us put now

m′c2 ≈ ℏ
∆tw

(46)

being ∆tw the characteristic lifetime of the vector bosons.
This result is reasonable, as m′ is proportional to the char-

acteristic energy ℏ/∆tw. To calculate this expression, let us
also assume m′ ∝ ∆tw: as any process in nature requires a
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definite time to be completed, it is natural to expect that the
amount of mass creatable during the fluctuation of Jw is pro-
portional to the time length of this fluctuation. In other words:
the longer the fluctuation, the greater the transient amount of
energy and thus of mass that can be created. Putting then
m′ = kw∆tw, where kw is an appropriate proportionality con-
stant, there are two chances: either kw ≈ 1 or kw , 1. In
general the latter chance means that some physical effect is
still hidden in kw, whereas the former chance means that in
fact kw accounts for the concerned physical correlation with-
out need of further considerations. Let us guess that kw ≈ 1
effectively represents the fluctuation lifetime; then, replacing
into the Eq. (46), one finds

kw(c∆tw)2 = ℏ, kw ≈ 1g/s, (47)

which yields ∆tw ≈ 10−24s. Note that the second Eqs. (45)
reads m±c2 = ℏαc/λw, which suggests that αc is the actual
displacement rate of the charged vector bosons having energy
ℏv/λw and that the same holds for the neutral boson. Assum-
ing therefore that v = αc is the actual displacement rate of
the massive bosons, the characteristic range of this interac-
tion should be of the order of ∆xw ≈ αc∆tw = 2 × 10−16cm,
whereas ℏc/∆xw ≈ 0.15 erg = 98 GeV in agreement with the
Eq. (43) previously found.

In conclusion we have introduced three particles of com-
parable mass, of the order of 90 GeV, two of which with op-
posite charges and the third neutral, that propagate the inter-
action within the sub-nuclear space range ∆xw during a char-
acteristic time range ∆tw. These results are the fingerprint of
the weak interaction, which has been inferred as a general-
ization of the Maxwell equations inherent the homogeneous
diffusion equation (30) via the transient fluctuation term Jw(t)
appearing in the more general Eq. (29). So this kind of inter-
action differs in principle from, but it is strictly related to, the
electromagnetic interactions of the Maxwell equations; it is
simply an extension of these latter to the transient formation
of three further short range carriers consistent with the time
flux function Jw additional to the electric and magnetic fields
described by J∗2 and J∗1, consequences themselves of the early
Fick diffusion equations. It is worth emphasizing once again
that the existence of magnetic monopoles does not conflict
with, rather comes directly from, all of these outcomes and
their quantum origin.

4.3 The gravity force

Exploit the dimensional relationship

±J · v = |F|
sur f ace

; (48)

of course v is the rate with which propagate the carriers of
the force F at right hand side and J their flux. The double
sign takes into account either chance of sign in principle pos-
sible at left hand side, being the modulus of force positive by

definition. The gravitons are acknowledged to be the carri-
ers of the gravity force at the light speed; anyway, whatever
the actual physical nature of these boson vectors and their dis-
placement rate might specifically be, is enough for the present
purposes to introduce a one-dimensional reference system R
to which will be referred the scalars of the Eq. (48). This
assumption on R is consistent with the chance of describing
the gravitational interaction between two masses placed ar-
bitrarily apart along one coordinate. Imposing this condition
and thus introducing an arbitrary x-axis, write |F| = ξFx: the
x-component of F has been related to its modulus |F| via the
dimensionless proportionality factor ξ, which obviously is an
unknown variable quantity. Moreover, being Jx = ℏ/∆x4, it
is possible to write in an analogous way J · v = ±ζJxvx =

±ζℏc/∆x4: once more the dimensionless proportionality fac-
tor ζ relating the scalar J · v to its arbitrary component Jxvx is
an unknown variable quantity. In this way, whatever vx and
the interaction carriers might be, Jxvx can be expressed via
ζ as a function of the constant quantity ℏc. Of course, even
sur f ace reduces to ∆x2 in R. These positions are useful to
rewrite the initial Eq. (48) as ζℏc/∆x4 = ±ξFx/∆x2 and thus
ζm2

oG/∆x4 = ±ξFx/∆x2 in R, having put ℏc = Gm2
o by di-

mensional reasons; this is surely possible by defining appro-
priately the value of the constant mass mo. Yet the specific
value of mo is not essential: the term m2

oζ/ξ yields indeed
m1m2, with m1 = moζ and m2 = mo/ξ because of the arbi-
trary values of the proportionality factors ζ and ξ. In this way
m1 and m2 are two arbitrary inputs defining Fx, which indeed
owing to the Eq. (48) reads

Fx = ±G
m1m2

∆x2 .

Note that the ∆x−2 law could be directly inferred from the
Eqs. (1), since in the present model the derivatives are de-
fined as mere ratios of uncertainty ranges. Differentiating the
Eqs. (1) at constant n yields δ∆px = −(nℏ/∆x2)δ∆x, then
dividing both sides by δ∆t corresponding to δ∆x one finds
δ∆px/δ∆t = −nℏvx/∆x2 with vx = δ∆x/δ∆t: at left hand side
appears the x-component of a force, at right hand side the
concept of mass is hidden in the physical dimensions of the
factor ℏvx, which reveals its physical meaning of space-time
deformation rate of δ∆x during δ∆t. Of course vx is positive
or negative depending on whether δ∆x represents expansion
or contraction of ∆x.

This short note aims to emphasize that in the present
model the concept of gravity force is still linked to that of
space-time deformation; yet the force also explicitly follows
from the diffusion equations. In conclusion, taking the minus
sign, we have found the Newton gravity law. Note however
three remarks:
(i) this result is not new, it has been inferred in different ways
directly from the Eqs. (1) in [20, 23];
(ii) here even the anti-gravity with the plus sign is allowed, as
it has been repeatedly found elsewhere [22, 23];
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(iii) the Newton law is actually an approximation of a more
general gravity law, as found previously when concerning
F ≈ ma.

In fact one could guess an expression of sur f ace like
∆x′2 = ∆x2(1 + a1∆xo/∆x + a2(∆xo/∆x)2 + ··); the series ex-
pansion is dimensionally compatible with the Eq. (48) and
reduces to ∆x2 previously considered for ∆x → ∞ only, i.e.
for weak gravity fields at large distances between the masses.
This expansion defines a more general scalar component
ζJ′xvx = ±ξF′x/∆x′2 defining a more complex force compo-
nent ±F′x that coincides, as a particular case, with that Fx

previously found simply putting equal to zero the higher order
coefficients a j≥1 of the series expansion. Note that Fx → 0
for ∆x → ∞. The present choice to express the series expan-
sions of sur f ace has been purposely assumed in order that
even the non-Newtonian F′x → 0 satisfies the same condition
of the Newtonian Fx.

4.4 The strong interaction

The starting point and the subsequent reasoning are still that
of the subsection 4.3. Note however that the dimensional
equation (48) does not compel defining f orce as purposely
done before; as a subtle and possible alternative, nothing hin-
ders defining in the one dimensional R the right hand side as

±J · v = |F|
∆x2 +

energy
∆x3 . (49)

Proceeding as before, we merge again J · v with the con-
cerned force per unit surface at the right hand side of the
Eq. (48); one finds ±ξℏc/∆x4 = Fx/∆x2 + εo/∆x3 i.e. Fx =

±ξℏc/∆x2−εo/∆x, where εo is a constant. This force compo-
nent is derivable from a potential energy U having the form

U = ±ξℏc
∆x
+ εo log(∆x/∆xo), (50)

which in turn, putting ∆x = ∆xo ± δx, reads

U ≈ ±
( a
∆x
± bδx

)
, ∆x = ∆xo ± δx,

a = ξℏc, b =
εo

∆xo
,

δx
∆xo
<< 1. (51)

This is certainly possible because, being both ∆x and ∆xo

arbitrary, the necessary inequality can be actually verified at
short distances ∆x >∼ ∆xo or ∆x <∼ ∆xo. This result with the
minus sign at right hand side reads

U ≈ − a
∆x
+ bδx,

i.e. it leads to the sought interaction energy of interest here.
It is however also interesting to note that attractive and

repulsive strong forces are in principle allowed in this model.
The physical dimensions of the constants a and b are

energy × length and energy/length, so that ab = energy2 and

a/b = length2: write then ℏ/
√

ab = ∆ts whence ℏc/
√

ab =
λs = c∆ts. The chance of introducing the characteristic range
λs directly via c agrees with the idea of massless vector
bosons mediating this kind of interaction, which follows in
turn from the lack of a compelling motivation to introduce a
slower velocity of heavy particles. Thus, putting reasonably
λs =

√
a/b too, one finds

a = ℏc, ξ = 1, (52)

i.e. a sensible value of the proportionality constant ξ. More-
over holds also now the reasoning previously introduced abo-
ut the proportionality between mass and characteristic life-
time of particles mediating the interaction. Let us repeat the-
refore an identical approach, concerning however the energy
of the messengers instead of their mass to rewrite the propor-
tionality condition m ∝ ∆t as

√
ab/c2 ∝ ∆ts; introducing once

more a proportionality constant k one finds
√

ab = kc2∆ts,
which reads in turn

√
ab = kc2ℏ/

√
ab so that ab = kℏc2.

Hence, owing to the Eq. (52),

b = kc, k ≈ 1g/s. (53)

The last position, coherent with that of the Eq. (47), is justi-
fied by the same hint of the previous section about the phys-
ical meaning of any proportionality constant correlating two
physical amounts. The values of these constants are therefore

a = 3 × 10−17erg cm = 0.2 GeV fm,

b ≈ 1010dyn =105N. (54)

These figures yield therefore the characteristic length ∆xo

defined by a/∆xo = b∆xo and the characteristic interaction
time as a function of the characteristic energy

√
ab; one ob-

tains

∆xo =
√

a/b ≈ 10−13cm, ∆ts = ℏ/
√

ab ≈ 10−24s,
√

ab =
√

kℏc2 ≈ 10−3erg = 0.6GeV.

Note that a/∆x reads ℏc/∆xo = α
−1e2/∆xo, i.e. the strength

of this kind of interaction is α−1 times greater than that of the
electromagnetic interaction. The form of U in the Eq. (51)
and these figures are fingerprints of the strong interaction.

5 Connection between gravity and electromagnetism

Note that in the cgs system (charge/mass)2 has physical di-
mensions l3/mt2, i.e. the same as the gravity constant. Yet,
what has to do the electromagnetism with the gravity force?
The possible answer relies just on the hint suggested by the
question itself, i.e. the link between (e/mG)2 and G. It is in-
teresting the possibility of specifying mG directly as follows

G =
ℏc
m2

G

=
1
α

(
e

mG

)2

,
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which defines mG = 2.2 × 10−5g as a function of the value of
G assumed known; moreover, introducing mG via its reduced
Compton length λ̄G, one finds

G =
1
α

(eλ̄Gc
ℏ

)2

=
e
α

e
m2

G

, λ̄G =
ℏ

mGc
. (55)

It is interesting the fact that the gravity constant is linked:
(i) to the electromagnetism via the electric charge, (ii) to the
relativity via c and (iii) to the quantum theory via ℏ; also,
λ̄G results to be of the order of the Planck length. However
we acknowledge gravity and electromagnetism as two sep-
arate forces despite their common origin from the diffusion
equations, whence the question: how and why does actually
the nature split the electromagnetic and gravity forces? The
starting point to answer this question is the Newton law itself
previously found. Rewrite first the Newton law with the help
of the Eq. (55) as

F = G
m1m2

∆x2 =
e
α

e
∆x2

m1

mG

m2

mG
. (56)

The only term of the second equality that does not depend nei-
ther upon ∆x nor upon m1 and m2 is e/α. Let us split therefore
this equation via a proportionality constant k as follows

G = k
e
α
,

m1m2

∆x2 =
F
G
=

1
k

e
∆x2

m1

mG

m2

mG
. (57)

Note now that the masses m1 and m2 appear in this equation as
dimensionless ratios m1/mG and m2/mG; these pure numbers
yield therefore

F
G
=

r2

k
Qe1

∆x2 =
1
αG

Qe2Qe1

∆x2 , Qe1 = r1e, Qe2 = r2e,

m1

mG
= r1,

m2

mG
= r2. (58)

In practice we have eliminated the concept of mass from
the right hand side of F: the arbitrary variable r1, which de-
pends on the arbitrary value of m1, converts the fixed charge e
of the second equation (57) into the arbitrary total charge Qe1.
The ratio r2/k involves an arbitrary number r2 and a factor k
that is reasonably related to the measure units of the modulus
Qe1/∆x2 of a new quantity we call electric field strength due
to the charge Qe1 at a distance ∆x: hold indeed for Qe2 the
same considerations highlighted for Qe1, i.e. Qe2 is an arbi-
trary charge in the field of Qe1. In fact the first Eq. (58) turns
into

F =
Qe2

α

Qe1

∆x2 . (59)

From numerical and dimensional points of view, the factor
α−1 is immaterial: since both Qe1 and Qe2 are arbitrary, one
could identically write F as Q′e2Qe1/∆x2 with Q′e2 = Qe2/α
without loss of generality. Conceptually, however, α−1 re-
places in fact G: the latter describes the interaction between

m1 and m2, the former that between Qe1 and Qe2. This also
shows that the analogous analytical form of the Coulomb and
Newton laws is not at all accidental, as already shown in [23].
It is clear that the key step of this conclusion is the position
G = k(e/α) of the Eq. (57). It is instructive to calculate e/α
and compare it with the experimental values of G in the cgs
and SI systems

G = 6.68 × 10−8cm3g−1s−2 = 6.68 × 10−11m3Kg−1s−2;

while being

ecgs = 4.8 × 10−10esu, eS I = −1.6 × 10−19C.

One finds

kcgs
ecgs

α
= kcgs6.6 × 10−8cm3g−1s−2,

kS I
eS I

α
= kS I2.1 × 10−12m3Kg−1s−2.

Of course kS I , kcgs for two reasons: (i) because of
the different measure units and (ii) because in the cgs sys-
tem the charge is directly defined via the electric force, in the
SI the charge is defined in an independent way via the Am-
pere; thus kS I requires an additional multiplicative factor k0
to match G calculated simply changing the mass and length
units of the proportionality constants kcgs and kS I . As the
physical dimensions of kcgs are (length/mass)3/2/time, one
expects kS I = (103/2kcgs)k0; the factor in parenthesis accounts
for the different metric units only. Hence

G = kcgs6.6 × 10−8cm3g−1s−2,

G = kcgsk06.6 × 10−11m3Kg−1s−2. (60)

This result clearly shows that the actual value of the gravity
constant is well described by the dimensionless proportion-
ality constant kcgs ≈ 1 and that kcgsk0 ≈ 1 is also true; ac-
tually k0 ≈ 1 is not surprising, it is consequence of having
implemented eS I by including the Coulomb factor in the sec-
ond Eq. (60). As repeatedly stated, a proportionality factor
of the order of the unity shows that the correlation between
two quantities is physically correct; no hidden effect is to be
expected. What is significant is that the dimensionless values
kcgs ≈ 1 and k0 ≈ 1 fit the experimental values of G in both
systems.

To conclude this section, it is worth noticing that the value
of G had been correctly calculated in several ways as a func-
tion of the fundamental constants of nature in the previous
paper [20]; moreover more details about the connection be-
tween gravity and electric forces have been emphasized in a
recent paper [23].
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6 Discussion

The idea of linking the diffusion laws to the fundamental in-
teractions was suggested by their generality and by the var-
ious implications inherent their basic concepts. Regarding
the formulae of the section 2 as strictly related to the mere
displacement of chemical elements, thus with outcomes per-
tinent to the solid state physics only, is certainly reductive.
Actually some concepts can be extrapolated beyond the plain
domain of the materials science, e.g. as they concern even the
fields. This aspect, evidenced by the first and last Eqs. (4),
has been emphasized considering for instance that the heat
transfer Fourier law has formal physical analogy with the dis-
placement of matter [14]. The connection with the fundamen-
tal interactions appears thus natural once acknowledging that
these latter consist of the exchange of messenger particles,
the vector bosons, that propagate throughout the space-time.

Follow the idea that any body of matter is surrounded by a
cloud of bosons randomly flowing towards another body with
which it interacts, and that in general both bodies are moving
by effect of the interaction itself; consequently transients of
local concentration gradients of these carriers throughout the
space-time are also allowed to form. If so, the ability of the
carriers to mediate the pertinent interaction reduces basically
to the diffusion laws governing the displacement of clusters of
these carriers. It has been evidenced that the concept of par-
ticle flux is crucial in finding the correlation between density
gradient of the carriers and strength and kind of interaction;
as the flux related to the concept of diffusion concerns intrin-
sically a non-equilibrium situation, even the interactions fit
the idea of dynamical universe evolving towards a thermody-
namic steady state.

Obviously the results introduced here are not exhaustive
in describing themselves all features of the fundamental
forces of the nature; this detailed investigation about each
form of interactions is not the actual purpose of the model,
which instead aims merely to identify their common root only
by merging diffusion laws and quantum uncertainty only. On
the one hand, the present conclusions must be regarded hav-
ing already in mind also previous results, obtained starting
directly from the Eqs. (1) to explain the significant features
of the various interactions [15]. On the other hand, the fact
that the same results are also obtainable via the diffusion laws
is informative of the physical mechanism upon which these
latter rely: otherwise stated, all interactions are consequences
of the second law, i.e. the vector bosons transfer the interac-
tion moving likewise chemical elements of a non-equilibrium
thermodynamic system to increase the global internal entropy
of the system. Are significant in this respect the considera-
tions of the section 3. A further implication of the present
model relies on the possibility of demonstrating that the mag-
netic monopoles can in fact exist, being compatible with the
basic ideas from which the interactions are inferred: at the
present stage of development, the model does not prospect

any reason to reject their existence. The isotropy of the space-
time is essential to introduce the pertinent diffusion coeffi-
cient as a numerical value D without requiring instead a ten-
sor matrix; even without excluding that actually this position
could be an oversimplification only, the results indicate that
the assumption is acceptable at least at the present level of
development of the model. Moreover no necessity of extra-
dimensions appears in this context, which however does not
exclude that these latter might actually exist.

A short remark is useful to explain why the diffusion
equations are the key to infer contextually and in a surpris-
ingly simple way the basic aspects of the fundamental interac-
tions. A partial answer is that the concept of uncertainty does
not require hypotheses or information about the kind of dif-
fusion medium, kind of vector bosons and strength and range
of the interactions; as the Eqs. (1) have a primary significance
regardless of any ancillary information, their consequences
are expected to match different kinds of interaction just be-
cause of their generality. Yet a more comprehensive answer
is that the quantum Eqs. (1) are inherently consistent with the
general relativity [17], so any reasoning based on these equa-
tions leads consequently to relativistic conclusions as well;
this explains why some valuable relativistic implications have
been contextually found as side outcomes throughout the pa-
per. Previous and present results demonstrate the validity of
the theoretical model where uncertainty ranges replace the
local values of the dynamical variables; ignoring these lat-
ter means accepting that the former only have true physical
meaning. On the one hand, it is worth recalling the key role of
the arbitrary boundaries of the uncertainty ranges to demon-
strate that the quantum origin of the Maxwell equations and
related consequences, e.g. the Gauss theorem and the Fara-
day law, rely on the concept of space-time ranges: E and H
were contextually introduced implementing just both bound-
aries of ranges to express via the Eqs. (1) the flux of vector
bosons that mediate the electromagnetic interaction between
charged particles. On the other hand, the most interesting
aspect of the formalism based on ranges concerns its concep-
tual meaning that merges quantum theory and relativity: so
the usefulness of the results presently achievable is not the
only support to their validity.

In the wave mechanics the dynamical variables of the
classical formulae are replaced by operators that constitute
the wave equations, whose solutions provides the eigenvalues
of the observables; in the present model the dynamical vari-
ables are replaced by the respective uncertainty ranges, the
eigenvalues are inferred by elementary manipulations of the
classical formulae while the quantization is introduced via n.
The present model reverts thus fundamental inputs and out-
comes of the standard wave mechanics: the uncertainty is no
longer consequence of the commutation rules of postulated
quantum operators, it becomes instead the fundamental state-
ment as a function of which the operator formalism is inferred
by consequence of the range formalism. Several papers, e.g.
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[18, 19] show that this way of thinking is a valid alternative
to the standard wave mechanics: the expressions of the eigen-
values are identical in all cases where the wave equations can
be solved analytically without the need of numerical proce-
dures. The intriguing advantage of the present approach is
thus that it not only agrees with the wave formalism, in fact
inferable as a corollary so that the present model is in prin-
ciple compliant with any quantum results today known, but
contextually implies even the conceptual foundations of the
special and general relativity [17]; so are not surprising the
chance of having obtained the Eq. (19) and recognized the
approximate character of the Netwton law F ≈ ma, prelim-
inarily obtainable as in the Eq. (20), without the relativistic
correction involving the space-time deformation in the pres-
ence of mass.

The quantum space-time uncertainty has profound impli-
cations in relativity, whose formulae result indeed expressed
themselves via uncertainty ranges; although the formulae are
seemingly identical, however their physical meaning is defi-
nitely different. E.g., it has been emphasized that the Eq. (2)
entails the functional dependence px = vxε/c2 of the local
dynamical variables: the latter equation is well known, the
former seems a redundant and pretextuous attempt to rewrite
the standard relativistic result. Yet just in this way, introduc-
ing ranges that replace local variables, the relativity is made
compliant with the quantum theory. The local dynamical vari-
ables are incompatible with the Heisenberg principle, the un-
certainty ranges do by definition; so the usual formulae of the
standard relativity are mere classical limit cases of range sizes
tending to zero, in agreement with the classical character of
the relativity itself.

In short, the present paper is a further contribution con-
firming that the Eqs. (1) represent the common root underly-
ing quantum theory and relativity.

7 Conclusion

The necessity of skipping a detailed analysis about the spe-
cific features of all forms of interaction, outside of the scope
of this paper, ranks the significance of the essential outcomes
provided by the model; the value of results already known re-
lies on the fact of being obtained contextually in the frame of
a unique idea, which emphasizes the validity of the theoretical
basis so far implemented. The approach proposed here sug-
gests that an appropriate basic assumption about the displace-
ment mechanism of the vector bosons has prioritary impor-
tance with respect to the detailed speculation about the single
interactions themselves; moreover the scalar J · v was proven
effective as a common basis to infer distinguishing informa-
tion even without introducing explicit hypotheses on the per-
tinent vector bosons. The analytical form of the gravity force
was inferred waiving the specific nature of the gravitons; the
well known form (51) of the strong force has been inferred
waiving the features of the gluons and their property of ex-

changing the colour force between quarks, whereas the elec-
tromagnetic interaction was found related to the photons as a
particular case of a more general electro-weak interaction in-
volving massive vector bosons. The weak interaction only re-
quired considering explicitly the displacement velocity of the
carriers, which cannot travel at the light speed as their masses
affect the characteristic space range and lifetime. Yet the ba-
sic features of all interactions depend primarily on the diffu-
sion like behaviour of vector bosons described case by case
through the form of the respective scalars J ·v. Although such
theoretical approach is seemingly classical, indeed the section
2 exploits standard vector calculus, relativistic implications
are anyway evident and occasionally even unexpected; this
is because the Eqs. (1) contain an obvious quantum charac-
ter that however encloses also relativistic implications, which
therefore appear by consequence while implementing them.
Considering the quantum origin of the diffusion laws, it is
not surprising that the implications of the model are general
enough to span not only the solid state physics but also the
fundamental interaction physics.
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The paper shows, that the sequence of sorted by value masses of the largest moons in
the systems of Saturn, Jupiter and Uranus is connected by constant scaling exponents
with the sequence of their sorted by value orbital periods.

1 Introduction

In [1] we have shown, that the connection between the body
mass distribution and the distribution of orbital periods of
planets and planetoids in the Solar System can be described
by the scaling law:

M = µ · T D, (1)

where M is a celestial body mass, T is a celestial body orbital
period and µ and D are constants. We have shown, that for
sorted by value couples of a body mass M and an orbital pe-
riod T the exponent D is quite constant and is closed to the
model value 3/2. Furthermore, for M in units of the proton
rest mass mp ≈ 1.67× 10−27 kg [2] and T in units of the pro-
ton oscillation period τp = ℏ/mpc2 ≈ 7.02× 10−25 s, the con-
stant µ= 1.

In this paper we will show, that the scaling law (1) de-
scribes also the distribution of masses and orbital periods in
the moon systems of Saturn, Jupiter and Uranus.

2 Methods

In [3] we have shown that the scaling exponent 3/2 arises as
consequence of natural oscillations in chain systems of har-
monic oscillators.

Within our fractal model [4] of matter as a chain system
of oscillating protons and under the consideration of quan-
tum oscillations as model mechanism of mass generation [5],
we interpret the exponent D in (1) as a Hausdorff [6] fractal
dimension of similarity (2):

D =
ln M/mp

ln T/τp
. (2)

The ratio M/mp is the number of model protons, the ratio
T/τp is the number of model proton oscillation cycles.

Already in the eighties the scaling exponent 3/2 was found
in the distribution of particle masses [7]. Possibly, the model
approximation of D≈ 3/2 and µ= 1 in (1) for proton units is
a macroscopic quantum physical property, which is based on
the baryon nature of normal matter, because µ= 1 means that:

M/T D = mp/τ
D
p (3)

In [1] we have shown, that for planets and the most massive
planetoids the average empiric value D≈ 1.527 is a little bit

larger then the model value 3/2. If we interpret the deviation
of the empiric value D≈ 1.527 in comparison with the model
value 3/2 as a consequence of the fractality of the mass dis-
tribution in the system, then we can represent (1) in the form:

M∆/T 2 = 1 (4)

where ∆= 2/D is the fractal dimension of the mass distribu-
tion, the constant of proportionality is 1 for proton units mp

and τp. The model value of ∆ is 2/(3/2) = 4/3.

3 Results

The tables 1-3 contain properties of the largest moons of the
Saturn, Juputer and Uranus systems. Always on the left side
the moons are sorted by their masses, on the right side the
moons are sorted by their orbital periods. The tables show,
that within each moon system the fractal dimension ∆ (4) is
quite constant, but different from the average empiric value
∆= 2/D= 2/1.527≈ 1.31 for planets and planetoids [1]. This
fact we interpret as criterion of different levels of fractality of
the mass distribution in these systems. Furthermore, the ta-
bles show, that for the systems of Saturn and Uranus the frac-
tal dimension ∆ is nearly of the same average value, which is
quite different of ∆ for the system of Jupiter.

4 Resume

Within our fractal model [8], the scaling law (4) arises in
chain systems of many harmonic oscillators and can be un-
derstood as fractal equivalent of the Hooke law. The scaling
law (4) is valid for sorted by value couples of system prop-
erties. The Saturn system shows, that the scaling law (4) can
be valid for one and the same body. The Jupiter and Uranus
systems shows, that the scaling law (4) can be valid also for
couples of different bodies. This may mean, that in general,
the orbital period of each body does not depend only on its
own mass, but depends on the body mass distribution in the
system.
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Saturn moons, Body mass M, kg ln(M/mp) ∆ ln(T/τp) Orbital Saturn moons
sorted by M period T , years sorted by T

Mimas 3.7493× 1019 106.7277 1.2541 66.9235 0.9420 Mimas
Enceladus 1.0802× 1020 107.7858 1.2487 67.2983 1.3702 Enceladus
Tethys 6.1745× 1020 109.5291 1.2347 67.6187 1.8878 Tethys
Dione 1.0955× 1021 110.1024 1.2350 67.9901 2.7369 Dione
Iapetus 1.8056× 1021 110.6022 1.2385 68.4914 4.5182 Rhea
Rhea 2.3065× 1021 110.8470 1.2585 69.7524 15.9450 Titan
Titan 1.3452× 1023 114.9130 1.2419 71.3568 79.3215 Iapetus

Table 1: For sorted by value couples of a body mass M and an orbital period T the fractal dimension ∆(4) is quite constant within the Saturn
moon system. The Saturn moon system average ∆= 1.2445. Data comes from [9].

Jupiter moons, Body mass M, kg ln(M/mp) ∆ ln(T/τp) Orbital Jupiter moons
sorted by M period T , years sorted by T

Europa 4.7998× 1022 113.8824 1.1864 67.5538 1.7691 Io
Io 8.9319× 1022 114.5035 1.1921 68.2506 3.5512 Europa
Callisto 1.0759× 1023 114.6896 1.2024 68.9510 7.1546 Ganymede
Ganymede 1.4819× 1023 115.0098 1.2138 69.7980 16.6890 Callisto

Table 2: For sorted by value couples of a body mass M and an orbital period T the fractal dimension ∆(4) is quite constant within the
Jupiter moon system. The Jupiter moon system average ∆= 1.1987. Data comes from [12].

Uranus moons, Body mass M, kg ln(M/mp) ∆ ln(T/τp) Orbital Uranus moons
sorted by M period T , years sorted by T

Miranda 6.5900× 1019 107.2916 1.2551 67.3294 1.4135 Miranda
Umbriel 1.1720× 1021 110.1700 1.2328 67.9076 2.5200 Ariel
Ariel 1.3530× 1021 110.3136 1.2402 68.4050 4.1440 Umbriel
Oberon 3.0140× 1021 111.1145 1.2446 69.1473 8.7062 Titania
Titania 3.5270× 1021 111.2717 1.2507 69.5833 13.4632 Oberon

Table 3: For sorted by value couples of a body mass M and an orbital period T the fractal dimension ∆(4) is quite constant within the
Uranus moon system. The Uranus moon system average ∆= 1.2447. Data comes from [10, 11].
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The fundamental vector calculus definition of a force-free, field-aligned current in space
is expanded in cylindrical coordinates to directly obtain the Bessel partial differential
equation that specifies the magnetic field created by such a current. This result is often
called the Lundquist solution. A simple but detailed derivation is included here. The
physical properties of the resulting intricate magnetic field structure are described. The
cause of its characteristic counter-rotation and counter-flows are identified. The describ-
ing equations are put into state-variable form and a step-wise approximation is applied.
This solution reveals the primary effect of the force-free parameter, α, as being a scale
factor of radial distance. We show that: 1) both the axial and azimuthal magnetic and
current density components cyclically reverse their directions with radial distance from
the central axis of the current; 2) the magnetic field extends farther from the central
axis within a force-free field than it would if produced by a current in a long straight
conductor. The total magnetic field magnitude and current density are shown to vary
inversely as the square root of r. For large r, outside the plasma, the azimuthal magnetic
field is shown to vary as 1/r. These results are shown to be consistent with laboratory
and astronomical observations.

1 Introduction

After Kristian Birkeland [1] (1867-1917) suggested in 1908
that Earth’s auroras were powered by corpuscular rays ema-
nating from the Sun that become deflected into Earth’s po-
lar regions by the geomagnetic field, the existence of such
magnetic field-aligned currents was strongly disputed based
partially on the idea that currents could not cross the pre-
sumed “vacuum” of space [2, p. 181]. Birkeland’s main prob-
lem, however, was that having made detailed measurements
of Earth’s geomagnetic field on the ground, he then wanted to
extrapolate that knowledge into a description of the current-
density distribution that caused those magnetic effects. This
is not possible because a given magnetic field value can be
produced by more than one distribution of current-density.

A level of interest did, however, develop regarding the
Sun’s photosphere and plasma properties of the solar corona.
For example, a mathematical model of a force-free magnetic
field was proposed as early as 1950 by Lundquist [3, 4]. He
investigated whether magnetic fields could exist in an elec-
trically conducting liquid and his results included presenta-
tion of the now well-known Bessel solution for force-free
fields. Later in 1957, investigators such as Chandrasekhar
and Kendall [5] applied a similar analysis to the spherical ge-
ometry of the Sun.

NASA scientists and many other investigators worked on
Birkeland currents and flux rope observations since the mid-
to-late 1960’s [6–18], with substantial activity on this topic
after the late 1980’s [19–24]. A few researchers have sought
cylindrical coordinate solutions [25] but almost always in ref-
erence to intricate quasi-cylindrical solar surface or coronal
applications. Potemra [24] concluded that Birkeland currents
and Alfvén waves are fundamental to an understanding of

the Earth’s plasma environment. It is now generally assumed
that magnetic fields inside interplanetary magnetic clouds and
flux ropes in the solar photosphere are force-free [26]. In
2009, space probe Themis discovered a flux rope pumping a
650,000 A current down into the arctic auroral region [27].
This strong observational evidence supports the existence of
Birkeland Currents.

Consistent with this, the major goals of this paper are:
1. To present a simple, but complete derivation of Lund-

quist’s equations that describe the magnetic field struc-
ture of a field-aligned current.

2. To fully describe the physical (not only magnetic, but
also both the electrical and structural) consequences of
those equations; to develop a model.

3. To demonstrate the correspondence between the prop-
erties of that model and observational evidence gath-
ered from both plasma laboratories and astronomical
images.

First we show that the basis of any model of a Birkeland cur-
rent is what is called a force-free, field-aligned current.

2 Definition of a force-free field-aligned current

Consider a stream of moving charged particles (an electrical
current) in a plasma that is not subject to any external forces.
A useful mathematical idealization of such a physical cos-
mic current is a vector field of current density, j, that, when
viewed in a cylindrical coordinate system, creates an overall
average current vector, I, which, by definition determines the
direction of the z-axis. The magnitude of I is assumed to be
everywhere independent of the z coordinate. The coordinate
system defines a point, p, represented by (r, θ, z), as illustrated
in Figure 1.
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The basic structure of such a cosmic magnetic field is con-
trolled by the momentum equation of ideal magneto-hydro-
dynamics [25, 28–30],

(∇ × B) × B = µ0∇p (1)

where µ0 is the permeability of free-space.
The left hand side of this expression represents the com-

pressive magnetic (Lorentz) force and the right side is the ex-
pansive force (pressure gradient multiplied by the permeabil-
ity of the plasma). We distinguish between force-free fields
with ∇p = 0 and pressure balanced fields with ∇p , 0.
On the photosphere and within the lower chromosphere of
the Sun the energy of the plasma motion dominates the mag-
netic energy and therefore the field is swept passively along
with the plasma. This condition is characterized as a high-
β plasma [31], where the parameter β is defined as the ratio
between the plasma pressure p and the magnetic pressure,

β = 2µ0
p

B2 . (2)

Higher up in the corona, in interplanetary and in cosmic spa-
ce, a lower pressure (lower ion and electron densities), low-β
plasma often exists depending on local field pressure. Here
the plasma can take on a force-free character [6,32,33]. How-
ever, care must be exercised in assuming low-β properties.
For example, “the extensive magnetosheath flow downstream
of Earth’s bow shock is a high-beta plasma. Along a radial
cut of the plasma coming inward from the Sun near the day-
side sub-solar point, the solar wind and magnetosheath flow
is high-beta, the magnetopause and immediate (thin) plasma
boundary provides a high to low beta transition, and immedi-
ately within the low-latitude boundary layer (within the outer
magnetosphere) plasma is low-beta. Then with lower radial
distance the plasma again becomes high-beta.” [34]. We now
present here a model that requires a low-β plasma environ-
ment.

The electromagnetic force experienced by each charge
within such a plasma is given by,

F = q (E + v × B) . (3)

The first term, qE, is the electric force and the second term,
q (v × B), is called the magnetic force. The name Lorentz
force is used to describe expression (3). The plasma region
contains the cylindrical current stream. No initial assump-
tions are made about the distribution of the current density
across the cross-section.

A flow of charge creates its own magnetic field through
which the charge flows. The site at which each charged par-
ticle, q, in the stream is located is the point of origin of two
local vectors: j = qv (current density) and B (magnetic field).
The current density vector j at each point inherently creates a
curl(B) vector given by Maxwell [35]:

∇ × B = µ

(
j + ε

∂E
∂t

)
. (4)

Fig. 1: Total magnetic field vector B = B(r, θ, z), and its two compo-
nents Bz and Bθ at a particular location; Br = 0. Note that at any
point r, the pitch angle of the vector B measured upward from the
horizontal plane is defined as the arctan

[
Bz (r) /Bθ (r)

]
.

The derivative term in (4) which was added by Maxwell
is called the displacement current. It is often considered to be
zero valued, as we do here, when it can be assumed there are
no time-varying electric fields in the region. Integrating the
curl(B) vectors over a cross-section of the cylindrical stream
(Stoke’s theorem) yields,

∫

S
∇ × B · dS =

∫

S
µ j · dS =

∮

C
B · dl (5)

where S is any cross-section of the plasma, and µ and ε are
the permeability and permittivity respectively of the plasma
medium. The second term in (5) is equivalently µI where I is
the total current carried by the plasma. If the cross-section is
circular with radius r, then the last term in (5) is 2πrB where
B is in the azimuthal, θ, direction, not aligned with I and the
z-axis. Thus the B field produced by a cylindrical plasma at
its outer boundary, r = R, is

Bθ =
µI

2πR
. (6)

Expression (4) is the point form and (5) is the integral
(macroscopic) form of that Maxwell equation. Expression
(4) is valid at any point. The integral forms given in (5) and
(6) imply that B is a vector sum of the effects of all the j
vectors on the surface S that is enclosed by C. B is not directly
produced by any single j. In (4) it is clear that j, the current
density at a point, creates only a single curl(B) vector, not a
B vector. In general, there can be (and often is) a non-zero
valued B vector at points at which j =0.

Prior to the time a cosmic current system, free of exter-
nally applied forces or fields, reaches a steady-state config-
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uration, the j and B vectors are interacting – all the j’s are
creating curl(B) vectors that sum to form the local B vec-
tors. At any point in the plasma where j , 0 a force can exist
between that current density vector and its local magnetic B-
field vector. This force is a magnetic Lorentz force given by
the second term in (3). This vector cross product of a moving
charge’s velocity vector v and the local vector B implies that
the scalar value (magnitude) of the resulting Lorentz force on
each q is given by,

FL = qvB sinϕ (7)

where ϕ is the smallest angle between the vectors v and B,
with scalar values v and B. We call ϕ the Lorentz angle. If
this angle is zero or 180 degrees, the magnetic Lorentz v × B
force at that point is zero-valued.

The magnetic intensity (symbol H) is often used to de-
scribe the macroscopic forcing function that creates a mag-
netic field,

H =
B
µ

=
NI
l
. (8)

The dimensions of H are A/m. (The number of turns, N, is
dimensionless). H has also been called the magnetic field
strength, and the magnetizing force.

The scalar magnitude, B, in (8) arises from the integral
form (5). In that expression, B is shown to be the result of the
total current, I. It follows that H is not a point form variable.

It may be shown that the energy density, WB (Joules/m3),
stored in the magnetic field of such a current stream is given
by,

WB =
µ

2
H2. (9)

Using (8) in (9), the total energy stored, ψ (Joules), in the
magnetic field of a cosmic current is given by,

ψ =
1
2

(
µN2Ac

l

)
I2 (10)

where Ac is the cross-sectional area and the inductance of the
current stream is defined by the factor in parentheses. This
shows that the only way to reduce the entire stored energy to
zero is to completely cut off the current (set I = 0); in which
case the entire cosmic current structure would cease to exist.

However, we assume that in unconstrained plasma in cos-
mic space, the current stream is free to move and distribute
itself so as to minimize the internally stored potential energy
due to the stresses resulting from magnetic Lorentz forces ev-
erywhere throughout the plasma. In fact space plasmas are
uniquely situated to obey the minimum total potential energy
principle [36], which asserts that a system or body shall de-
form or displace to a position and/or morphology that min-
imizes its total potential (stored) energy (a formalization of
the idea that “water always flows downhill.”).

The energy described in (10) is irreducible because it is
caused by the fixed quantity, I. But the Lorentz energies can

be eliminated because they do not depend on the value of I,
only on the cross-products between local B and j vectors.

If and when the process of shedding the internal magnet-
ic-force energy reaches a steady-state equilibrium, this struc-
ture is called a force-free current and is defined by the relation
between the magnetic field vector, B, and the current density
vector, j, at every location at which a charge, q, exists in the
current stream:

q (v × B) = j × B = 0. (11)

It follows from (11) that the Lorentz forces are every-
where equal to zero in a force-free current because every j is
collinear with its corresponding B. This arrangement is there-
fore also called a field-aligned current (FAC).

It follows directly from (4) and (11) that, if there is no
time-varying electric field present, then (11) is equivalent to

(∇ × B) × B = 0 (12)

which is identical to (1) with ∇p = 0. This is the basic defin-
ing property of a force-free, field-aligned current.

Expression (4) implies that, if at any point in an other-
wise field-aligned current, j = 0, (12) is automatically ful-
filled even if B is non-zero. The value of the magnitude and
direction of B at any given point is generally not sufficient in-
formation to determine the magnitude, direction, or even the
existence of j at that point. This is the problem that confronted
Birkeland in his attempts to identify the currents responsible
for the magnetic field variations he measured. However, from
(4), knowledge of the direction and magnitude of the ∇ × B
vector at any given point does identically determine the value
of µj there.

Field-aligned, force-free currents represent the lowest sta-
te of stored magnetic energy attainable in a cosmic current
[31]. We seek an expression for the magnetic field, B (r, θ, z),
in such a current/field structure.

3 Quantitative model of a force-free field-aligned cur-
rent

Equation (12) can be expanded into differential equation form
using the cylindrical coordinate definition of curl and the 3-
dimensional vector product determinant. However, this leads
to an expression of little utility. Because (12) is satisfied if the
current density, j, has the same direction (except for sign) as B
(and with no requirements on its magnitude), it was suggested
(Lundquist [3, 4] and many others) that,

∇ × B = αB (13)

which from (4) is equivalently,

µ j = αB (14)

where α is any non-zero valued scalar, which is equivalent
to (12). This leads to a simple solution, but it is important
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to note that accepting (14) as a substitute for (12) assumes a
priori that, for any non-zero α, a non-zero valued B at any
point requires the existence of a current density j , 0 at that
same point. This is in general, an unwarranted presumption.
This is especially so in light of the well-known tendency of
plasmas to form filaments (creating regions where j = 0 but
B is not). There are many examples in the study of electro-
magnetism, such as: Given that, in otherwise empty space,
a current, Ix = +1 A exists in a straight, infinitely long con-
ductor lying along the x-axis, find the value of the resulting
magnetic field vector, B, at the point (x = y = 0, z = 1). The
goal of this exercise is to find a value of B at a point where j
is explicitly zero-valued. The answer is not zero.

However, most investigators start unhesitatingly with (13)
and therefore (14) as givens. (This rules out applying the so-
lution to a filamented plasma.) For example, Wiegelmann
[37] does this and derives a vector Helmholtz equation which
he states, can be solved by a separation ansatz, a Green’s
function method [8] or a Fourier method [18].

An ansatz is the establishment of the starting equation(s),
the theorem(s), or the value(s) describing a mathematical or
physical problem or solution. After an ansatz has been es-
tablished (constituting nothing more than an assumption), the
equations are solved for the general function of interest (con-
stituting a confirmation of the assumption). That the mathe-
matical solution accurately describes the physics is assumed.

In his 1950 paper Lundquist (after accepting the validity
of (13)), without further explanation or derivation states that
the solution of (14) with constant α is,

Hz = A J0 (αr)

Hθ = A J1 (αr) .
(15)

Lundquist thus presents α as being a radial distance scale
factor in the argument of his Bessel function solution. No
evaluation of the coefficient A is offered. He also presents an
image similar to Figure 6 below, but does not derive the cur-
rent density or the physical consequences of these functions
such as periodic reversals with increasing radius or counter-
rotation and counter-flows of the plasma within the current
structure.

Other investigators [45] start with (13) and then take its
curl to obtain,

∇ (∇ · B) − ∇2B = α (∇ × B)

∇2B = −α (∇ × B) .
(16)

They then also present the solution of (16) as being that given
in (15). This agrees with Lundquist.

One of the most extensive reviews of force-free currents
in a cylindrical geometry by Botha & Evangelidis [25] con-
tains several references to similar studies. However, none of
these investigators make the simplest assumptions: adopt a
piece-wise linear approach, assume α to be any scalar value,

and assume no variation of j or B in either the azimuthal or
axial directions. Such simplifications may not be justified on
the solar surface, but are in deep space. Therefore, we derive
here a simple solution that follows from this and carefully
note the effect of the parameter α on the resulting model.

Before beginning this derivation, we specify the dimen-
sions of several involved quantities. Using (8),

[
µ
]

=

[ B
H

]
=

Wb
m2

m
A

=
Wb
mA

. (17)

Using (4) the following units obtain,

[∇ × B] =
[
µj

]
=

Wb
mA

A
m2 =

Wb
m3 . (18)

Using (13),
Wb
m3 = [α]

Wb
m2 (19)

or
[α] = 1/meter. (20)

Our derivation is as follows: The left side of (13) is ex-
panded in cylindrical coordinates:

∇ × B =

(
1
r
∂Bz

∂θ
− ∂Bθ

∂z
,
∂Br

∂z
− ∂Bz

∂r
,

1
r
∂

∂r
(rBθ) − 1

r
∂Br

∂θ

) (21)

and the right side of (13) is expressed as,

αB = (αBr, αBθ, αBz) . (22)

In (21) and (22), all field components are functions of the
position vector, p. Given that there is no reason to assume
any variation of current density j in the θ or z directions in
cosmic space, (14) implies the same is true for B.

It follows from the absence of any externally applied for-
ces other than possibly a static axial electric field to maintain
I (first term in (3)) and any time-varying electric fields, that
all partial derivatives of B with respect to θ and z are zero and,
therefore, what remains of (13) after these simplifications in
(21) are the following three expressions: In the radial direc-
tion,

αBr = 0. (23)

There is no radial component of the B vector. This is consis-
tent with Maxwell’s ∇ · B = 0. In the azimuthal direction,

∂Bz

∂r
= −αBθ (24)

and in the axial direction,

1
r
∂

∂r
(rBθ ) = αBz. (25)

This results in two non-trivial coupled differential equa-
tions in the two dependent variables Bz and Bθ as shown in
(24) and (25). The independent variable in both is radial dis-
tance, r.
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4 Solution in closed form

Combining (24) and (25) yields a single second-order differ-
ential equation in a single dependent variable,

r2 ∂
2Bz (r)
∂r2 + r

∂Bz (r)
∂r

+ α2r2Bz (r) = 0. (26)

The dependent variable Bz(r) is the axial component of the
force-free steady-state magnetic field. The component field
Bz(r) is allowed to extend as far as the differential equation
(26) provides for. No boundary condition at any non-zero
value of r is introduced. There will be, in all real currents
in space, a natural limit, r = R, to the extent of the current
density j(r).

Having now fully specified the differential equation (26),
it is recognized as being identical to Bessel’s equation of or-
der zero, with scalar parameter α (the units of which are (see
(20)) the reciprocal of the units of r). We thus have a closed-
form solution for the dependent variable in that differential
equation that results from expanding equation (13). Its solu-
tion is,

y = AJ0 (αx) + CY0 (αx) . (27)

J0(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order,
and Y0(x) is the Bessel function of the second kind (or some-
times called the Weber or Neumann function) of zeroth order.

The function J0(αx) has the value unity at the boundary
x = 0, and the function Y0(αx) has a singularity at this same
boundary. Because reality dictates that the magnetic field re-
main finite-valued, the value of arbitrary coefficient C must
be set equal to zero. Thus, the solution to (26) is given by,

Bz (r) = Bz (0) J0 (αr) . (28)

This Bessel function of the first kind and of order zero is
used to produce Bessel functions of the first kind and orders
1, 2, 3, . . . by simple differentiation. The recursion relation
for the first-order Bessel function is,

J1 (x) = −dJ0 (x)
dx

. (29)

Thus, from (24) and (29), we obtain,

Bθ (r) = Bz (0) J1 (αr) . (30)

Consequently, from (28) and (30), the scale of the size, r, of
the magnetic field in the radial direction is determined by the
parameter α. Allowing α = α(r) would distort the radial axis
used to plot Bz(r) and Bθ(r).

These Bessel functions approach damped trigonometric
functions for large r, but the amplitude decrease is unusually
gradual – varying inversely as the square root of αr, which is
a more gradual decay than the typical exponential, or 1/αr,
or 1/(αr)2 damping.

This decay behavior is seen from the asymptotic forms
shown here in (31) below,

J0 (x) =

√
2
πx

[
cos

(
x − π

4

)
+ O

(
1
x

)]

J1 (x) =

√
2
πx

[
cos

(
x − 3π

4

)
+ O

(
1
x

)]
.

(31)

Therefore, Br(r), Bz(r) and Bθ(r) shown in (23), (28), and (30)
together provide a complete description of the magnetic field
that surrounds and pervades the final force-free, minimum-
energy, steady-state, cylindrical current. In this state, all Lo-
rentz forces have been reduced to zero. The physical impli-
cations of these expressions are fully described in Section 8,
below.

5 Euler method of solution

Another approach to solving (26), one that does not require
that it be recognized as a Bessel equation, is to use an it-
erative numerical method. One such method is based on a
state-variable representation of the differential equation – in
this case the pair (24) and (25). In order to describe those
differential equations in state-variable form, the product rule
for derivatives is first applied to (25) as follows:

∂ (rBθ)
∂r

= rαBz (32)

r
∂Bθ
∂r

+ Bθ = rαBz. (33)

Two state-variables may be defined as follows:

x1 = Bz (34)

x2 = Bθ (35)

so that rewriting (24) and (25) in state-variable form yields,

dx1

dr
= −αx2 (36)

dx2

dr
= αx1 −

(
1
r

)
x2. (37)

An Euler/Runge-Kutta algorithm for obtaining an approx-
imate step-wise solution to (36) and (37) was implemented.
The results, presented in Figure 2, show, as expected, the fa-
miliar shapes of Bessel functions J0 and J1 as Bz(r) the axial
component, and Bθ(r) the azimuthal component. Also shown
is the total magnetic field strength |B| (the square root of the
sum of the squares of the two component scalar fields, Bz

and Bθ). This total field strength magnitude is strongest at
a minimum radial value r and decreases monotonically with
increasing r.

Specifically, in Figure 2, total magnetic field magnitude
is shown to decrease with increasing radial distance from the
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Fig. 2: Axial Magnetic Field component Bz, the Azimuthal Magnetic Field component Bθ, the magnitude of the Total Magnetic Field; and,
for reference, a plot of 1/

√
r – all vs. radial distance quantized to integer multiples of the step-size h = 0.1. The value of α arbitrarily

selected in (36) and (37) to achieve adequate resolution of the Bessel functions with this step-size is 0.075. The horizontal axis in this
plot is the radius r-axis. Note in Table I that in every case (row) the inherently dimensionless Bessel function argument, x = αr, thus
demonstrating the scale factor utility of α. (e.g., 2.4048 = 0.075 × 32.)

central axis of the current as (αr)−1/2. This function is shown,
for reference, as the fourth series plotted in Figure 2. This
behavior was fully described in Section 4 (see (31)). There-
fore, the magnetic fields within field-aligned cosmic currents
clearly extend outward in space much farther and less dimin-
ished in strength than the magnetic field that would be gener-
ated by a simple straight-wire electric current (see (6)).

The parameter α appears as a scale factor operating on the
radius variable, r. In the result shown in Figure 2, the value
for that distance-scaling parameter was arbitrarily chosen to
be α = 0.075. The horizontal axis of Figure 2 is in units of
actual radial distance, r. For example, the first zero of J0(x) is
located at x = 2.4048. In Figure 2 it is shown to occur at r =

x/0.075 = 32. This demonstrates the relationship between
the non-dimensional argument of the Bessel functions, x, and
the scaled variable, r: x = αr. Nothing is inferred or implied
about the current density vector field j at this stage.

The step-wise Euler method described here can also be
used in the event the state-equations are nonlinear due to cho-
osing an arbitrary α = α (r).

6 General validity of solution

A question remains regarding the generality of the solutions
(23), (28), and (30), for Br(r), Bθ(r), and Bz(r) respectively.
Directly or indirectly all three of these quantities result from
solving the Bessel equation (26), which, itself, is derived from
the substitute equation (13), not from the fundamental, defi-
nition of a force-free current (12). This substitute, (13), was
posited as being a valid alternative to (12), the defining prop-
erty. Expressions (12) and (13) impose similar but not iden-

tical requirements on the magnetic field B(r, θ, z) and the cur-
rent density field j(r, θ, z). Therefore, it has not yet been dem-
onstrated that the vector field solutions of (13) listed in (23),
(28) and (30) are also valid solutions of the fundamental def-
inition, (12).

In order to demonstrate this, we insert those solutions
back into (12) by writing the central three-dimensional cross
product contained in that expression in determinant form:

(∇ × B) × B =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

r̂ θ̂ ẑ
(∇ × Br) (∇ × Bθ) (∇ × Bz)

Br Bθ Bz

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (38)

Using the cylindrical curl expansion of (21),

∣∣∣bi j

∣∣∣ = (∇ × B) × B =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

r̂ θ̂ ẑ
0 − ∂Bz

∂r
1
r
∂
∂r (rBθ)

Br Bθ Bz

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (39)
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We use (23), (28) and (30). Then in (39) the element b22
becomes,

b22 = − ∂
∂r

[
Bz (0) J0 (αr)

]

= αBz (0) J1 (αr) .
(40)

The element b23 becomes,

b23 =
1
r

(
r
∂Bθ
∂r

+ Bθ

)
=
∂Bθ
∂r

+
1
r

Bθ

= αBz (0)
[
∂J1 (αr)
∂r

+
1
αr

J1 (αr)
]
.

(41)

Since
∂J1

∂x
= J0 − 1

x
J1, (42)

(41) becomes,

b23 = αBz (0)
[
J0 (αr) − 1

αr
J1 (αr) +

1
αr

J1 (αr)
]

= αBz (0) J0 (αr) .
(43)

Using the above expressions together with (23), (28), and
(30), in (39) and omitting functions’ arguments for clarity,

(∇ × B) × B =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

r̂ θ̂ ẑ
0 αB0J1 αB0J0
0 B0J1 B0J0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0. (44)

(QED)

Thus, the components of B(r, θ, z) given in (23), (28), and
(30) are shown to be valid solutions of the original defining
equation (12). That fact remains valid whether or not the al-
ternative (13) had ever been suggested.

Regarding the practical evaluation of αwhen approximate
observations of both B and ∇×B are available, we have [31,
p.107],

α =
(∇ × B) · B

B2 . (45)

Inserting the appropriate components from (23), (28), and
(30) into (45) yields the identity,

α = α. (46)

This indicates that the results presented here as (23), (28) and
(30) are consistent with the formulation for α given in (45).

7 Current density of a field aligned current

Having accepted the postulated alternative definition (13) and
(14) to determine the force-free magnetic-field solutions (28)
and (30) (repeated below as (47) and (48)), it is then logi-
cally consistent to simply insert these into (14) to obtain the
companion current-density relations (49) and (50):

Bz (r) = Bz (0) J0 (αr) (47)

Bθ (r) = Bz (0) J1 (αr) (48)

jz (r) =
αBz (0)
µ

J0 (αr) (49)

jθ (r) =
αBz (0)
µ

J1 (αr) . (50)

A dimensional analysis of (49) and/or (50) using (18) and (20)
shows the units of the constant term αBz(0)/µ to be A/m2 as
they must be.

In (49) and (50), it is clear that as the radial size of the
model is increased (by decreasing the value of α), the magni-
tude of both current density components decrease proportion-
ally.

Wiegelmann [37] defines α as being α(x, y) = µ0 j0/B0
(see (49) and (50)). This definition also has units of 1/m (re-
ciprocal of distance) (see (17)-(20)). Peratt [31, p.107] states
that α is adjusted until reasonable agreement is obtained with
observations (see (45) and (46)).

8 Consequences of the oscillatory nature of the Bessel
(Lundquist) solution

Expressions (47)–(50) fully describe the structure of the mo-
del of a minimum (Lorentz force) energy, cylindrical, force-
free, field-aligned current (FAC) under the assumption of eq-
uation (14). Thus:

1. There are no points within the plasma where B = 0. A
non-zero valued magnetic field exists at every point. In
the first paragraph after (3) it was stated, nor are any
assumptions made about the distribution of the current
density across the cross-section. (49) and (50) now ex-
press that spatial distribution of j(p).

2. At every point in the plasma, j and B are collinear.

3. At every point in the plasma µj = αB (assumption, as
discussed in Section 3).

4. The model expressions (47)–(50) remain valid only ov-
er the range 0 < r < R. Farther out from the z-axis than
r = R, j = 0. From that point outward, the cylindrical
plasma appears more and more like a single straight,
isolated current-carrying wire. So beyond radius R,
the magnetic field strength will decay approaching 1/r.
This is shown directly using (14): for r > R, j = 0,
α = 0. Then using (32) and (33) yields:

Bθ (r) =
kz

r
. (51)

This is consistent with (6).
Visualizing this field configuration with the aid of Figures

2, 3, and 5, reveals that, within the plasma, at increasing radial
values, the magnetic field, together with its collinear current
density, wrap the axis of the current stream with a continu-
ously increasing helical pitch angle.
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Fig. 3: Cross-section of a force-free current. In this view the
reader is looking in the +z-direction, in the direction of main cur-
rent flow. The radius values shown are plotted as values of r = x/α
(α = 0.075), which were used in the Euler iterative solution of (36)
and (37). At the radius values shown, the axial B-field is zero-valued
so the total field is only azimuthal (either clockwise or counter-
clockwise circles).

From (23), there is no outward radiation of the magnetic
field (nor its collinear j) from inside the plasma where α , 0.
There is no non-zero Br or jr component anywhere. Thus no
matter escapes from the plasma. This preserves the structural
integrity of the FAC over large axial distances.

Both solutions (closed-form and Euler) demonstrate re-
peated reversals in the directions of both the axial and the
azimuthal magnetic field components with increasing radial
distance. This implies the existence of a discrete set of vir-
tual concentric cylindrical surfaces (see Figure 3). These sur-
faces are centered on the z-axis of the field-aligned current.
At these discrete radial values, the axial field component, Bz

is zero-valued and the azimuthal magnetic component, Bθ,
is at alternatingly clockwise and counter-clockwise maxima.
As a function of r the axial and azimuthal field strengths are
observed to be in quadrature. For example in Figure 2, in a
region such as that between radial distances 74 and 116, the
axial field, Bz, is unidirectional (in the positive z-direction, at-
taining maximum strength at r = 94); whereas the azimuthal
field reverses direction at r = 94, changing from the nega-
tive direction of θ to the positive direction. This results in a
total magnetic field vector that wraps the current stream, its
pitch angle rotating (with increasing r) in a clockwise direc-
tion when viewed looking inward in a radial direction, toward
the central axis of the current (see Figure 5).

Thus, the axis of a cosmic, field-aligned current is wrap-
ped with a compound helical magnetic field whose angle with
respect to the +z-axis increases continuously with increasing
radial distance, r. This gives rise to a structure suggestive of
some ancient Roman fasces.

Fig. 4: Three-dimensional plot of the magnitude of the axial mag-
netic field component Bz(r) and the current density jz (r). This
demonstrates the relative strength of both those central (on-axis)
fields. The magnitude scale of the horizontal axes used in this Fig-
ure are both x, the dimensionless arguments of the Bessel J0(x) and
J1(x) functions.

In Figure 5, one cycle (0◦–360◦) of the pitch angle is
shown. The cycle is sketched at eleven incrementally in-
creasing sample values of radius. The shaded arrows show
the total magnetic field direction at each value of radius, r,
and the white arrows show the field direction at an increment
just below each of those values of radius. At every point in a
stable force-free, field-aligned current, the current density j is
collinear with B.

The Lundquist-Alfvén image shown in Figure 6, which
is often used to describe the Birkeland current steady-state
minimum-energy magnetic field, is in agreement with these
results (47–50), but it only describes the morphology for sm-
all values of r. As r increases beyond what is shown in Figure
6, an uninterrupted rotation of the pitch angle of the mag-
netic/current helices continues (see Figure 5). The field rota-
tion does not abruptly stop at 90◦ (where the total magnetic
field is orthogonal to the direction of z) as might be inferred
from Figure 6. The helical wrapping of the j and B fields con-
tinues with increasing radius values. This adds strength to the
overall FAC structure. The tangent of the helical angle at any
point, r, is the ratio (see Figure 1),

Bz (r)
Bθ (r)

=
J0 (αr)
J1 (αr)

=
J0 (x)
J1 (x)

. (52)

Therefore if the value of the scale factor, α = x/r is, say,
doubled, then that same pitch angle will occur at a value of r
at half the original radius (x value unchanged). Thus the scale
of the entire model will be halved (see Figure 6).

9 Effects of increased axial current

In a geomagnetic storm, a surge in the flux of charged parti-
cles (current increase) often temporarily alters Earth’s mag-
netic field.
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Fig. 5: The pitch angle of the helical total magnetic field, B vector,
that encircles a field-aligned current changes continuously with in-
creasing radial distance from the central axis of the current. There
are no abrupt quantum jumps or breaks in this angle’s change or
in the field’s magnitude. One cycle (0◦–360◦) of the pitch angle
is shown. The cycle is sketched at eleven incrementally increasing
sample values of radius. The shaded arrows show the total magnetic
field direction at each value of radius, r, and the white arrows show
the field direction at an increment just below each of those values of
radius.

The entirety of this paper up to this point has been focused
on the consequences of the reduction or possible elimination
of the Lorentz v×B forces as defined in the second term of
(3). But, the first term in that expression produces an indepen-
dent, conduction component of the current density that may
be added, via superposition, to the current density, jz, that has
been derived above. This additional term is written as,

jcond = qE

∑

k

nk µ
(k)
ions + ne µe

 (53)

where nk is the ion density, with k = ionization number of
the various ions, ne is the electron density and µ(k)

ions and µe

are the respective mobilities of those ions and electrons in
the plasma. Expression (53) is the point form of Ohm’s Law.
Another way that jz might become increased is by narrowing
the cross-sectional area of a Birkeland current as it squeezes
down into a polar cusp in a geomagnetic field.

It is not known if any actual, observed cosmic currents
are in the complete minimum (Lorentz force) energy, field-
aligned state. Several apparently show evidence of near-for-
ce-free behavior [31]. In the steady-state minimum energy
FAC configuration, all Lorentz forces have been eliminated
and charge simply follows the magnetic field structure. For
example, in Figure 3, any positively charged matter located at
r = 158, has counter-clockwise motion.

The image shown in Figure 8 was obtained in a plasma
laboratory. Neither this nor the image of Saturn’s north pole
in Figure 7 represent force-free currents because they both are
images of collisions of such currents with material objects.

Fig. 6: Two different sized scale models of a FAC. These are both
Lundquist-Alfvén-type images showing the helical structure of the
collinear j and B vectors for small values of radius, r. (Left: Using
α = αo. Right: Using α = 2αo.) This demonstrates why some
investigators say that alpha controls the “tightness of twist”. It only
appears to do that as a secondary effect because it’s primary effect is
as a scale factor on the overall dimensional size (r, z) of the model’s
structure.

Figure 8 suggests what may occur if such an overall cur-
rent density increase were to occur. The force-free structure
would begin to undergo changes (if not be totally destroyed).
Exactly what would happen is pure conjecture but if we start
with Figure 3 and consider what might occur if and when a
low intensity stream of positive charge begins to infuse the
entire cross-section in a +z direction (away from the reader),
these additional positive charges would likely be deflected by
Lorentz forces as follows (see Figure 3). At radii 33, 116, and
199 – deflection inward and clockwise. At radii 74, and 158
– deflection outward and counter-clockwise.

The two paths (inward and clockwise at r = 116 and the
one at r = 74 moving outward and counter-clockwise) might
appear to be a single path spiraling inward from r = 116
toward r = 74. Such pathways are suggested in Figure 8.
Clearly in that state, the system is no longer at minimum en-
ergy – Lorentz forces are at work within the no-longer force-
free plasma.

Another effect of an increase in the magnitude of the axial
component of the current density, jz, would be to add a small
incremental vector in the +z-axis direction to each existing jz-
vector. For example, consider sub-figures 2-5 in Figure 5. A
small +jz vector added to each of the shaded j-vectors shown
there would tend to twist them slightly counter-clockwise,
away from being aligned with their corresponding B-vector
that remains fixed. The resulting Lorentz force (j × B) would
be directed inward (away from the viewer). However, if a
similar small +jz vector were to be added to each of the shad-
ed j-vectors shown in sub-figures 7-10 in Figure 5, this would
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Fig. 7: Saturn’s north pole, infrared Cassini image. Saturn is a
gaseous planet composed mainly of hydrogen and helium. This im-
age was obtained during the dark winter. The pole is encircled by a
hexagonal feature in its atmosphere, which is thought to be caused
by a planetary (atmospheric) wave. Image obtained using the in-
frared mapping spectrometer on board the Cassini Orbiter space-
craft. Courtesy of: NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of Arizona. The
Cassini-Huygens mission is a cooperative project of NASA, the Eu-
ropean Space Agency and the Italian Space Agency. Image Credit:
NASA/JPL/GSFC/Oxford University/Science Photo Library [40].

twist them slightly clockwise and the Lorentz force would, at
those points, be directed outward (toward the viewer). Ions,
then, will be pushed inward over radial ranges wherever az-
imuthal magnetic field, Bθ, is directed clockwise in Figure
3. Ions will be expelled outward wherever Bθ is directed
counter-clockwise in Figure 3. Matter (ions and neutral dust)
will thus tend to congregate at intermediate radius values such
as r = 0, 94, and 178. These are radii defined by the odd zeros
of J1 = J1(x) = J1(αr), (x = 0, 7, 13, . . . ) (see Figure 4 and
column 3 of Table I for values). Electrons moving in the −z-
direction will tend to be scavenged into the same r-regions.
These are hollow cylindrical surfaces where +jz dominates.

10 Comparison of results with observations

Images in Figures 7, 9, and 10 are obtained from actual astro-
nomical observations. The image shown in Figure 7 is consis-
tent with the hypothesis that Saturn is receiving a flow of elec-
tric charge via a Birkeland current directed into its north pole
much as Earth is known to be experiencing. It is well known
that currents in plasma drag un-ionized (as well as ionized)
matter along in their path [42]. Figure 3 and the discussion at
the end of Section 9, above, imply that clockwise and counter-
clockwise counter-rotating current paths such as those at r =

33 and 74 ought to exhibit such counter-rotation. But, for
years it has been unknown whether the spiraling/circular pa-
ths appearing in Figures 7, 8 and 9 are really counter-rotating.

Fig. 8: Cross-section of a dense plasma focus Birkeland Current car-
rying I = 174, 000 amperes. This image was captured by a witness
plate placed in the discharge in a plasma lab. The spiral structure of
the cross-section is visible. The 56-dot circular overlay shows the
locations of the apparent spiral shaped paths of matter. Courtesy of
A.L. Peratt, from Characteristics of a High-Current, Z-Pinch Aurora
As Recorded in Antiquity, Part II Directionality and Source by Per-
att, Directionality and Source. IEEE Transactions on Plasma Sci.,
August 2007 [41].

It would require a video to reveal that relative motion.
It so happens that NASA has produced exactly such a

video clearly showing counter-rotating (plasma) clouds with-
in what appears to be the hexagonal shape at Saturn’s north
pole (see: [43] NASA video - Saturn’s Hurricane). In this
video, the term hurricane is used repeatedly by the narrator
who expresses concern about the fact that the “storm” is fixed
to the planet’s north pole and that no water ocean exists be-
low it to cause it to exist. He does not mention that actual
hurricane winds do not counter-rotate as these do.

In that video, in shear regions between counter-rotating
shells, what appear to be diocotron instabilities are visible
(see Figure 9). Without NASA’s video, the counter-rotational
motions of these areas in the Saturnian surface would not be
observed and therefore their existence would go undiscov-
ered. This recent motion picture is crucial evidence of part
of what is being presented here. Many other edited versions
of the original NASA video exist that do not show counter-
rotation taking place. The uncut original does.

11 Conclusions

It has been well-known for decades that the Lundquist solu-
tion (15) constitutes a simple model of a cylindrical force-
free, field-aligned current. This model:

1. Dictates that the two vector fields j(r, θ, z) and B(r, θ, z)
be everywhere collinear;
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Fig. 9: Series of diocotron (shear) instabilities, especially obvious in
the upper left of this image. This was taken from the NASA video
[43] which clearly shows counter-rotation. From NASA Cassini
mission video of Saturn’s North Pole. Courtesy of: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/University of Arizona. The Cassini-Huygens mission is a
cooperative project of NASA, the European Space Agency and the
Italian Space Agency. The imaging operations center is based at
the Space Science Institute in Boulder, Colo. The Visual and In-
frared Mapping Spectrometer team is based at the University of Ari-
zona [43].

2. States that the overall solutions that specify the spatial
dependence of those fields’ magnitudes and directions
are Bessel functions;

3. Assumes α is constant inside the plasma.

In this present paper we present a simple, but detailed
derivation of this model of a force-free current and demon-
strate, through straightforward mathematical analysis and str-
ict adherence to the principles delineated in Maxwell’s equa-
tions [35], a number of significant characterizations [44] of
these field equations that are in strong agreement with reli-
able imagery obtained from both actual observations of phe-
nomena in space and measurements in experiments in plasma
laboratories. The most significant of those results are:

1. The complete mathematical model of a cylindrical, for-
ce-free FAC, including expressions for its current-den-
sity field is presented by (47)–(50), not just (15).

2. Magnetic fields produced by force-free currents stretch
out radially from the central axis of the current stream
much farther, and with greater effect, than previously
thought. For radial distances, r, within the plasma (r <
R) the amplitudes of those helical fields decay slowly
in inverse proportion to the square root of r.

3. The fact that expression (23) requires that no compo-
nent of the magnetic field, B, can extend outward in
the radial direction (and the fact that B and j are every-
where collinear) demonstrates that no dissipative cur-
rents or fields leave the cylindrical structure along its
length. Birkeland’s critics thought that the final, re-

laxed distribution would be an infinite dispersion, not a
strong, tight cylinder (which it is).

4. The structural stability of the spiraling fasces-like wra-
pping of the magnetic field explains the observed enig-
matic stability of Birkeland currents over long inter-
planetary, inter-stellar, and inter-galactic distances. For
example, the cosmic current “jet” emanating from gala-
xy M87 remains collimated over a distance exceeding
5000 light years [46]. The stability of the flux-rope
connecting the Sun and Earth is now better understood
(see Section 8).

5. The angle of pitch of the helix varies smoothly and con-
tinuously with increasing radial distance, r, from the
central axis of the current out as far as the plasma’s
current-carrying charge density extends. This causes
cyclical reversals of direction (counter-flows) in both
the axial and azimuthal magnetic field and its collinear
current density. The magnitude of both the B and j-
fields may be greater than zero for r values far beyond
the first zero of J0(αr) (which occurs at r = 2.4048/α).
Figure 6 is shown to be correct but incomplete, and thus
potentially misleading.

6. Coupled with the new NASA video of Saturn’s north
polar region, this presentation strongly supports the hy-
pothesis that a Birkeland current is feeding electric cur-
rent into that region.

7. Parameter α controls the size of the resulting model in
both the r and z dimensions (together – not separately).
The value of α is arbitrary and is selected to enable the
model to fit the size of the actual space-plasma being
modeled.

8. The major difference between a field-aligned current
(FAC) and a Birkeland current is that in a FAC the total
current, I, is a minimum. When the current density at
any point, j, increases for any reason above its minimal
value, non-zero Lorentz forces begin to occur and the
matter scavenging described in Section 9 takes place.

9. The mathematical procedure offered here is circumscr-
ibed to an extent not typical of other papers by caveats
regarding the consequences of the universal unques-
tioning acceptance of the generality of the expression
µj = αB (14). This is not applicable in filamented
plasma.

The conclusions drawn from the analysis of the mathe-
matical model derived in this paper have been tested against
original motivating observations and measurements. Consis-
tently strong agreement is found. Many otherwise enigmatic
images stand witness to the potential benefits of considering
possible electrical causation of other cosmic plasma phenom-
ena.

The M2-9 Hourglass planetary nebula in Figure 10 is a
prime case in point. We suggest that the narrowing of the
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Fig. 10: The Hourglass (or Butterfly) planetary nebula, M2-9. In
this image the separate hollow, cylindrical tubes of matter are clearly
visible. The cross-sectional area of the structure diminishes near the
center of the pinch. Since the total current is the same at every cross-
section, this means regions near the central pinch have increased
current density (A/m2) and corresponding greater visual brightness.
Courtesy of the Hubble Legacy Archive, NASA, ESA Processing
Judy Schmidt. The Hubble Legacy Archive (HLA) is designed to
optimize science from the Hubble Space Telescope by providing on-
line, enhanced Hubble products and advanced browsing capabilities.
The HLA is a joint project of the Space Telescope Science Institute
(STScI), the Space Telescope European Coordinating Facility (ST-
ECF), and the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC) [45].

plasma FAC channel due to the z-pinch creates an increased
current density which causes a transition of the plasma from
the dark mode into the visible glow and arc modes. The ob-
served dual, concentric cylinders of excited plasma are con-
sistent with the counter-rotation, matter scavenging, and re-
versing flows described in this paper.
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LETTERS TO PROGRESS IN PHYSICS

An Eidetic Reflex and Moment of Breakthrough in Time and Scientific Creation:

10 Years of Progress in Physics, 100 Years of General Relativity,

and the Zelmanov Cosmological Group

Indranu Suhendro

The Zelmanov Cosmological Group, Secretary of the Zelmanov Journal for General Relativity, Gravitation, and Cosmology

We celebrate the first 10-year momentous span of the solid

body of critical scientific results and efforts delivered by the

visionary editorial and founding team of the pioneering open

new-millennium journal for advanced studies in theoretical

and experimental physics, mathematics, astronomy, and cos-

mology, Progress in Physics (see the Editor-in-Chief’s mes-

sage: “Progress in Physics: 10 years in Print”), behind which

is the core scientists and guardians of universal scientific cre-

ation, scientific revolution, and scientific-intellectual freedom

and ethics: the few core scientists of the quintessential Zel-

manov Cosmological Group, such as the founding editors and

scientific creators Dmitri Rabounski and Larissa Borissova.

The Zelmanov Cosmological Group, which is also behind

The Abraham Zelmanov Journal for General Relativity, grav-

itation, and cosmology, dedicates itself to the profound and

extensive scope and depth of the works of the master theoreti-

cian “par excellence” of the Soviet-era general relativistic and

cosmological school, Abraham Leonidovich Zelmanov, and

to the most unique problems and possible extensions of Gen-

eral Relativity in general. Abraham Zelmanov’s profundity

“sine qua non” is reflected in the singular creation of the the-

ories of chronometric, kinemetric, and orthometric (monad)

formalism in General Relativity, the Infinite Relativity Prin-

ciple, the Anthropic Principle, the extensive classification of

all possible cosmological models in the space-time of General

Relativity (the Zelmanov Classification, including the possi-

bility of absolute reference frames in a deforming, rotating,

gravitating closed finite Universe), and many others (see the

website of The Abraham Zelmanov Journal for details, and in

particular the 2012 foreword to the book Particles Here and

Beyond the Mirror). So, Zelmanov’s theoretical mastery sin-

gularly encompasses the general fully non-linear, anisotropic,

inhomogeneous, anholonomic, non-simply-connected space-

time structure (and sub-structure) of General Relativity and

the fabric of the cosmos, achieving the unification of the un-

derlying structure of space-time, reference frame systems,

and the fundamental observer. Zelmanov’s few students and

theoretical inheritors — such as Dmitri Rabounski and La-

rissa Borissova — have thereby preserved and extended his

scientific and philosophical ideals as a whole, comprehen-

sive, unitive scientific legacy: a singular univocity — “Zel-

manovian Universum” — in the form of an ideologically most

unique and versatile platform for the most singular kind of

meta-science and scientific creation, which is the embryo of

the present Zelmanov Cosmological Group.

In the background of such unique origination, the gen-

eral fundamental physics journal Progress in Physics, with a

substantial portion of publications in General Relativity and

differential geometry — in common with The Abraham Zel-

manov Journal, is dedicated mostly to original, profound,

critical, and challenging scientific works that potentially en-

gage with the overall, far-reaching horizons and verizons of

theoretical and experimental physics, mathematics, astron-

omy/cosmology, and of science as a whole, thereby expand-

ing and synthesizing new scientific landscapes for both the

present and the future. This is done mostly by identifying

the pertinent objective quality and originality of the idea(s)

in a submitted scientific work and the first and foremost cru-

cial identification of the author as an essentially independent

creative mind (whether specifically affiliated or not) and as a

true person of integrity and clarity, therefore isolating the pro-

cess of scientific judgement infinitely and decisively from the

pervasively corruption-mongering, business-minded, pseudo-

scientific (so, pseudo-objective) politics of typical modern

academic practice and science administration (i.e., “big-wig

scientism”). In specific cases where the editors and expert

peer reviewers (who dare be non-anonymous) do not agree

with the ideology and content of a submitted paper, a fidelity

to pure scientific-intellectual freedom is still maintained as

much as possible in the publication of the said work, as long

as the basic technicality and competence (such as the math-

ematics and logical reasoning) is fulfilled. This is also true

for some tremendous-looking extremely short papers that can

subtly serve as an impetus for reflection and future scientific

inspiration: they can be so short and still publishable in view

of inspiring some pertinent new ideas in the future.

A word on a better peer-review system is at hand: above

all, the journal categorically and distinctly promotes origi-

nal thinkers and original scientific creators, along with fun-

damentally improving and transcending the largely deficient

anonymous peer-review system, thus often allowing a work

to be published with the potential for an on-going open peer-

review (in the full critical vastness of time and space as re-

gards judgement and validation): such as witnessed in the
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forced, pioneering open peer-review case of Grisha Perel-

man’s ground-breaking works on Ricci flow, manifold surge-

ry, and the Poincaré conjecture. Thus, the journal employs

a unique, more substantial form of peer-review system cov-

ering both immediate (pre-publication) and open-to-future-

validation fully substantiated peer-review models. The jour-

nal does not welcome typical celebrity popularization and

“celebrity fetishism/worship”. Thus, it does not endorse ex-

ercising scientific judgement based on mere consensus and

popularity, which is the maladious, rotten, decadent business

of politics and pseudo-science arising from the fact that there

are too many people nowadays claiming to be “career sci-

entists” (while careerism and science are most certainly two

different things by way of subtle logical discernment) while

essentially they are at large socially, inter-subjectively active

opportunists and imitators. Such is to be compared to Ein-

stein’s time when scientists were truly still a rare breed or

species — or say, before World War II, a war that changed

so many ways of doing things in science and life, in sci-

ence especially with the hijacking of some old journals and

institutions by a plethora of powerful pseudo-scientists and

pervasive mediocrity: certainly Einstein would not have sur-

vived today’s popularity-concocting, narrow-minded, overly

pretentious, intrinsically and extrinsically flawed scientific

administration laden with closed-minded and pathetically

rigid apathy against fundamental scientific novelty, individ-

uality, and originality.

The common board of Progress in Physics and The Abra-

ham Zelmanov Journal therefore comprises and welcomes

scientific pioneers, as ethically liberal-democratic and inter-

disciplinarily universal as possible: this, while the said board

consists mostly of theoreticians and scientific creators in Gen-

eral Relativity, cosmology, and differential geometry at the

heart of the Zelmanov Cosmological Group. While the jour-

nal is hosted by the said general relativists and differential

geometers, it does not oppose alternative views: it acknowl-

edges the two kinds of “alternative” (not one): the categori-

cally superior “alternative” and the simple (ordinary) “alter-

native” (which can be either inferior or relatively on-par at

times). Consequently, it promotes the fully open discussion

of categorically different (often opposing) scientific views

and ontologies, thus covering both the substance and event

of all possible ideological presentations and representations.

In conducting a superior, alternative form of scientific

peer-review, the board is also helped a great deal in dealing

with radical, paradoxical, universal, inter-disciplinary scien-

tific submissions and reasoning by the Smarandache Neutros-

ophy Group that extends the content, expression, and scope of

logic and dialectics. This then is meant to be a fundamental

platform for the creation of new physics, new mathematics,

new cosmology, new phenomenology, new ontology, and new

epistemology.

In other words, the journal aims at the rapid and transpar-

ent publication of uniquely qualified original scientific ideas

and impetuses: anything that is counter-productive, parasitic,

and artificial to the true spirit of genuine scientific judgement

(no matter how trendy), such as the extremely pernicious and

popular trends and developments in the superficial politics of

today’s scientism, is not recognized by it. In addition to sub-

stantiating and upgrading peer-review, the journal also strives

to help improve fully the genuine open-access system in all

possible ways. This is the firmest future model for any true

future science and scientific organization, where the quality

of an individual original scientific work alone can reflect the

journal’s over-all stance as a whole, not simply the very su-

perficial, idiotic, logically and semantically flawed concoc-

tion of “citation-only impact factor” (based merely on the

number of citations) misused by so many “illiterate” (essen-

tially quality-blind and quality-devoid) pretentious people in

the typical administration nowadays. The journal philosophy

as a whole serves in many ways as an absolute separator be-

tween real science and artificial politics, between originality

and imitation, between profundity and superficiality, between

integrity and hypocrisy. Any reader or any institution is ab-

solutely free to download the materials (papers and books)

published by both Progress in Physics and The Abraham Zel-

manov Journal.

The year 2015 also marks the 100th anniversary of Ein-

stein’s geometric theory of space-time and gravitation, the

General Theory of Relativity, since the final formulation of

the generally covariant Einstein’s field equations of gravita-

tion in the last quarter of 1915 (during a very tragic and dif-

ficult time of World War I). It goes without saying that this

was achieved by Einstein almost at the same time as Hilbert’s

final formulation of the field equations of gravitation, an ax-

iomatic, lone, and colossal problem Hilbert rather sponta-

neously worked on upon witnessing Einstein’s Göttingen lec-

ture on the (at that time agonizingly stifled) progress of the

formulation of the theory during the same year. It took well

over 8 years of one of mankind’s greatest intellectual (philo-

sophical, physical, mathematical) struggles towards synthe-

sis in history for the greatly isolated, independent, original,

and visionary young scientific creator — Albert Einstein —

to complete the task since 1907 when he first attempted the

logical extension of the Special Theory of Relativity (born

in 1905) to include gravitation and more general reference

frames under the umbrella of differential geometry and gen-

eral covariance (first with the help of Einstein’s friend, Marcel

Grossmann, who helped select and qualify Riemannian ge-

ometry for Einstein’s new physics program, and also of Tulio

Levi-Civita and Hermann Weyl upon the later publication of

the final form of General Relativity). This was not so long

after Poincarë and Minkowski (among Einstein’s own teach-

ers) proposed a basic four-dimensional space-time structure

for the world, which later became incorporated into Special

Relativity, and into particle physics and group theory via al-

gebraic symmetry classification. Today, as per differential ge-

ometry and topology, both Riemannian and non-Riemannian
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geometry (such as Finsler geometry) can be used in General

Relativity to understand better its geometric-folitional struc-

ture (such as Riemannian sub-manifolds and singular spaces)

as well as its extensions (most ontologically and epistemo-

logically unique, though, would be General Relativity’s or-

thometric extensions — not just any extension — as I have

alluded to elsewhere).

Understood initially by very few in the world — and now

genuinely and profoundly understood (truly in-depth, not

merely in the popular and prevalent context) still by very

few — General Relativity as such is a universal scientific

construct and superstructure equivalent to a pure work of vi-

sual and musical art and a novel philosophical edifice of on-

tology and epistemology. I therefore would like to salute

the truly small number of the world’s most dedicated and

original scientists (absolutely indifferent to mere popularity)

whose field of work encompasses General Relativity, gravita-

tion, cosmology, and the unified geometric theory of space-

time and the physical fields (fundamental extension of Ein-

stein’s theory): those who singularly live Einstein’s theory

of General Relativity and generally the Einsteinian ideology

of the geometrization of space-time, matter, and fields, i.e.

those with real creative contributions to the field (excluding

mere “toy models”) and not simply those very many who op-

portunistically make a living out of it by hijacking Einstein’s

theory and name. Congratulations to the rarest and most uni-

versal kind of scientific creators in Einstein’s name: those few

scientific creators in possession of insight and ideation, orig-

inality and profundity, solitude and singularity, of new ideas

in the unmistakable footsteps of Einstein himself.

Again, a disclaimer — a song of epistemic suffering and

near-despair, arising from a saddest line and event of alien-

ation in science — is immediately at hand also. It is a sad,

tragic fact that Einstein’s name today has been hijacked, mis-

appropirated, and misused in the said way by the throngs

of aggressively narrow-minded and self-promoting scientific

imitators and popularizers (and “launderers” of shallow sci-

entific outputs, opinions, and hypernarrations) the world over:

they typically and consensually announce a plethora of triv-

ial toy models of physics and the Universe and (by the blind

forces of “status quo” consisting of greedy and petty power

grabbers, false opinion manufacturers, and all their stooges)

often force and entrench them as prevailing dogmas while

hiding rather cowardly and manipulatively behind Einstein’s

stature. Such is a patently false misuse of power and a trivial,

empty concoction of prestige, and an epitome of great preva-

lent hypocrisy, amounting to the greatest corruption done in

the name of science: a categorical scientific abuse by way of

mere opinion-making, large political and financial backing,

and all sorts of flawed prestige and opinion manufacture ab-

solutely without (and in contrast to) the first-principle ontic-

epistemic determination of scientific profundity, quality, and

reality with all its reflexively self-evident intrinsic logic, se-

mantics, and syntax. It is clear that Einstein himself would

never take the side of those professing such a dogmatic and

popular position, let alone those who pathetically suffer from

— what I always call — utter ontic-epistemic shallowness,

solipsistic folly, sycophant opportunism, and hypernarration

(see the previous scientific letter “Meta-Epistemic Determi-

nation of Quality and Reality in Scientific Creation” as to

how to epistemically qualify real quality science as simply

genuine science and to disqualify bad popular science and its

politics as simply bad science). I and my colleagues disas-

sociate ourselves forever, once and for all, from such people

who are the latent enemies and cancers of science. We care

solely about the subtle and sublime spirit of science and sci-

entific creation, and of scientific-intellectual freedom, not all

the flawed manufactures of politics and such contingency.

The above diseased situation, often fogged and misunder-

stood in popular venues, has to be clearly understood by not

only those working fundamentally in Einstein’s theory, but

also those who have engendered a relative (or absolute) op-

position to Einstein and General Relativity. The latter group

of people with certain alternative views — which we cer-

tainly usually can tolerate as long as science is the objective

— ought not to mistake the flawed-in-mind opportunistic hi-

jackers of Einstein’s name and theory for Einstein himself

(and General Relativity), so as to very arbitrarily and short-

handedly fume out “war against Einstein”. They have to at

least understand the semantics and hermeneutics of Einstein

and General Relativity a little better than usual: not from the

said hijackers (who have no ontological, substantial relation

to Einstein whatsoever), but from the solitary few who are

real Einsteinian experts and inheritors. The Zelmanov Cos-

mological Group would welcome anyone who wants to un-

derstand Einstein and General Relativity better in a different

way, as to disclose that great light in a solitary, often dark and

hidden, true cosmic lane.

Finally, I salute once again the truly intellectually free —

true scientists, minds symphonically swarthed with the cos-

mos and ideas, like true poets and artists — anywhere on this

Earth and in the cosmos, on the most unique joint birthday

occasion and resonance of Einstein’s General Relativity and

Progress in Physics.

Dedicated to Grisha Perelman and all the (few) truly free,

corageous, revolutionary minds in the world of science. And

to professors Brian Josephson and Sydney Brenner, and the

late Joseph C. Hafele, from a silent observer on a distant

but immediate star, as was Einstein unto Spinoza and as was

Newton unto Copernicus: “. . . as this song of truth, this utter

knowing — the poem — falls to the beautiful soul as dew to

grass” (Pablo Neruda).
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We analyzed the individual masses of non-radioactive isotopes of the chemical elements

with an extended version of the bipolar model of oscillations in a chain system. When

defining a small set of appropriate rules, the model is able to predict the isotope which

possesses the highest abundance. This information can be read out from the continued

fraction representations of the isotope masses. Isotopes with enhanced nuclear stability

due to a magic number of neutrons in the nucleus were frequently found as exceptions

from the model. The model is applicable to the di-, tri- and tetranuclidic chemical ele-

ments; it fails completely as soon as a chemical element is composed of 5 or more stable

isotopes. From this we conclude that the bipolar model of oscillations in a chain system

– in its present form – is not yet the final version; the model must still be extended.

1 Introduction

In a previous paper [1], the bipolar model of oscillations in a

chain system was applied to the standard atomic weights of

the chemical elements. The atomic weights of the 19 mono-

nuclidic elements and Helium, which have the lowest stan-

dard deviations, were expressed in continuous fraction form

without any outliers. This was the calibration (and determi-

nation oh the phase shift) of the model. It was then found

that the vast majority of atomic weights of the polynuclidic

elements could be reproduced through continued fractions as

well.

The underlying mathematical formalism worked as fol-

lows: the mean atomic weights were transformed into a con-

tinued fraction according to the equations

ln
m

melectron

= pe + S , ln
m

mproton

= pp + S , (1)

where p is the phase shift (it must hold pp = -pe) and S is the

continued fraction (e is Euler’s number)

S = n0 +
e

n1 +
e

n2 +
e

n3 + ...

. (2)

Numerically (if , 0), pp was found to be -1.7918229 for the

calibrating (low standard deviation) data set.

In this article we extend this previously established ver-

sion of the model and demonstrate how to predict with an ad-

equate set of rules, which isotope of a given chemical element

has the highest abundance.

2 Data sources and computational details

All masses and percentage abundances of isotopes were taken

from the web-site of the National Institute of Standards

(NIST). An isotope mass is understood as the mass of the

neutral atom in its nuclear and electronic ground state.

As in previous articles, the continued fraction representa-

tion p + S is abbreviated as [p; n0 | n1, n2, n3, . . . ], where the

free link n0 is allowed to be 0,±3,±6,±9,±12,±15 . . . and

all partial denominators ni can take the values e+1,−e−1,±6,

±9,±12,±15 . . . .

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Model extension

Within the originally presented form of the bipolar model

(eq. 1) it is not possible to express all the nuclide masses

through continued fractions within the accuracy of their stan-

dard deviations. Two adjustments are mandatory, one is re-

lated to the model itself, the other one to the data set.

First we introduce an additional phase shift δ, as it was

already done in a previous article dealing with the electron

density distribution in the Hydrogen atom [2]. We write

ln
m

melectron

= δe + pe + S , ln
m

mproton

= δp + pp + S . (3)

In the same manner as holds pp = -pe, must consequently hold

δp = −δe, which means the bipolarity is strictly conserved.

The only difference between δ and p is the fact that δ is a

small phase shift (, 0, with either positive or negative sign)

applying to all isotope masses, while the phase shift p varies

among the data points. Some of the masses are associated to

the phase shift zero, others to its non-zero value.

Second, in order to be able to express (almost) all the nu-

clide masses through continued fractions, we have to split the

data set of non-radioactive nuclide masses into groups:

Group zero is the set of 19 mononuclidic elements, which

was already analyzed in a previous article. Here the phase

shift p was determined (pp = -1.7918229) and a δ parameter

was not considered, which means δp = 0.

Group 1 is the set of dinuclidic elements. We require that

the phase shift p remains the same for all nuclides, so only δ
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must be adjusted in such a way that ideally all isotopes can be

expressed through a continued fraction.

Group 2 is composed of all stable isotopes of the set of

the trinuclidic chemical elements.

Analogously the remaining chemical elements can be

grouped. Every group of masses leads to the determination

of a different numerical value of the parameter δ.

The first task (before making any abundance prediction)

is the determination of δ, so that from the continued frac-

tion representations (ideally) every isotope mass can be re-

produced with a numerical error smaller than its standard de-

viation.

This means for every isotope mass we obtain 4 different

continued fraction representations (eq. 3): two of them inter-

pret the mass as a proton resonance and two others as electron

resonances. In the case of no outliers, at least one of these

continued fractions reproduces the mass value with an error

smaller than its standard deviation.

3.2 Prediction rules

The following simple rules lead to a prediction of nature’s

preference for the one or the other isotope.

Rule 1:

The electrons contribute very little to the isotope mass, there-

fore the electron resonances are not decisive and we express

the nuclide masses only as proton resonances, according to

the equations

ln
m(nuclide)

mproton

= δp + 0 + S 0

and

ln
m(nuclide)

mproton

= δp + (−1.7918229)+ S p.

This means we calculate two continued fractions S 0 and S p.

In all the fractions below, the number -1.7918229 is abbrevi-

ated as p.

Rule 2:

It is obvious that now, due to the elimination of the elec-

tron resonances, many nuclide masses cannot be expressed

anymore through a continued fraction with a numerical er-

ror smaller than the standard deviation. Consequently we ig-

nore the standard deviation criterion and consider continued

fractions leading to a numerical error up to 0.3 u as valid;

whenever this error is greater, the result is interpreted as “no

continued fraction found”.

The choice of 0.3 u as the allowed numerical error is not

fully arbitrary. It was adjusted in such a way to make it possi-

ble to express at least 95% of the masses through valid contin-

ued fractions. If the allowed error is too small, many masses

fall out of the model, so the model automatically does not

work for them. However, with increasing error also rises the

probability that the continued fraction has no physical rela-

tion to the mass.

Rule 3:

The priority rule for continued fractions with different phase

shifts: the fractions with phase shift zero have priority.

Rule 4:

Comparison rule: we can compare only continued fractions

(of different masses) which were calculated considering the

same phase shift.

Rule 5:

Abundant isotopes accumulate in nodes and sub-nodes with

high positive denominator.

Rule 6:

A nuclide mass which cannot be expressed through a contin-

ued fraction is not abundant.

3.3 Model verification

These rules are now applied to the different groups of iso-

tope masses. For simplicity, only the first four denominators

of the fractions are given, which is sufficient for comparison

purposes.

Group 1: dinuclidic chemical elements, δp = 0.002919.

1. Hydrogen:
1H: [0; 0 | -1146, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 99.9885%
2D: [0; 0 | e+1, 12, 9, 6], 0.0115%

Here we compare the first denominators: e+1 > -1146,

so the model predicts that the isotope 2D is more abun-

dant than the isotope 1H, which is not observed. The

reason for the failure of the model is simply the fact that

the isotope 1H is directly linked to the proton, the ref-

erence mass of the model, always more abundant than

any other nuclide mass.

2. Helium:
3He: [p; 3 | -24, 12, -e-1, -9], 0.000134%
4He: [p; 3 | 15, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 99.999866%

It is not possible to express the Helium isotope masses

through continued fractions with phase shift zero. Ac-

cording to the priority rule for phase shifts we now con-

sider the phase shifted fractions. As the first denomi-

nator (15) is higher than (-24), the isotope 4He should

be preferred by nature.

3. Lithium:
6Li: [p; 3 | e+1, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 7.59%
7Li: [p; 3 | e+1, 441, -6, -e-1], 92.41%

441 > e+1, therefore the isotope 7Li should have the

higher abundance, as observed. None of the Li isotope

masses can be expressed via a continued fraction with

phase shift zero.

4. Boron:
10B: [0; 3 | -e-1, -21, 18, -15], 19.9%
11B: [0; 3 | -e-1, -e-1, -150, 15], 80.1%

-e-1 > -21, therefore preference to 11B.
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5. Carbon:
12C: [0; 3 | -6, e+1, -6, -6], 98.93%
13C: [0; 3 | -6, -24, -e-1, e+1], 1.07%

e+1 > -24, therefore preference to 12C.

6. Nitrogen:
14N: [0; 3 | -6, -e-1, e+1, -e-1], 99.636%
15N: [0; 3 | -9, 1137, -e-1, e+1], 0.364%

-6 > -9, therefore preference to 14N.

7. Chlorine:
35Cl: [0; 3 | 6, -e-1, e+1, -e-1], 75.76%
37Cl: [0; 3 | e+1, e+1, -6, -e-1], 24.24%

6 > e+1, therefore preference to 35Cl.

8. Vanadium:
50V: [0; 3 | e+1, -e-1, -18, e+1], 0.25%
51V: [0; 3 | e+1, -e-1, 15, e+1], 99.75%

15 > -18, therefore preference to 51V.

9. Copper:
63Cu: [p; 6 | -36, 6, e+1, -e-1], 69.15%
65Cu: [p; 6 | -60, -9, 9, e+1], 30.85%

-36 > -60, therefore preference to 63Cu.

10. Gallium:
69Ga: [p; 6 | 186, -e-1, 6, -6], 60.108%
71Ga: [p; 6 | 63, -15, 30, 6], 39.892%

186 > 63, therefore preference to 69Ga.

11. Bromine:
79Br: [p; 6 | 18, 24, -27, 21], 50.69%
81Br: [p; 6 | 15, 6, -e-1, 6], 49.31%

18 > 15, therefore preference to 79Br.

12. Rubidium:
85Rb: [p; 6 | 12, 15, 6, -e-1], 72.17%
87Rb: [p; 6 | 12, -e-1, e+1, -e-1], 27.83%

15 > -e-1, therefore preference to 85Rb.

13. Silver:
107Ag: [p; 6 | 6, -375, 12, e+1], 51.839%
109Ag: [p; 6 | 6, -12, e+1, -9], 48.161%

As -12 > -375, the model predicts the higher abundance

for the isotope 109Ag, which is not observed. So the

element Silver is the first and only unexplained outlier

where our model fails.

It is completely impossible to express theses masses

through continued fractions with p = 0.

14. Indium:
113In: [p; 6 | 6, -e-1, -6, 54], 4.29%
115In: [p; 6 | 6, -e-1, 6, 18], 95.71%

6 > -6, preference to 115In, as observed.

15. Antimony:
121Sb: [p; 6 | e+1, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 57.21%
123Sb: [p; 6 | e+1, e+1, -e-1, -e-1], 42.79%

e+1 > -e-1, preference to 121Sb, as observed.

16. Lanthanum:
138La: [p; 6 | e+1, 24, -e-1, e+1], 0.09%

139La: [p; 6 | e+1, 33, 6, -e-1], 99.91%

33 > 24, preference to 139La, as observed.

17. Europium:
151Eu: [0; 6 | -e-1, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 47.81%
153Eu: [0; 6 | -e-1, e+1, -e-1, 6], 52.19%

6 > e+1, preference to 153Eu, as observed.

18. Lutetium:
175Lu: [0; 6 | -e-1, 6, -e-1, -e-1], 97.41%
176Lu: [0; 6 | -e-1, 6, -6, e+1], 2.59%

-e-1 > -6, preference to 175Lu, as observed.

19. Tantalum:
180Ta: [p; 6 | e+1, -e-1, e+1, -9], 0.012%
181Ta: [p; 6 | e+1, -e-1, e+1, -6], 99.988%

-6 > -9, preference to 181Ta, as observed.

20. Rhenium:
185Re: [0; 6 | -e-1, 9, e+1, -9], 37.40%
187Re: [0; 6 | -e-1, 12, -15, e+1], 62.60%

12 > 9, preference to 187Re, as observed.

21. Iridium:
191Ir: [0; 6 | -e-1, 21, -6, e+1], 37.3%
193Ir: [0; 6 | -e-1, 33, -27, -e-1], 62.7%

33 > 21, preference to 193Ir, as observed.

22. Thallium:
203Tl: [0; 6 | -e-1, -15, -396, -e-1], 29.52%
205Tl: [0; 6 | -e-1, -12, 6, e+1], 70.48%

-12 > -15, preference to 205Tl, as observed.

Group 2: trinuclidic chemical elements, δp = −0.016544.

Now we apply the same system to the set of 6 trinuclidic

chemical elements. We see that (with one magic number ex-

ception) the model identifies the most abundant isotope.

1. Oxygen:
16O: [0; 3 | -12, -6, -24, e+1], 99.757%
17O: [0; 3 | -18, e+1, -36, -e-1], 0.038%
18O: [0; 3 | -27, -33, -e-1, e+1], 0.205%

-12 > (-18 or -27), preference to 16O, as observed; how-

ever the model does not explain why the isotope 18O is

more abundant than 17O.

2. Neon:
20Ne: [0; 3 | 585, -15, 18, 6], 90.48%
21Ne: [0; 3 | 51, -12, -e-1, 21], 0.27%
22Ne: [0; 3 | 27, 15, -e-1, e+1], 9.25%

585 > (51 or 27), preference to 20Ne, as observed.

3. Magnesium:
24Mg: [0; 3 | 15, -6, -18, -e-1], 78.99%
25Mg: [0; 3 | 12, -48, 12, -e-1], 10.00%
26Mg: [0; 3 | 9, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 11.01%

15 > (12 or 9), preference to 24Mg, as observed.

4. Silicon:
28Si: [0; 3 | 9, -e-1, e+1, -e-1], 92.223%
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29Si: no continued fraction found, 4.685%
30Si: [0; 3 | 6, e+1, 6, -e-1], 3.092%

9 > 6, preference to 28Si, as observed.

5. Argon:
36Ar: [0; 3 | e+1, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 0.3365%
38Ar: [0; 3 | e+1, 6, -6, 93], 0.0632%
40Ar: [0; 3 | e+1, 15, 39, 6], 99.6003%

15 > (6 or e+1), preference to 40Ar, as observed.

6. Potassium:
39K: [0; 3 | e+1, 9, -e-1, -12], 93.2581%
40K: [0; 3 | e+1, 15, 30, e+1], 0.0117%
41K: [0; 3 | e+1, 57, e+1, -6], 6.7302%

57 > (9 or 15), preference expected to 41K, which is

against the experimental observations. Reason: Potas-

sium is the element with atomic number 19. The iso-

tope 39K has 39 − 19 = 20 neutrons, which means a

magic number of neutrons. This explains the increased

abundance.

Group 3: tetranuclidic chemical elements, δp = 0.025770.

1. Sulfur:
32S: [0; 3 | 6, 9, 12, -429], 94.99%
33S: [0; 3 | 6, -21, -e-1, e+1], 0.75%
34S: [0; 3 | 6, -6, 9, -e-1], 4.25%
36S: [0; 3 | 6, -e-1, e+1, -e-1], 0.01%

9 is the highest denominator, preference to the isotope
32S, which is indeed observed.

2. Chromium:
50Cr: [0; 3 | e+1, -e-1, -e-1, -6], 4.345%
52Cr: [0; 3 | e+1, -e-1, 24, -15], 83.789%
53Cr: [0; 3 | e+1, -e-1, 6, e+1], 9.501%
54Cr: [0; 3 | e+1, -e-1, e+1, e+1], 2.365%

24 is the highest denominator, therefore preference to

the isotope 52Cr, as observed.

3. Iron:

When considering the phase shift zero, for both iso-

topes, 57Fe and 58Fe, no continued fraction is found.

This is the only case where two isotopes of a chemi-

cal element could not be expressed as proton resonance

simultaneously. A better description is found for the

phase shifted fractions, here only 54Fe turns out to be

an outlier. The model is correct when going down the

priority hierarchy and analyze these phase shifted frac-

tions:
54Fe: no continued fraction found, 5.845%
56Fe: [p; 6 | -12, -6, e+1, -6], 91.754%
57Fe: [p; 6 | -15, e+1, -e-1, e+1], 2.119%
58Fe: [p; 6 | -15, 48, 150, 12], 0.282%

-12 > -15, therefore 56Fe has the highest abundance.

4. Strontium:
84Sr: [p; 6 | 15, -e-1, -e-1, e+1], 0.56%
86Sr: [p; 6 | 12, e+1, -6, -e-1], 9.86%

87Sr: [p; 6 | 12, 18, -9, -6], 7.00%
88Sr: [p; 6 | 12, -6, -12, 9], 82.58%

15 > 12, so the model predicts the highest abundance

for the isotope 84Sr, which is not observed. Reason:

Strontium is the element with atomic number 38. The

most abundant nuclide 88Sr has 88 − 38 = 50, a magic

number of neutrons, which explains the failure of our

model.

5. Cerium:
136Ce: [p; 6 | e+1, 9, -e-1, e+1], 0.185%
138Ce: [p; 6 | e+1, 12, -e-1, e+1], 0.251%
140Ce: [p; 6 | e+1, 15, e+1, -e-1], 88.450%
142Ce: [p; 6 | e+1, 30, e+1, e+1], 11.114%

Our model predicts the highest abundance for the iso-

tope 142Ce. However, the most abundant isotope 140
58

Ce

has a magic number of 140 − 58 = 82 neutrons, so its

abundance is increased.

6. Lead:
204Pb: [0; 6 | -e-1, -33, 6, e+1], 1.4%
206Pb: [0; 6 | -e-1, -21, e+1, -e-1], 24.1%
207Pb: [0; 6 | -e-1, -18, e+1, -e-1], 22.1%
208Pb: [0; 6 | -e-1, -15, e+1, 6], 52.4%

-15 is the highest denominator, the model predicts the

highest abundance for 208Pb, as observed.

Higher groups: unfortunately, the model fails completely

when predicting the most abundant nuclide for all chemical

elements consisting of more than four isotopes. Despite the

fact that the grouping scheme still allows the expression of

the nuclide masses through continued fractions (with few out-

liers), no correlation between the maximum abundance and

the denominators is visible.

4 Conclusions

We have shown that a minor extension of the bipolar model of

oscillations in a chain system allows a satisfactory prediction

of the most abundant isotope for a given chemical element.

Most outliers occur when one of the isotopes has a magic

number of neutrons in the nucleus. From its total failure for

elements with 5 ore more stable isotopes, we conclude that

our model is still incomplete and must be extended.
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This is addenda to my paper entitled “New Possible Physical Evidence of the Homoge-

neous Electromagnetic Vector Potential for Quantum Theory. Idea of a Test Based on a

G. P. Thomson-like Arrangement”, which was published in Progress in Physics, 2014,

v. 10, Issue 3, 196–200.

1 On the special coil able to create a homogeneous vec-

tor potential h − ~A

Some experimenters potentially interested in evaluating the

test suggested in my article communicated me comments like:

• ’It is practically difficult to realize with a desired level

of geometrical accuracy the special annular coil de-

signed in [1]. Then it arises the question if it is possible

to imagine another system (of coils) able to create also

a h − ~A and which can be manufactured more easily

and with a required precision’.⋆

Here we wish to note shortly that a system of alluded type

can be devised in form of a set consisting in two parallel flat

coils pictured below in Fig. 3b. Each such a coil has the aspect

shown in Fig. 3a. Note that here we were indexing figures and

equations by the consecutive numbers from [1].

In the case of coils system from Fig. 3b the expression of

the h − ~A in an interior point P is given by

A = Az (P) = µ0 · I · n · d (11)

where n denote the number of conductors per unit length

along the coil (in direction of Ox axis).

The expression (11) can be achieved through a set of sev-

eral simple calculations and the reasoning done in the follow-

ing sequence of items

α : Taking into account the equation (6) and its motivation

from [1] as starting elements;

β : Imagining a scheme of infinitely long conductors, lo-

cated in xOz plane and mutually parallel with the Oz

axis. The conductors are crossed by currents of same

value I;

γ : Evaluation of the h− ~A field generated by the respective

currents in a point P situated on the Oy axis at some

distance h of xOz plane;

δ : The respective evaluation can be done by integration

over the Ox-axis and using formula (2.733) from [2];

Fig. 3: Schemas with special flat coils. (a) Frontal image of a single

coil. (b) Side view of a couple of coils

η : Consideration in Fig. 3 that the quantities L and H are

much larger than the dimensions d and s specific to the

set of flat and finite coils from Fig. 3b. One requires

also that the respective coils to satisfy the conditions

specified in note “From the ideal coil to a real one”

from [1];

τ : Then, through some modest calculations, by using the

evaluation mentioned in item δ one obtains the for-

mula (11).

So, if one uses the coils-system from Fig. 3b, for evalu-

ating the quantity idB
e f f

(A) mentioned in relation (5) from [1],

become of interest the result (11). This means that for the

value of h − ~A must be taken the value A = ℜ · I with

ℜ = µ0 · n · d. Then instead of relation (5) from [1] the
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test in question has to check the formula

1

idB
e f f

(A)
=

a
√

2me

hD

√
U+

ae

hD
A=

a
√

2me

hD

√
U+

aeℜ

hD
I. (12)

The last formula points out the fact that the quantity (idb
e f f

)−1

(inverse of effective interfringe distance) shows linear depen-

dence of the value of the h− ~A (and of course of the current I

which crosses the coils set). Such a fact can be significant in

checking the plausibility of the proposed test.

2 On the G. P. Thomson-like arrangement

As instrument for testing the possible distinct physical signi-

fication of h − ~A in [1] we suggested to use a G. P. Thomson-

like arrangement. Such an arrangement can be designed and

manufactured as a new apparatus specially dedicated to the

concerned test. But one can appreciate that for such a device

it is possible to use with sufficient confidence some scien-

tific equipments already existent on the specialized market.

As example of such an equipment can be taken into account

the set “Electron diffraction P2511300” manufactured by the

PHYWE company [3]. The main piece of the alluded set is in

fact a G. P. Thomson-like device. In the respective device the

role of diffraction grating (crystal lattice) mentioned in [1] is

played by a graphite foil with interatomic spacing a and D as

distance between crystalline foil and observational screen.

Usually [3] the respective device is used for measuring the

diameter Q of the first (and eventually of second) smallest

diffraction ring at different anode voltages U. Note that, in

terms used by us in [1], the diameter Q of first such a ring is

twofold of interfringe width i that is Q = 2 · i. The interplanar

spacing of graphite used in [3] is nothing but the interatomic

spacing a in the crystal lattice (diffraction grating) mentioned

in Fig.1 from [1]. Also a quantity D plays the role of distance

between graphite foil and observational screen.

Notice: Putting into practice the test [1] by using the

PHYWE-device can be performed by eluding the concrete

values of a and D. Such a performance can be done as fol-

lows. In a first step is completed a measurement in absence

of h − ~A field (i.e. when in (12) A = 0 and I = 0). From

the respective measurement is possible to evaluate a couple

of values U0 and QdB
e f f

(0) for the quantities U and Q. So ac-

cordingly with (12) can be calculated device parameter

Γ =
a

h D
=















QdB
e f f

(0)

√

meU0

2















−1

. (13)

Take into account the fact that in the case of the PHYWE-

device the values of quantities a, D and Γ as well as the per-

mitted range for the voltages U0 and U are predetermined by

manufacturer. The respective fact must be considered when

one operates with the alluded device and the set of numerical

estimations from Section 4 of [1] are not important.

With the aid of parameter Γ the relation (12) can be tran-

scribed as

[

QdB
e f f (A)

]−1
= Γ

√

meU

2
+Γ

eA

2
= Γ

√

meU

2
+Γ

eℜ

2
I. (14)

By using the above relations the mentioned PHYWE-device

can be put in practice in order to check the proper evidence

of the h − ~A field.
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to the Planck Vacuum State
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This paper argues that the de Broglie relations for the electron and proton are the re-
sult of their coupling to the Planck vacuum state, the continuum nature of that state
impressing a wave-like behavior onto the free-space-particle aspect of the two particles.
Lorentz transforming the vanishing of their corresponding particle/vacuum coupling
forces at their respective Compton radii, treated as Lorentz invariant constants, leads
to their space-direction and time-direction de Broglie relations. Results: explain the
peculiar form of the relativistic particle energy

√
m2c4 + c2 p2; define the de Broglie

waves for the electron and proton as periodic undulations within the Planck vacuum in
the vicinity of the electron and proton cores; and easily explain the double-slit electron-
diffraction thought experiment.

1 Force transformation

The electron and proton cores, (−e∗,me) and (e∗,mp), exert
the two-term coupling forces [1]

±
(

e2
∗

r2 −
mc2

r

)
(1)

on the Planck vacuum (PV) negating-energy continuum,
where the plus and minus signs refer to the electron and pro-
ton respectively and mc2 represents the rest energy of either
particle. The bare charge e∗ is assumed to be a massless point
charge. The massive particle cores, however, possess a small
spherical extension due to the zero-point formation of their
derived masses [2].

The coupling force vanishes

e2
∗

r2
c
− mc2

rc
= 0 (2)

at the Compton radius rc (= e2
∗/mc2) of either particle, leading

to the Compton relations

rc · mc2 = e2
∗ −→ remec2 = rpmpc2 = e2

∗ (3)

for the electron (reme) and proton (rpmp), and the (reduced)
Planck constant ℏ = e2

∗/c. It is noted that (1) is a force act-
ing between a free-space particle and the vacuum state – it
is not a free-space/free-space force as are the Coulomb and
Newton forces. The Compton relations and ℏ = e2

∗/c are used
throughout the following calculations.

The vanishing force (2) can be expressed as a tensor
4-force difference. In the primed rest frame of the particle
where these static forces apply, this vanishing force differ-
ence ∆F′µ is (µ = 1, 2, 3, 4)

∆F′µ =
[
0, i

(
e2
∗

r2
c
− mc2

rc

)]
= [0, 0, 0, i 0] (4)

where i =
√
−1 . Thus the vanishing of the component ∆F′4 =

0 in (4) can be thought of as the source of the Compton rela-
tions in (3).

The force difference in the laboratory frame (in which the
rest frame travels at velocity v along the z-axis) [3]

∆Fµ = aµν∆F′ν = 0µ (5)

follows from the tensor nature of (4) and the Lorentz trans-
formation xµ = aµν x′ν, where xµ = (x, y, z, ict) ,

aµν =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 γ −iβγ
0 0 iβγ γ

 (6)

and µ, ν = (1, 2, 3, 4) . Thus (5) yields

∆Fµ =
[
0, 0, βγ

(
e2
∗

r2
c
− mc2

rc

)
, i γ

(
e2
∗

r2
c
− mc2

rc

)]
=

[
0, 0,

1
rc

(
e2
∗

rd
− c · mγv

)
,

i
rc

(
e2
∗

rL
− c · mγc

)]
= [0, 0, 0, i 0]

(7)

where
rd =

rc

βγ
and rL =

rc

γ
(8)

are the de Broglie radii for the space and time directions re-
spectively; and where β = v/c < 1 and γ = 1/

√
1 − β2.

The force difference ∆F3 = 0 in (7) gives the de Broglie
relation

rd · cp = e2
∗ or rd =

ℏ

p
(9)

in the space direction, where p = mγv is the relativistic par-
ticle momentum. The force difference ∆F4 = 0 gives the de
Broglie relation

rL · E = e2
∗ or rL =

ℏ

mγc
(10)
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in the time direction, where E = mγc2 is the total relativistic
particle energy.

The momentum and energy in equations (9) and (10) are
derived from nothing more than the vanishing of the Lorentz
transformation of (2), whose results can be taken a step fur-
ther:

E =
e2
∗

rL
=

e2
∗γ

rc
= mc2γ

= mc2
(
1 +

β2

1 − β2

)1/2
=

(
m2c4 + c2 p2

)1/2
(11)

showing that this well known equation has its source in the
two-term particle/PV coupling force.

2 Conclusions and comments

The vast accumulation of electron diffraction data leaves no
doubt that the electron and proton possess a wave nature. If
the corresponding waves are roughly expressed in terms of
planewaves, then it is reasonable to assign 2πrd and 2πrL

as the wavelengths in the space and time directions respec-
tively. As a first approximation then, the electron and proton
de Broglie waves are planewaves propagating within the PV
continuum.

The Synge primitive (or planewave) quantization of
spacetime [4, p.106] is an independent calculation that par-
allels the ideas of the previous paragraph. That quantiza-
tion divides the space and time axes of the Minkowski space-
time diagram into equal segments, where the space and time
segments are rd and rL respectively (Synge actually multi-
plies these two segments by 2π which defines a phase space).
The particle/PV coupling of the previous section provides the
physical explanation for that quantization in terms of the cou-
pling force (1).

Although the implied mathematics of the two previous
paragraphs involves planewaves (which are global), the PV
wave phenomenon must be a local property associated with
the particle/PV interaction in the neighborhood of the parti-
cle cores (−e∗,me) and (e∗,mp), with characteristic (radian)
frequencies defined by

ωc =
e2
∗/rc

ℏ
=

c
rc

(12)

with

ωL =
e2
∗/rL

ℏ
= γωc and ωd =

e2
∗/rd

ℏ
= βγωc (13)

for each particle. Then (11) yields

ω2
L = ω

2
c + ω

2
d . (14)

The preceding results offer a simple explanation for the
double-slit thought experiment [5, p.85]. Consider a colli-
mated beam of monoenergetic electrons that is directed at

an opaque wall containing two narrow, parallel, and closely
spaced slits A and B, with a detection screen at some distance
beyond the slits. Being a particle (although with a wave-
like nature), the electron cannot go through both slits at the
same time. Now consider the two experiments: (1) with slit
A open and slit B closed; and (2) with both slits A and B
open. Assume that the slits are narrower than one de Broglie
wavelength (2πrd) and that their separation distance is several
wavelengths.

If the electrons are particle-like with no wave-like qual-
ities, the screen would show a bell-shaped excitation curve
in case (1) and two superimposed bell-shaped curves in case
(2). But for case (2), however, the overwhelming diffraction
evidence demands a well defined oscillatory excitation curve
on the screen — because the particle exhibits a definite wave-
particle nature. Since the electron must go through A or B,
but not both, this result is difficult to understand [5, p.85] with
present-day physics. But if the free-space particle is accom-
panied by a PV de Broglie wave, the diffraction of that wave
through A and B, and its interaction with the particle core,
easily explains the oscillatory curve on the detection screen.
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